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Abstract 
With the emergence of wireless communications and mobile computing. new ways for 
people to interact with each other and their surrounding environment are emerging. 
Mobile devices, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) with wireless 
communication interfaces are able to communicate directly with each other if they are 
"close enough". If such devices are also able to act as message relays (routers), then a 
very powerful facility in the form of a mobile ad hoc network can be made available to 
applications. Although present day PDAs have sufficient networking and processing 
capabilities to support interesting interactive applications, as yet, there is hardly any 
software available for constructing and maintaining ad hoc networks and not many 
practical interactive applications have been built and tested. Rather, much of the 
research work is still at simulation and modelling stage. Thus it is difficult at this stage 
to decide what system support (middleware) for interactive applications a PDA should 
contain. 
This work is a step in the direction of remedying the situation by considering a class of 
applications where interactions between users can be supported by one of the nodes in 
the ad hoc network acting as a server. The thesis presents the design, implementation 
and evaluation of three such applications on PDAs, and based on that experience, 
describes what system support (middleware) for such applications is required. These 
applications are: Auction, Bingo game and Chatting that work over ad hoc networks. 
The work presented here can be used as a basis for deciding how the current generation 
of PDA operating systems can be extended for supporting ad hoc networking and what 
additional services are required for interactive applications. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
An ad hoc network is "a transitory association of mobile nodes which do not depend 
upon any fixed support infrastructure .... Connection and disconnection is controlled 
by the distance] among nodes and by willingness to collaborate in the formation of 
cohesive, albeit transitory community. [1]" 
1.1 Background 
Ad hoc network is a new term for an old technology. Since the early 1970s, not long 
after the initial development of the packet switching technology that grew into what 
people now know as the Internet, the U.S. Department of Defence sponsored research 
to enable packet switch technology to operate without the restrictions of fixed or 
wired infrastructure [2]. One of the original motivations is found in the military need 
for battlefield survivability. Under battlefield conditions, soldiers and their mobile 
platforms must be able to move about freely without any of the restrictions imposed 
by wired communications devices. Thus, they need a mobile wireless communications 
system for coordinating group actions which operates in a distributed manner, 
avoiding single points of failure such as centralized control stations. 
The key components of ad hoc networks are the portable devices and the wireless 
capability that connects those devices with each other. In its earlier stage due to the 
limitations on both aspects the applications were confined mainly in military usages. 
In recent years ad hoc networking is re-emerging amid evolving wireless 
lUnder the circumstance that two nodes are not directly reachable, packets will be routed node-by-node. 
or hop-by-hop, until these packets arrive at the destination. Hence, the hop count is usually chosen as a 
measure of the distance between two nodes. 
communication technologies and continued miniaturization of novel devices with the 
extraordinary rise of processing power available. Such devices could be laptops. 
cellular phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), global positioning system (GPS) 
receivers, household appliances, wearable computers, vehicles, watches. ~1P3 players, 
gaming consoles or hosts of sensors. Some of them have already become 
indispensable gadgets in people's daily life, regardless of their computing capabilities 
that vary from high to low; at least they are able to implement one or some specific 
functions. For example, PDAs help people manage their personal contacts, to-do-lists, 
and appointments. Or, consider an intelligent and tiny tag close to a painting in a 
museum which is able to store details of the exhibit's information. 
The rise of wireless communication technology has also changed what it means to be 
"in touch". Intuitively, people could relate wireless communication with the cellular 
phone systems. Since AT&T and Bell Labs constructed the first analogue cellular 
system in 1977, over one and a half billion people globally now have digital mobile 
phones after a short span of 30 years [3]. These global networks have covered great 
parts of the world, which will soon be upgraded to the evolving third-generation (3G) 
cellular system. The service provision has expanded from the very beginning of 
voice-only communication to many kinds of data service such as Internet surfing, 
multimedia-messages (MMS), video calling and so on. 
However, deployment of global cellular telephony networks needs investment of 
much money and time to set up the infrastructure. Sometimes the mechanism of such 
one-hop connectivity to the wired infrastructure is neither convenient nor desirable. 
For instance, two persons who are only several meters away in a mall making 
conversation will have to get help from the base station which may be several 
kilometres away. There should be some mechanism which helps them contact face-to-
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face in a short range without the need for any infrastructure. Possible candidates are 
wireless Piconetwork systems [4] (as exemplified by the Bluetooth [5] radio-on-a-
chip), wireless personal area network (WPAN) systems (IEEE 802.15 family of 
standards [6]), wireless local area network systems (IEEE 802.11 [7] and HiperLA:\12 
[8] families of standards). Actually, new generation PDAs or mobile phones already 
have one or more wireless interfaces, which enable them either to connect to the 
Internet or equipments nearby. However this kind of working model still could be 
treated as the extension of the existing infrastructure; new features such as the IEEE 
802.11 ad hoc mode capability is not exploited to full potential. The combination of 
mobile devices and ad hoc networking technologies opens up exciting possibilities for 
new forms of collaboration involving interactions among co-located people carrying 
mobile devices. 
1.2MANET 
Within the last few years there has been a surge of interest in mobile ad hoc networks 
(MANET). Generally speaking, a mobile ad hoc network is a set of mobile platforms 
or nodes where each one is free to move about arbitrarily [9]. Each node logically acts 
as a router that may connect to other nodes and that also may have multiple wireless 
communication interfaces. A mobile ad hoc network may operate in isolation, or may 
expand the present Internet vision in which nodes on the edge of the network are 
typically connected and supported by a single wireless hop to the fixed, wired 
infrastructure [10]. Besides traditional military applications in battlefields, MANET 
can provide an extremely flexible method for establishing communications for 
fire/safety/rescue operations, disaster recovery scenarios or undersea operation 
requiring rapidly-deployable communications with survivable, efficient dynamic 
networking. Other likely additional applications are described in section 1.3. 
...... -... -A 
,OJ 
/" ~T 
PDA 
Figure 1.1: At an airport, where people can access the Internet, ad hoc Bluetooth 
connections that are used to interconnect personal devices, such as PDAs, 3G 
phones and laptops. For instance, a user might retrieve email via a HiperLAN/2 
interface to the laptop in a briefcase, but read messages and reply to them via his or 
her PDA [11]. 
1.3 Spontaneous interaction in self-organized MANET 
Two directions may be envisioned for emerging app li ances that are wireles· 
networked enabled. On the one hand people can envisage the avai labi lity of Internet 
connections anywhere at any time. Figure 1.1 shows that passengers' portable devices 
can access the Internet via the 30 base station or HiperLAN/2 access point. On the 
other hand it would also be interesting to investigate how people can interac t with 
their surroundings using their mobile devices in order to accomplish some tasks. With 
the unique characteristic of being totall y independent from any authority and 
infrastructure, there is a great potential for users to exploit their nei ghbourhood. Also 
shown in figure 1.1 , with a Bluetooth ad hoc connection passengers could use PDAs 
to read their own emails in the laptops. If security policy permits, furthermore , u er 
could also share some fi les in their PDAs via these ad hoc connecti ons. 
It is this small but practically relevant subset of MAI\cT space that is the focus of this 
thesis. Roughly speaking, two or more ad-hoc-networking-enabled entities can simply 
form a self-organized network spontaneously as soon as they are within reach. If 
every device is also able to act as message relay (router), the network can be extended 
to cover some comparably large area. Then a powerful facility can be made available 
for supporting applications. The entities have the ability to establish multi-hop 
communication, and can exchange information with their interested peers implicitly 
or explicitly. Possible application scenarios include informal social interactions in 
public places, opportunistic meetings in office settings, data-sharing in a conference 
hall, polling on high streets, interactive multi-user games, and educational multi-user 
application for use in classrooms. 
1.4 Mobile computing middleware 
Traditionally, middleware deployed upon operating systems and underneath the 
application layer provides application designers with a higher level of abstraction, 
hiding the complexity introduced by distribution. Specifically, mobile middleware 
aims at facilitating communication and coordination of distributed components, 
concealing complexity raised by mobility as much as possible. Research in the field of 
mobile middleware system has proliferated. However, currently available mobile 
middleware addresses only a few aspects of mobile applications like communication 
[12], data-sharing [13], or location awareness [14]. To some extent the mobile 
middleware design is based on assumption, speculation, and simulation, since there 
are not many applications proposed to help researchers clearly identify what the 
concrete requirements are for mobile middleware. 
1.5 Research statement 
In the field of MANET, much of the recent work has been concentrated on the 
foundation: routing protocols. Many papers, such as [15, 16, 17J (unicast, multicast, 
and manycast) have appeared in the literature. However, most of these studies have 
been investigated under extensive simulation and not many have been implemented, 
with the result: none of the prototype versions are available on popular operating 
systems. In addition, mainstream development tools do not support mobile platform 
well on different aspects: some on hardware; some on graphic user interface (Gl'l): 
some APIs have bugs within specific functions. 
The motivation of this research stems from the current lack of availability of mobile 
applications that make use of MANET. Especially, there is a lack of applications 
which can support mobile device users interacting with each other in a limited area 
(such kinds of applications will be termed interactive multi-user applications). 
Therefore there is insufficient understanding of the requirements for mobile 
middleware for MANET. Consequently it is necessary to design, implement and 
evaluate various applications in order to understand what concrete, suitable 
function ali ties are required for mobile middleware. This is the approach taken in this 
thesis. The main research objectives are as follows: 
I. Investigating and understanding the salient characteristics of a class of 
interactive multi-user applications In MANET, and studying the concrete 
requirements for such applications. 
II. Studying different types of routing protocols for MANET. Analyzing their 
advantages and drawbacks under different conditions. Pinpointing the suitable 
ones capable of supporting proposed interactive multi-user applications, 
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iii. By taking account of proposed applications, coming up with an initial design 
of relevant components of mobile middleware. 
iv. Implementing a few interactive multi-user applications, starting from routing 
protocol upwards. 
v. Evaluating the interactive multi-user applications. 
vi. Revisiting the original middleware design and proposing a refined design. 
This thesis broadly investigates state-of-the-art technologies related with ad hoc 
networking and pays much attention to the needs of interactive multi-user applications 
in self-organized MANET. The main contribution is to implement a modular, general-
purpose, set of middleware components capable of supporting representative 
applications in ad hoc networks. Three applications have been selected and 
implemented. They are "Auction", "Bingo game", and "Chatting". This thesis 
describes how an application specific ad hoc network can be formed and maintained 
in an economic manner: the routing information is acquired together with application 
information reactively. There is no need to send route discovery, route request or 
route error packets separately. A node can recover lost packets by inquiring from its 
direct neighbour nodes. These two features substantially reduce network traffic. The 
system is adaptive to its operational surroundings: some performance-related 
parameters can be adjusted automatically when the system senses any variation of its 
surrounding neighbourhood. Field tests on HP Jomada and iPAQ PDAs have been 
conducted together with systematic simulation studies. The work has revealed 
valuable data and results. In particular, a novel, adaptive, and efficient broadcast 
protocol has been developed. The thesis provides a sound foundation for building 
future mobile middleware. The development tools are standard packages of J2SE 
(Java 2 Standard Edition) without any extra enhancement. 
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1.6 Thesis outline 
The rest of this thesis IS organized as follows: with regard to the OSI network 
reference model, chapter 2 reviews related work in ad hoc networking covering most 
design issues from MAC layer to application layer. In addition, this chapter introduces 
simulation tools available and relevant simulation study results. Chapter 3 describes 
the interactive multi-user application scenarios in a subset of ~vlAt'\tT that is called 
"Convenience Networks". The characteristics of the system and related applications 
are presented. Chapter 4 identifies general design requirements and specific design 
issues for interactive multi-user applications in Convenience Networks based on the 
three example applications (Auction, Bingo game, Chatting) discussed in chapter 3. 
The initial design and implementation of a generalized data process module that is 
capable of supporting the three applications are presented. Chapter 5 presents detailed 
evaluation from two sources: field tests in a small-scale test bed and dedicated 
simulation studies. Based on the results from the evaluation, chapter 6 describes how 
mobile middleware can be made responsive to changes in its working environment. 
The design of a prototype of such adaptable middleware, the revised data process 
module with adaptive broadcasting features, is presented. The functionalities of the 
revised components and how the system performance can be enhanced are described. 
Simulation studies presented confirm such improvements. Chapter 7 concludes the 
thesis and points out the direction for future work. 
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Chapter 2 Related Work 
As an investigation of a system for supporting mobile applications, this chapter coyers 
design issues from layer 2 to layer 7 of the OSI network reference model. There is 
much demand for systems that can support new requirements imposed by users' 
mobility coping at the same time with complex heterogeneity of hardware and 
software. This chapter investigates some of the most relevant technologies of mobile 
computing to date: MAC protocols, routing protocols and related security issues, 
service discovery standards, mobile middleware, as well as describes some proposed 
applications in mobile environments. Towards the end of this chapter, network 
simulators and their use in simulation studies are also introduced as they are useful 
tools for evaluating research results in mobile computing. 
2.1 Wireless communication technologies for ad hoc networks 
Wireless networks are transforming the way people use computers and other personal 
electronic devices at work, home, and when travelling. This section surveys two 
leading wireless communication technologies that support ad hoc networking. 
2.1.1 Bluetooth 
Bluetooth [5, 18, 19] provides a short-range (no more than 10 meters) wireless 
connectivity, aimed at replacing cables between linked electronic devices like PDAs 
with GPS receivers or mobile phones with hand-free kits. A piconet is formed by two 
or more Bluetooth devices that share the same radio channel. Within in a piconet, a 
Bluetooth device can be either the master or the slave. Each piconet always contains 
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one master and up to seven active slaves. Any Bluetooth device can become the 
master in a piconet. A Bluetooth device can be acti \ e in more than one piconet. but 
can be the master into only one. Communication in a piconet is controlled by the 
master according to a polling scheme. The master polls each slave: a slave is only 
allowed to send a packet after having been polled by the master. Furthermore two or 
more piconets can be interconnected to form a scattemet. However scattemet for 
constructing multi-hop ad hoc network is not specified enough to enable 
implementation. 
2.1.2 IEEE 802.11 ad hoc mode 
The IEEE 802.11 standard [7, 19] defines an operational mode "infrastructure-less" or 
"ad hoc" so that it makes this technology an enabler for ad hoc networks. When 
operating in this mode, nodes are said to form an Independent Basic Service Set 
(IBSS). Each IBSS is uniquely assigned an identifier: "IBSSID". The locally 
administrated IBSSID will be used by any other nodes that join an ruSS. Actually the 
IEEE 802.11 standard is a good platform to implement single-hop ad hoc networks as 
nodes must be within the same transmission range to be able to communicate. With 
regard to multi-hop ad hoc networks, this requires the addition of routing mechanisms 
at nodes (see section 2.2) so that nodes can forward packets toward the intended 
destination, thus extend the scope of the ad hoc network beyond the transmission 
range of the source node. 
2.1.2.1 IEEE 802.11 MAC layer 
The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) contention-free service provided by the 
IEEE 802.11 MAC layer supports nodes working in the "ad hoc" mode, as another 
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servlce Point Coordination Function (PCF) cannot. The DCF ervi e made 
available on top of a variety of physical layers. Three different technologie have been 
specified in the standard: Infrared (IF), Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS ). 
and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). 
The DCF service provides the basic access method of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol , 
which is based on a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision A oidanc 
(CSMNCA) scheme. According to the DCF service, before transmitting a data frame , 
a node must sense the channel to determine whether any other node i tran mitting. If 
the medium is found to be idle for an interval longer than the Distributed InterFrame 
Space (DIFS), the node continues transmitting. On the other hand if the medium i 
busy, the transmission is deferred until the end of the ongoing transmission. A random 
interval, referred to as the back-off time, is then selected to initialize the back-off 
timer. The back-off timer is decreased for as long as the channel is sensed as idle, 
stopped when a transmission is detected on the channel , and reactivated when th e 
channel is sensed as idle again for more than a DIFS . 
FRAME 
Node 1 
Back-off time Back-off time 
Node 2 
Back-off time 
FRAME 
Node 3 
DIFS DIFS DIFS 
Figure 2.1: The IEEE 802.11 basic access mechanism 
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The back-off time is slotted. Specifically, the back-off time is an integer number of 
slots uniformly chosen in the interval (0, CW -1). CW is referred to as the Contention 
Window. At the first transmission attempt, CW =CWmin , and it is doubled at each 
retransmission up to CWmax. (The values of CWmax and CWmin depend on the physical 
layer adopted, for example, for the FHSS physical layer CWmax =1024 and CWmin =16, 
respectively [7].) Figure 2.1 shows that the slotted back-off times of node 2 and node 
3, which at the beginning have the value of six and three respectively. The back-off 
timer of node 2 is disabled (shown in black colour) while node 3 is transmitting its 
frame; the timer is reactivated (setting the new value of seven) a DIFS after node 3 
has completed its transmission. 
FRAME Arrival 
FRAME 
Source node 
ACK J Destination node 
~ ~ 
DIFS SIFS 
Figure 2.2: Interaction between the source and destination nodes (The SIFS is 
shorter than the DIFS.) 
Obviously, it may happen that two or more nodes start transmitting simultaneously 
and a collision would occur. In the CSMAlCA scheme, nodes cannot detect a collision 
by hearing their own transmissions. In order to overcome this problem an immediate, 
positive acknowledgement scheme is adopted. Figure 2.2 shows that the destination 
node initiates the transmission of an acknowledgement frame (ACK) after a time 
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interval call ed the Short InterFrame Space SIFS ) upon recei ing a data frame . Th 
SIPS is shorter than the DIPS in order to give priority to the recei ing node over other 
poss ible nodes waiti ng for transmissions. If the ACK is not recei ed by the ourc 
node, the data frame is presumed to have been lost, and a retransmission i cheduled. 
The ACK is not transmitted if the recei ved frame is corrupted. A C clic Redundan I 
Check (CRC) algorithm is used for error detection. After an erroneou frame i 
detected, a node must remain idle for at least an Extended InterFrame Space (EIFS) 
interval before it reactivates the back-off algOlithm . Reception of an en-or-free frame 
during the EIPS resynchroni zes the node to the ac tual busylidle state of the medium , 
so the EIPS is terminated and nonnal medium access continue following the 
reception of that frame . 
I+-(- j;l 
C 
Figure 2.3: The "hidden terminal" problem 
2.1.2.2 Common problems in wireless ad hoc networks 
Under the IEEE 802. 11 DCF protocol, the characteristics of wireless medium generate 
complex phenomen a li ke the "hidden terminal" [20] and "exposed tenninal" [20] 
problems. 
Figure 2.3 shows a typi cal "hidden termin al" scenario . Assume that node B i in th 
transmitting range of both node A and node C, but A and C cannot hear ea h other. 
is transmitting to B . According to the IEEE 802. 11 DCF protocol , C en e the 
channel first if it wants to transmit a frame to B. C fi nds the medium free becau e it i 
not able to hear A' s transmi ssion. Therefore it starts transmitting the frame but it will 
result in a colli sion at destin ati on B . 
DIFS SIFS 
Source node RTS 
L _____ L~+-~ ___ ~-.~~~_+~-------
Destination node CTS ACK 
SIFS SIFS 
Another node 
DIFS 
Figure 2.4: Virtual career sensing mechanism 
The " hidden terminal" problem can be all eviated by a virtual carri er sensing 
mechani sm that is based on two contro l frames : Request To Send (RTS) and C lear To 
Send (CTS) . Accordi ng to thi s mechanism, before transmitting a data frame , the 
source node sends a RTS frame to the destination node announ cing the upcoming 
frame transmi ssion (see figure 2.4). Upon recei ving the RTS frame, the de tination 
node rep li es by sending a CTS frame to indicate th at it is read to recei e the data 
frame . Both the RTS and CTS frames contain the total duration of the tran ml ion. 
that is, the overall time interval needed to transmjt the data frame and the related ACK . 
Thi s information can be heard by any listening node th at use this information to et 
up a timer call ed the Network Allocation Vector A V). When the i greater 
than zero, the node must refrain from accessing the medium. B y adopting the 
RTS/CTS mechanism, nodes may become aware of transmissions from hidden node 
and learn how lon g the channel will be used for these transmission. The arne 
restriction as for acknowledgement applies: the receiver must be unique so that it onl 
works for unicasti ng packets. Broadcasting or multi casting has to adopt CSMAJCA 0 
that it faces reliability problem : some frames may be lost due to the chance of 
collision would be hi gh because MAC layer or transport layer cann ot pro vi de any 
acknowledgement or retransmi ssion mechani sm . 
( 
I ~ ~.--------- ~ 
A B c D 
Figure 2.5: The "exposed terminal" problem 
Figure 2. 5 depicts a typical scenario in whi ch the "exposed terminal" problem may 
occur. Ass ume th at both node A and node C can hear transmissions from node B , but 
A cannot hear from C. B is transmitting to A and C wants to send frames to node D. 
According to the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol, C senses the medium and finds it busy 
for B's transmission. Therefore it refrains from transmitting to D, though its 
transmission will not result in a collision taking place at A. The "exposed terminal" 
problem may thus result in a throughput reduction, as C could have sent frames to D. 
2.2 Routing protocols for MANET 
For mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), the issue of routing packets between any pair 
of nodes is a central challenge because of node mobility. Development of dynamic 
routing protocols that can efficiently establish and maintain routes between two 
communication entities that may be multi-hop away has been the most active research 
area in ad hoc networking by far. Considering the fact that MANET could work as a 
self-organized system, or an extension of the wide deployment of the Internet, or a 
combination of the two, the proposed routing protocols should be compatible with 
traditional Internet Protocol. 
Routing protocols proposed for MANET can be generally categorized by the routing 
strategy, either "proactive" or "reactive" way. Proactive routing protocols work in the 
way that they maintain routes to all nodes, including those to which no packets are 
being sent. They react to any change in the network topology even if no traffic is 
affected by the change. In addition, control packets are exchanged periodically to 
maintain routes to every node in the network. The rate at which these control packets 
are sent must reflect the dynamics of the network in order to maintain valid routes. 
Hence scarce resources like power or link bandwidth will be used more frequently for 
control traffic as node mobility increases. An alternative approach is to establish 
routes reactively. A route between a pair of nodes is determined only when they are 
explicitly needed to send packets. This allows network nodes to focus on either the 
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routes that are being used, or the routes that are being set up, which prevents the 
unnecessary route updating packets. 
2.2.1 Destination-sequenced distance-vector routing 
"Destination-sequenced distance-vector (DSDV) [21] IS a proacti ve hop-by-hop 
distance vector routing protocol [11]." 
In a network, each node maintains a route table containing the next hop to any 
available destination with the corresponding hops count that will be required. Each 
node needs to advertise its route table to each of its direct neighbours. The frequency 
of the advertisement must be adapted to node mobility, ensuring that every node can 
always locate other nodes in the network. Each node agrees to relay data packets to 
others upon request. Besides these a significant characteristic is that each route table 
entry is tagged with a sequence number that is originated by the destination node to 
indicate how new, or fresh, a given route is [21]. Altogether with its own increasing 
sequence number each node broadcasts or multicasts routing packets periodically and 
incrementally as topological changes are detected. 
Receiving a new routing packet a node compares with those which are already 
available from previous received routing information. Routes with more recent 
sequence numbers are always preferred; routes with older sequence numbers are 
discarded [21]. Of the routes with the same sequence number, those with a "better" 
metric (usually choose small "hop count") will be used; the existing route is discarded 
or stores as less preferable [21]. Before the node advertises its route table, the metrics 
for routes chosen from the newly received routing information are each incremented 
by one hop, as incoming packets will require one more hop to reach the destinations. 
Because there are two ways for new route to be chosen, regarding that timing skews 
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between the various nodes are expected, it may turn out that a particular node receives 
new routing infonnation in a pattern that causes it to consistently change route from 
one next to another, even when the destination node has not moved [21]. Hence routes 
that show an improved metric may be scheduled for advertisement at a later time, 
which time depends on the average setting time for routes to the particular destination 
under consideration [21]. 
The broken link to a fonner neighbour may be detected by the MAC protocol, or it 
may be inferred if no any broadcast has been received for a while from the node. 
When a link to the node has broken, any route through it is immediately assigned an 
infinite metric with an updated sequence number. Then an updating routing packet is 
broadcast announcing the broken link; this is the only situation in which the sequence 
number is generated by any mobile node other than the destination. 
2.2.2 Dynamic source routing 
Dynamic source routing (DSR) [15, 22, 23] is a reactive routing protocol that uses 
source routing instead of hop-by-hop to deliver data packets. The "source route" field 
in packets' headers carry the addresses of the nodes through which the packets must 
pass. Thus the main benefit is that intennediate nodes need not keep route infonnation 
since it has been explicitly encapsulated in the packets. Nor any kind of periodic 
packets need to be sent. DSR supports unidirectional and asymmetric links, setting up 
routes based on the source's demand absolutely. Two mechanisms that work together 
to allow the discovery and maintenance of source routes in MANET. 
2.2.2.1 Route discovery 
When a source needs to send a data packet but has little routing infonnation to the 
destination, it initiates a route discovery. To establish a route, the source floods a 
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Route Request packet with a unique request ID. When this request packet anives at 
the destination or a node has the route to the destination, it responds a Route Reply 
packet containing route information back to the source along with the addresses 
accumulated in the request packet's header. The "route cache" maintained at eJch 
node records routes the node has learned and overheard over time to reduce overhead 
generated by a route discovery phase [24]. 
When a node receives a Route Request packet, this packet is forwarded only if all of 
the following conditions are met: 
i. The node is not the target (destination) of the Route Request packet. 
11. The node is not listed in the "source route" field of the Route Request packet. 
111. The Route Request packet is not a duplicate. 
IV. No route information to the target is available in its route cache. 
If all are satisfied, the node appends its identification (address) to the "source route" 
field in the packet's header and broadcasts the packet. If condition (ii) or (iii) is not 
met, it simply discards the packet. If a node is the destination of the Route Request 
packet or has route information to the destination, it builds and sends a Route Reply 
packet to the source, as described above. Figure 2.6 shows the procedure when node 
A is sending a packet to the target node D. 
i A i A,B i A, B,C 
.-0 ~0 ~0 ~0 
10 =5 10 =5 10 =5 
~ ~ t 
Figure 2.6: Route discovery example with node A as the initiator and D as the target 
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2.2.2.2 Route maintenance 
When originating or forwarding a packet using a source route, each node transmitting 
the packet is responsible for confirming that the packet has been received by the next 
hop along the source route; the packet is retransmitted (up to a maximum number of 
attempts) until this confirmation of receipt is received [23]. It is achieved by passively 
listening for the transmission of the next-hop neighbour or by setting a bit in a 
packet's header to request an explicit acknowledgment. When a node fails to receive 
an acknowledgment, it sends a Route Error packet to the originator to invoke a new 
route discovery phase, identifying the link over which the packet could not be 
forwarded, see figure 2.7. Nodes that receive a Route Error packet delete any route 
entry (from their route cache) which uses the broken link [23]. 
----~·0 
Figure 2.7 Route maintenance example: node C is unable to forward a packet from A 
to D over its link to the next hop, D. 
2.2.2.3 Additional features 
A number of additional features like the use of "route cache", preventing route reply 
storms, packet salvaging, automatic route shortening, and so on is possible to optimize 
the two basic operations of route discovery and route maintenance. Therefore, these 
features can reduce the number of overhead packets and improve the efficiency of the 
routes used in data packets. 
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2.2.3 Ad hoc on-demand distance- vector protocol 
Ad hoc On-demand di stance-vector (AODV) protoco l [25. 26] is e enti all;, a 
combi nation of DSR and DSDV. It borrows the basic on-deman d mechani m of Rout 
Di scovery and Ro ute Maintenance from DSR , plus the use of hop-b -hop routing. 
sequence numbers for each destin ation, and periodic beacon from loop-free DSD . 
Destination 
,,0 
.. ", / ~ 
,,(j/ / 0 
~ __ 6/ ----+ Propagation of RREQ 
'~ .. ",,/, -----~ Reverse route entry - -------)O 
Source 
Figure 2.8: Propagation of RREQs throughout the network 
When a node needs to send a data packet to some destin ation without a va lid route to 
th at node, it initi ates broadcastin g a Route Req uest packet (RREQ) to its neighbour , 
inc luding the las t known sequence number for the destination and other mandatory 
address informati on [26]. The RREQ is flooded in a controlled manner same as DSR 
through the network until it reaches the destination or a node having a route to th e 
destination. Each node that forwards the RREQ records in its own route table the 
address of the neighbour from which the first copy of the RREQ is recei ved, thereby 
creates the reverse route ; in thi s way, the node kno ws ho w to forward a Route Reply 
packet (RREP) to the source if one is recei ed later [26] . When the RREQ reache a 
node havi ng a fres h enough route to the destin ati on, a RREP i created then unica t 
back to the nei ghbour along the re erse route~ nodes along thi route et up forward 
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ro ute entries in their route tables which point to the node from which the RREP came. 
Associated with each route entry is a lifetime. If this route entry is not u ed within the 
specified li fetime , the route information is deleted to prevent stale routing information 
from lingering in the route table [26]. If the route request is lost , the source i allowed 
to retry the broadcast ro ute discovery mechanism. Figure 2.8 shows the propagation 
of RREQs across the network as well as the formation of the re verse route entlie at 
each node in side the network. 
3' 
1 3 . _~O 
2 0-'-'-~O~O~~ 
Source 4 0 Destination 
------. Expired route 
- - -.. Propagation of RERR 
(a) 
3' 
o 
yO 
0 ·········· 
2 
........ ~ 
Source 
..........• New found route 
(b) 
Figure 2.9 : Route maintenance in AODV 
Routes are maintained as long as needed by the source. If a source moves, it is able to 
reinitiate the route discovery process to find a new route to the destination. If either 
the destination or some intermediate node moves, the upstream neighbour of the node 
notices the move and propagates a Route Error packet (RERR) to each of its active 
upstream neighbours to inform them of the erasure of that part of the route. Figure 2.9 
illustrates the procedure. In figure 2.9 (a) the original route from the source to the 
destination is coming through nodes 1, 2, and 3. Node 3 then moves to the new 
location. Node 2 notices the break and sends a RERR to node 1. Node 1 marks this 
route as invalid and then forwards the RERR to the source. The source has to 
reinitiate a route discovery process. Figure 2.9 (b) shows the new route found through 
node 4. A node also creates a RERR for the source if it receives a packet for which it 
does not have an active route. 
Though AODV is a reactive routing protocol, it supports obtaining neighbourhood 
information from broadcast packets sent by neighbours. If a node has not broadcast 
anything within a given interval, it can broadcast a HELLO packet that cannot be 
rebroadcast outside the neighbourhood of this node to inform its neighbours that it is 
still in the vicinity. The HELLO packet is a special unsolicited RREP that contains the 
node's address and current sequence number. The failure to receive any transmissions 
from a neighbour in the time defined by the periodic transmission of several HELLO 
packets is an indication that the local connectivity has changed and that the route 
information for this neighbour should be updated [26]. Another significant feature of 
AODV is to support multicast. It is described in section 2.3.1. 
2.2.4 Other routing protocols 
Many other protocols have been proposed for MANET including: Temporally-
Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [27], Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) 
[28], and so forth. If GPS can be used to help nodes gather enough location 
information, Location-Aided Routing (LAR) [29], Distance Routing Effect Algorithm 
for Mobility (DREAM) [30] may be the suitable candidates. Zone Routing Protocol 
(ZRP) [31] is a hybrid protocol: it uses proactive approach to nodes within the zone 
and reactive approach to nodes outside the zone. Core-Extraction Distributed Ad hoc 
Routing (CEDAR) algorithm [32] selects a minimum set of nodes (core) to perform 
Quality of Service route computations. Readers are referred to [33, 34] for surwy of 
routing protocols. 
2.3 Multicast routing protocols for MANET 
Multicast plays an important role for collaborative and, more generally, group 
communication applications in MANET. Many multicast routing protocols have been 
proposed in recent years, like Core-Assisted Mesh Protocol (CAMP) [35], Ad hoc 
Multicast Routing protocol utilizing Increasing id-numberS (AMRIS) [36], and so 
forth. In this section, two outstanding on-demand multicast protocols are introduced. 
2.3.1 A multicast extension of AODV 
The algorithm [37] uses the same two packet types (RREQ and RREP) for the 
multicast route request and route reply as previously described in section 2.2.3. Only 
one new packet type, the Multicast Activation packet (MACT), is needed. When 
nodes join the multicast group (or group for short), a multicast tree composed of 
group members and nodes connecting the group members is created. Each group has 
associated with it a group leader. The group leader is responsible for maintaining and 
disseminating the group sequence number indicating the freshness of the routing 
information for the group. 
2.3.1.1 Route discovery 
T he source broadcasts a RREQ setting ajoin fl ag in the packet 's header if it \\ i he to 
join the group. If the RREQ is a join request, onl y a node that is a member of the 
desired multi cast tree may respond. Otherwise a node recei es the joill RREQ for a 
group of which it is not a member, or if it does not ha e a route to tha t group. it 
creates a reverse route entry to the so urce and then broadcasts the packet. Figure _.10 
(a) shows the propagation of a join RREQ. The source wait a fixed period to recei v 
a repl y. If it does not so , it rebroadcasts its request wi th the new broadca t ID 
increased by one . If not receiving any repl y after the m ax imum number of broadca t , 
thi s node can assume th at no other group members exist in the connec ted port ion of 
the network. If the node was attempting to join the group , it become that group ' 
leader. When a node receives a join RREQ, it adds an un-ac ti vated entry fo r th e 
source in its multi cast route table. Each next-hop entry in the route table ha an 
associated Activated flag. If the flag is fa lse , the node does not forward any data 
packet for the group along th at link . Only after the lin k is ac ti vated expli citl y can it be 
used to send data packets . 
o 
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(b): RREP sent back to the source 
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Multicast tree link 
(c) : Multicast tree branch addition 
Figure 2.10: Multicast join operation 
2.3.1.2 Forward path setup 
If a node receives ajoin RREQ for a group, it may reply if it is a router for the group's 
multicast tree and if its recorded sequence number for the group is at least as great as 
that contained in the RREQ. The group leader can always reply this packet. The 
responding node updates its multicast route table by placing the requesting nodes' 
next-hop information in the table and then generates a RREP. The node unicasts the 
RREP back to the source as shown in figure 2.10 (b). As nodes along the route to the 
source receive the RREP, they set up a forward path entry in their multicast route 
table by adding the node from which they received the RREP as a next hop; the \'alue 
of the Hops Count field in the entry is increased. Then they forward the RREP to the 
next node. 
2.3.1.3 Multicast route activation! deactivation 
At the end of discovery interval, the source activates the route by unicasting a MACT 
to its selected next hop. Once this next-hop mode receives this packet, it activates the 
route and, if it was not the originator of the RREP, then sends its own MACT to its 
next hop. This continues until the originator of the RREP is reached. At that point the 
new route to the multicast tree has been determined. The procedure is shown in figure 
2.10 (c). The MACT is also used when a node wishes to leave the group. If a leaf 
node on the multicast tree wants to leave, it unicasts a MACT to its next hop. It then 
deletes the group information from its multicast route table. When the node's next hop 
receives the packet, it deletes the next-hop information for the sending node. If the 
process makes this node a leaf, and if the node is not a group member, it may 
similarly prune itself from the tree by unicasting a MACT to its next hop. Otherwise it 
keeps its status unchanged. 
2.3.1.4 Multicast tree maintenance 
The group members should be always reachable; unlike the unicast scenario the 
destination does not need to be reachable unless another node is currently sending 
packets to it. When a link is broken, the node downstream of the break is responsible 
for repairing it. This node initiates the repair by broadcasting a join RREQ for the 
group which includes an extension field indicating the sending node's distance from 
the group leader. Only nodes on the multicast tree that are at least this close to the 
multicast group leader may reply to the RREQ. Any nodes can respond to a RREQ by 
sending a RREP as long as the following conditions are met: 
i. It is part of the multicast tree. 
11. It has a fresh enough group sequence number. 
iii. Its hops count to the group leader IS smaller than that indicated by the 
extension field of the RREQ. 
Then forward path setup, subsequent route deletions and unicasting MACT occur as 
described before. The MACT should include the information that the distance to the 
group leader may have changed. 
2.3.2 On-demand multicast routing protocol 
"On-demand Multicast routing protocol (ODRMP) is a mesh-based, instead of tree-
based, multicast protocol that provides richer connectivity among multicast members 
[16]". A mesh for each multicast group relates with a forwarding group, which is 
made up of a set of nodes responsible for forwarding multicast packets on the shortest 
route between any pair in the multicast group. Comparing with trees, the mesh 
provides richer connectivity among multicast members helping overcome node 
displacements and channel fading. 
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A request phase and a reply phase, like on-demand unicast routing protocols. 
comprise the protocol. When a multicast source needs to send packets, it floods an 
advertising packet, named JOIN QUERY, with data payload piggybacked. The packet 
is periodically broadcast into the whole network. The process helps nodes refresh their 
membership information as well as update the routes as follows. 
o 
o 
Join Query 
Join Reply 
Source node 
Receiver Forwarding group node 
Figure 2.11: On-demand procedure for membership setup and maintenance [16] 
When a node receives the first arrived JOIN QUERY, it stores the upstream 
neighbour ID into its multicast route table then rebroadcasts the packet. When the 
JOIN QUERY reaches a multicast receiver, the receiver responds a packet, named 
JOIN REPLY, by broadcast. The JOIN REPLY comprises a list of entries; each entry 
comprises a sender ID and the related next-hop ID. When a node receives a JOE\" 
REPLY, it checks if the next-hop ID of one entry in the packet matches its own ID. If 
it does, the node realizes that it is on the route to the source and thus is part of the 
forwarding group. "It then sets the Forwarding Group Flag up and broadcasts its own 
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JOIN REPLY built upon matched entries. The JOIN REPLY is thus propagated by 
each forwarding group member until it reaches the multicast source yia the shortest 
path [16]". Figure 2.11 shows the whole procedure: the process constructs the routes 
form sources to receivers and builds a mesh of nodes, the "forwarding group" [16]. In 
ODRMP, no explicit control packets need to be sent to join or leave the group [16]. If 
a multicast source wants to leave it just stops sending JOIN QUERY while receiYers 
do not send JOIN REPLY if they no longer want to receive from a particular multicast 
group. Another major strength of ODRMP is its unicast routing capability [38, 39]. 
2.4 Security in ad hoc network routing 
Security in ad hoc networks is an essential component for packet routing; network 
operation can be easily jeopardized if countermeasures are not embedded into basic 
network functions at the early stages of their design [40]. The nodes in an ad hoc 
network cannot be trusted for the correct execution of critical network functions. 
Therefore cooperative security schemes seem to offer the only reasonable solution: 
node misbehaviour can be detected through the collaboration among a number of 
nodes assuming that a majority of nodes do not misbehave [40]. The article [41] 
reviews attacks on ad hoc networks and discusses approaches for establishing 
cryptographic keys in ad hoc networks. The state of research in secure ad hoc network 
routing protocols and related research challenges are also described. 
2.4.1 SEAD 
Secure Efficient Ad hoc Distance vector routing protocol (SEAD) [42] is a proactive 
secure routing protocol based on DSDV. SEAD is to authenticate the sequence 
number and metric in each entry of a routing update packet (see table 2.1) using one-
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way hash chains. In addition, the receiver of SEAD routing update packets also 
authenticates the sender, ensuring that the packet originates from the correct source. 
In each routing update packet, each node uses a specific element from its hash chain 
about itself (the metric is always zero). "Based on this initial element, the one-way 
hash chain provides authentication for the metric's low bound in other routing update 
packets for this destination; attackers can increase the metric or claim the same metric 
but cannot decrease it [42]". 
Destination Metric Next hop Seq. No. Hash value 
A 3 C 3 A36D492F 
8 2 D 2 1AA49884 
Table: 2.1: Two entries in a SEAD routing update packet 
A node uses a hash function H(x). To generate its one-way hash chain, the node 
chooses an arbitrary value x and computes the sequence values ho, hI, h2, ... , hI!, where 
ho = x and hi =H(hi-I ) for 0 < i :s n. Therefore, given hi it can verify the authenticity of 
h) if j <i. However, the distribution of hI! is beyond the scope of SEAD. While the 
maximum hops count between any pair of nodes in the ad hoc network is m-J (n is 
divided by m), SEAD uses the sequence number i in some entry of a routing update 
packet to determine a contiguous group of m elements from the node's hash chain. 
These elements are h km, hkm+I, ... , hknl+m-1 for k = n 1m -i; one of them is chosen to 
authenticate the entry. Specifically, if the metric for this entry is j, 0 :s j < m, then 
hkm+) is used to authenticate the entry for that sequence number i, given any early 
authentic hash element from the same hash chain. 
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2.4.2 Ariadne 
"Aridane is an on-demand secure ad hoc routing protocol based on DSR that 
withstands node compromise and relies on highly efficient symmetric cryptography 
[43]". It is more secure and general; every filed in the packet's header can be 
authenticated rather than the sequence number and metric in SEAD. Three 
authentication schemes can be supported whereas the use of Ariadne with Tesla [44] 
is the main interest. Tesla achieves the asymmetry authentication from loose clock 
synchronization and delayed key disclosure [44]. For each message Tesla adds only 
message authentication code (MAC) for broadcast authentication. In the following 
discussion, the initiator S performs a route discovery for the target D assuming they 
share the secret key pair of KSD and K DS for message authentication in each direction. 
2.4.2.1 Ariadne route discovery 
Figure 2.12 shows an example of Ariadne route discovery and reply. The route 
discovery packet (RREQ) is enhanced by eight additional fields used to provide 
authentication and integrity to the routing protocol as follows: 
<ROUTE REQUEST, initiator, target, ID, time interval, hash chain, node list, MAC list> 
As in DSR, the "initiator" and "target" are set to the addresses of Sand D. In addition 
S sets the "ID" to an exclusive value in initiating each route discovery. The value of 
"time interval" is the Tesla time interval at the expected arrival time of this request at 
D, taking account of clock skew. Then S initializes the "hash chain" leaving the "node 
list" and "MAC list" empty. 
When any node A receives a RREQ for which it is not the target, same as in DSR. it 
checks its local pair of <initiator, ID> values recording the latest request it has 
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received, to determine if it has already received the request. If it has, A discards the 
packet. In addition A also checks if the value of "time interval" in the request is valid: 
this value must not be too far in the future, and the key corresponding to it must not 
have been disclosed yet [44]. If this value is not valid, A discards the packet. 
Otherwise, A modifies the RREQ by appending its own address to the "node list", 
replacing the "hash chain" with the hashed value, and appending a MAC of the entire 
RREQ to the "MAC list". A uses the Tesla key to compute the MAC, where the key is 
related with the "time interval" specified in the request. Afterwards A rebroadcasts the 
modified RREQ. 
s: h/F MACKSO(REQUEST, 5, D, ld,tJ) 
5 ..... *: REQUEST, S, D, ld,tJ, hIP 0, 0) 
A: h,=H[A,ho] 
MA = MACKA REQUEST, S, D, /d,tl, h" (Al, Q) 
• A ..... *: REQUEST, S, D, Id, tl, h" (A), MAl 
8: hl=H[~h,] 
Ms = MAC,'tt (REQUBST, s, D, Id,tl, hI, (A, 8), (MAl) 
B ..... *: REQUEST, S, D,ld, tl, hl, (A, B), (MA, M.l> 
C: hl=H[C,hz] 
Me= MACKe. (REQUEST, S, D, Id,tl, hJ , (A, B,C), (M,.., M.» 
C ..... *: REQUEST, S, D,ld, tl, hj, (A, B,C), (M,.., M., Me) 
D: Mo=MACrru(REPLY, D, S, ti, (A, B,C),(MA, M" Me» 
D ..... C: REPLY, D, S, tl, (A, B,C), (MA, M" Me), Mo, 0 
C ..... B: REPLY, D, S,tl, (A, B,C), (M,.., Me. Mel, Mo, (Ke,) 
B ..... A: REPLY, D, S, ti, (A, B,C), (MA, Ms. Mel, Mo. (Ke., KIu) 
A ..... S: REPLY, D, S, tJ, (A, B,C), (MA, Ms, Mel, Mo. (K'tt, K"" KAu) 
Figure 2.12: Route discovery and reply example in Ariadne. The bold font indicates 
changed packet fields, relative to the previous packet of that type. [43] 
When D receives the RREQ eventually, it also checks the validity of the packet. The 
keys from the specified value of "time interval" must not been disclosed and the "hash 
chain" filed be equal the value D computes. D computes its own hashed value in the 
following way. D can calculate the initial value ho because it shares the key with the 
initiator S. Then D hashes ho k times to get the final value, where k is D's position in 
the node list. 
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2.4.2.2 Ariadne route reply 
If the target D detennines that the request is valid, it returns a ROUTE REPLY packet 
(RREP) to the initiator S, containing eight fields: 
<ROUTE REPLY, target, initiator, time interval, node list, MAC list, target ~L-\C. kC'\ list> 
The fields of target, initiator, time interval, node list, and MAC list are set to the 
corresponding values from the RREQ, the "target MAC" is set to a )'lAC computed 
on the preceding fields in the reply with the key KDs • and the "key list" is initialized to 
be empty [43]. Then the RREP is returned to S along the reserved source route in the 
"node list" of the packet. After receiving the RREP, the node waits the time specified 
in the "time interval" of the packet to disclose its key. Then it appends its key to the 
"key list" and forwards the RREP according to the source route indicated in the 
packet. When S receives the RREP, it verifies that each key in the "key list", the 
"target MAC", and each MAC in the "MAC list" are valid. If every test succeeds,S 
accepts the RREP; otherwise, S discards it. 
2.4.2.3 Ariadne route maintenance 
In order to prevent the injection of invalid ROUTE ERROR packets (RRER) into the 
network fabricated by any node other than the one that encounters a broken link, the 
Tesla authentication infonnation is added into the RRER. Therefore, any node on the 
return route of a RRER can authenticate the error. However, all the nodes on the 
return route have to buffer the packet first because of the delayed disclosure of the 
Tesla key. Later, when the node that encountered the broken link discloses the key 
and sends it over the return route, these nodes on that route can authenticate their 
buffered packets. 
2.5 Service advertisement and discovery 
A routing protocol helps a source find a route to some destination. The assumption for 
each protocol is that the source knows the destination name or address correctly. 
However in ad hoc networks when nodes meet accidentally as well as transiently this 
assumption is not realistic. Without some help it is difficult to acquire such useful 
information in advance. Service discovery technologies are therefore developed to 
reduce the difficulty when dealing with the configuration and interaction of a large 
number of nodes. Service discovery technologies commit themselves to simplify the 
use of mobile devices in a network by allowing them to be discovered, configured, 
and used by other devices with a minimum of manual effort [45]. 
Service Service 
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manager 
protocol 
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Figure 2.13: Salutation architecture 
2.5.1 Salutation 
Salutation [46] is a coordination framework. It comprises three fundamental 
components: functional units, salutation managers, and transport managers (see figure 
2.13). The functional unit defines a service such as printing, faxing, or document 
storage. The Salutation manager is the core of the architecture functioning as a service 
broker. The transport manager providing reliable communication channels isolates the 
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Salutation manager from the underlying network transports. The interface between the 
Salutation manager and the transport manager achieves transport protocol 
independence, through which the Salutation manager performs the following tasks 
including service registration, service discovery, service availability, and service 
session management. The Salutation manager provides an interface to both server and 
client applications. A service provider registers its service in a local Salutation 
manager. When a client asks its local Salutation manager for a particular service, all 
the Salutation managers cooperate to perform the search. Then the result is returned to 
the client. 
2.5.2 Universal plug and play 
"Universal Plug and Play (upnP) [47] is a suite of protocols and system services for 
device discovery and control in small to medium size IF networks [48]". The key 
components are service, device, and control point (see figure 2.14), which eXtensible 
Markup language (XML) is used to describe device's properties and services. UPnP 
applies Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) through which a device is able to 
announce its presence to the network or discover other available devices. SSDP uses 
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) over both multicast and unicast UDP. The 
service announcement message contains a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that 
identifies the resource as well as a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) pointing to the 
XML file that describes the announcing device. Once a control point has discovered a 
device and obtained the related URL for the service, it learns more about how to use, 
control, and coordinate with the device by retrieving its XML description file. 
Specifically, "control is expressed as a collection of Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) objects and their URLs are stored in the XML file. The description for a 
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service includes a li st of actions to wh ich the service responds and a Ii t of tat 
variab les that model the service at runtime [49] ". When these variable hange. th 
service publi shes updates by sendin g event messages to a control point \\'hi h h 
subscribed to thi s type of informati on. "These messages are also e pre ed in \1L 
and formatted using the General E vent Notifi cation Architecture [49]". 
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Figure 2.15: SLP entities: user agent, directory agent, and service agent 
2.5.3 Service location protocol 
Service Location Protoco l (SLP) IS for decentrali zed, li ghtweight , and ex ten ible 
service discovery [50). Service URLs like "service:printer:lpr://hostn ame" are u ed to 
define the service type and addresses for a particular service. Hence , users can brow e 
avail able services in their domai n, select and use the one they want [49]. Figure 2. 15 
shows that SLP is made up of three entiti es: service agent (SA) , u er agent ( A) , and 
directory agent (DA). SA works on behalf a service while UA on behalf a u er 
application . Besides the URL, the service information inc ludes the lifetime and a et 
of descriptive attlibutes . SAs broadcast service advertisements and try regi steri ng 
themse lves to DAs. DAs cache information from SAs while process requests from 
UAs. Periodjcally SAs renew their registrations with the DAs, which are responsible 
for sending acknowledgements to the corresponding SAs. UAs send service reque t 
to the DAs, whic h apply string-based queries for service attributes . It leads the DA 
reply the most appropJiate services from avai lable services in the network . Then a 
is ab le to access the service pointed to by the returned URL. In SLP, DA i optional. 
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Without the DAs, the SAs that control matching services respond to CAs' requests 
directly. 
2.6 Middleware for mobile computing 
The requirements for mobile computing can be considerably different from their 
counterparts imposed by fixed networks. Most of the commercial systems for mobile 
computing, like Sun J2ME (Java 2 platform, Micro Edition) [51] or Microsoft .:\ET 
compact Framework [52], provide only general middleware facilities leaving it to 
applications themselves to handle all the services and deal with the non-functional 
requirements. On the other hand, more and more research middleware targeting the 
needs of mobile computing have been devised. This section sheds some light on the 
different types of mobile middleware technologies. 
2.6.1 J2ME 
J2ME is a development package targeting a broad range of consumer devices and 
embedded devices [51]. The architecture of J~ME is designed to be modular and 
scalable in order to support the inherent diversity of these devices. In the term of 
J2ME, the "configuration" is chosen to specify a Java virtual machine as well as a 
minimum set of Java classes for each class of devices. Currently, there are two J2ME 
configurations: Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) and Connected 
Device Configuration (CDC). The smaller CLDC is designed for low-end devices 
with less than 512 kilobytes memory while CDC targets more powerful devices 
normally having at least two megabytes memory. A configuration must work together 
with a "profile" which specifies a narrower category of devices within the chosen 
configuration. The profile is implemented on top of the configuration. For example, 
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the combination of CLDC with Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) is to 
provide a complete Java application environment for mobile phones and other devices 
with similar capabilities. In addition, optional packages can be added to the J2~1E 
platform so that developers are able to support more technologies as they wish. 
2.6.2 Request/reply middleware for mobile computing 
Traditional middleware implementing synchronous semantics, like RPC or object-
oriented CORBA, has been adapted to mobile environments mainly supporting mobile 
devices interoperating with existing fixed networks. 
ALICE is an architecture that allows "CORBA objects running on mobile devices to 
transparently interact with objects hosted by off-the-shelf CORBA implementations 
[53]". In ALICE, a mobile device needs to connect to a mobile gateway, which 
redirects the connection to a fixed host. From the system view, it requires mobility 
layer and swizzling nop (S/IIOP) layer running on mobile devices and mobile 
gateways to be implemented between TCPIIP layer and nop layer. The mobility layer, 
on behalf of the upper layer, mainly handles with TCP issues such as performing 
reconnection if a TCP link is broken or allocating a TCP port on a mobile gateway. 
The SIIIOP layer performs operations which are affected by mobility, especially 
publication and encoding of object references [53]. Therefore server as well as client 
objects can work on mobile devices without relying on any centralized administration 
mechanism. However the main challenge in this direction is "in terms of software size 
and protocol suitability" [54], as it originated from the distributed systems for fixed 
networks and depends on synchronous communication mechanisms. 
More attempts have been made in the direction of applying traditional middleware in 
a sort of semi-asynchronous paradigm [54]. Rover is such an example: it combines 
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"re-Iocatable dynamic objects" and "queued remote procedure calls" to provide 
unique services for "mobile-transparent" or "mobile-aware" applications [55]. 
2.6.3 Message-oriented middleware for mobile computing 
Message-oriented middleware (MOM) supports communication between distributed 
components via message-passing and works asynchronously. Message senders and 
receivers are loosely coupled through identified message queues. A sender sends a 
message to a queue that acts as a temporary storage. Once the middleware has 
confirmed the acceptance of the message the sender is able to continue processing its 
local tasks. The receiver retrieves the message from the queue at some different time 
and may send a reply applying the same queuing mechanism. Sun Java Message 
Service (JMS) [56], IBM WebSphere MQ [57], and so forth are examples of 
successful MOM for traditional distributed systems. 
Pronto [58], a JMS messaging system, is specifically designed for mobile applications 
working in both centralized and decentralized forms. Like ALICE, JMS servers are 
assumed running in a wired network and applications on mobile devices (clients) may 
connect the servers through gateways. The optimized, lightweight mobile JMS client 
is an adaptation of JMS specification, which supports the necessary functions in 
mobile environments. The gateway controls message traffic; each plug-in component 
like SmartCaching implements a specific task in order to improve the transport 
efficiency with respect to varied application scenarios. The publish-subscribe 
paradigm is applied providing greater flexibility and scalability as the decoupling of 
publisher and subscriber components are able to exchange messages under complex 
conditions like frequent disconnection or changing numbers of recipients. If the 
system works in the decentralized way, the mobile JMS client will be replaced by the 
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severless JMS, using IP multicast as the transport mechanism. A publisher acts as a 
temporary server and keeps a subscription list [58]. 
Pronto claims that it could be deployed in MANET, however "it does not adequately 
target ad hoc settings, since mobile nodes rely on fixed servers for the exchange of 
message" [59]; or from programming perspective, Java Remote Method Invocation 
(RMI) does not work well if a client connects to a server via some relay nodes. 
Actually most MOM implementations for mobile environment are usually 
straightforward extensions of existing middleware, the very first specifically designed 
and implemented for MANET is [60]. E. Vollset et al comprehensively identify and 
address the design requirements encountered in practical settings. lomp, an 
implementation of ODRMP in application layer, a transport module focusing on 
group communication, is integrated into the existing AIjuna JMS [61] service. The 
publish-subscribe semantics is implemented by mapping JMS topics to multicast 
addresses. However it does not consider the situation when a destination is out of the 
network temporarily. Then it leaves supporting persistent messages delivery as the 
future work. 
EMMA (Epidemic Messaging Middleware for Ad hoc networks) is one of the latest 
adaptations of JMS for MANET [62, 63]. Based on the context-aware routing 
protocol [64] (an instance of epidemic routing protocol [65]), the embedded 
persistence mechanism in EMMA ensures the information dissemination in a network 
in which partition happens frequently. Each node maintains a limited size buffer 
containing the messages that it generates and receives from others. When two nodes 
encounter, the messages needed to be sent are duplicated on each side through a so 
called anti-entropy session [62]. The process is like an infection. Persistent messages 
have high priority over non-persistent ones; low-priority messages will be deleted if 
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there is insufficient room in the buffer. In addition, EMMA provides an efficient 
acknowledgement mechanism. If the acknowledgment is not received within a given 
timeout, the failure will be notified to the sender. If the acknowledgment is for a 
persistent message, the success will be notified to the sender. At the same time, the 
acknowledgement is also used to signal to delete the delivered messages that could be 
still stored in some nodes' buffers in the network. 
2.6.4 Tuple space based middleware for mobile computing 
Tuple space based middleware is a completely asynchronous and decoupled message-
passing paradigm: a sender need not know the location of the receiver and its 
availability. It has been proved effective in mobile settings, though not initially 
designed for this purpose (its origin goes back to Linda [66]). Generally, tuples, the 
elementary data structures, are vector of typed values or fields. A tuple space works as 
a repository of tuples. It is globally shared, associatively addressed and persistent 
memory space that is used by processes to communicate [54]. Processes create tuples 
and put them in the tuple space using write primitive; also they can concurrently 
access tuples using read or take primitive [67]. There are two tuple retrieval 
primitives: blocking and non-blocking. During a retrieval operation, the results are 
selected through pattern matching on the tuple space. Tuples' lifetime is independent 
from the processes that create them. 
LIME [68] is a typical tuple space based middleware. It inherits and adapts the 
communication model proposed by Linda. The shift from a fixed context to a mobile 
one is accomplished by dividing Linda tuple space into many so-called interface tuple 
spaces (ITSs). The ITS contains tuples that a mobile unit wishes to share with other 
mobile units; the ITS is permanently and exclusively bound to the mobile unit. Each 
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mobile unit can only access the global context via its own ITS that travels \\ ith it 
when movement happens. Access to ITS takes place using Linda primitives. lJpon a 
new mobile unit arrives, a sequence of operations, named "engagement", is performed 
to merge the tuples in new unit's ITS with those, already shared, belonging to other 
units. In addition, LIME extends Linda operations by introducing the "tuple location" 
parameter to take primitive and a notion of "reaction". 
2.6.5 Data-sharing middleware in mobile computing 
One of the major issues in mobile computing is the support for disconnected 
operations and provision of data-sharing, Many proposed systems, like Coda [13], 
Odyssey [69], and Bayou [70], have made data-sharing their sole task and tried to 
maximise availability of data, giving users access to replicas; they differ in the way 
that they ensure replicas move towards eventual consistency. Despite of many 
proprietary data synchronisation protocols for mobile devices, it still lacks a single 
standard so that it represents a limitation for both users and developers. 
XMIDDLE [71] is an example of data-sharing middleware. Data are stored in a tree 
structured form; data-sharing is through sharing of trees, "Linking" to a tree is similar 
to mounting network file systems in distributed operating systems. Hosts can 
duplicate the trees and continue modifying the off-line data when disconnections 
happen. When two hosts reconnect, XMIDDLE exploits tree differencing techniques 
to detect the differences between the possibly conflicting replicas. Because different 
operations may have been performed on the same node of the tree, XMIDDLE cannot 
complete the reconciliation task alone. Then the task is handed over to the application 
developer who defines application-specific conflict resolution policies to each node of 
the tree. When a conflict is detected, XMIDDLE will apply the proper policy in order 
to successfully complete the merging procedure. The significant contribution of 
XMIDDLE is to address working in pure ad hoc networks, "as no assumption is made 
about the existence of more powerful and trusted hosts which should play the role of 
servers and on which a collection of data should be replicated in full [54]". 
2.6.6 Other middleware solutions 
Other distinguishing classes of middleware for mobile computing, for example, 
reflective middleware [72], context-aware middleware [14], and event-based 
middleware [73], each of which attempts to address mobile architectural requirements 
using different approaches, have been identified, illustrated and comparatively 
discussed in [54, 67]. They bring more heuristic ideas to researchers, like the aim of 
reflective middleware is "to make the middleware more adaptable to its environment 
and better able to cope with changes [67]". 
The latest development of reflective middleware is Web Services based ReMMoC 
(Reflective Middleware for Mobile Computing) [74]. ReMMoC is independent from 
particular discovery and interaction protocols; it provides a minimal set of 
function ali ties and extra components each for a specific service type implementation 
can be added when required. Services are inspected and adapted at run-time: the 
system monitors the environment and the service types in use and reconfigures itself 
to mirror the current setup. 
The event-based communication paradigm is a possible alternative for dealing with 
large-scale systems [75]. Events contain data that describe a request or message. In 
order to receive events, clients (subscribers) have to express (subscribe) their interests 
in receiving particular events. Servers (publishers) publish events that will be sent to 
all interested subscribers. A typical example of event-based middleware is HERMES 
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[73], in which a content-based algorithm [76] IS applied to deliver c\"ents from 
publishers to subscribers. 
2.7 Mobile applications 
In this section, the evolution of wireless computing paradigm is reviewed and the 
examples in various settings are surveyed. 
2.7.1 Nomadic computing 
Nomadic computing refers to a transparent, virtual networking environment where 
users can access computing and communication facilities not only from their home 
bases but also while they are in transit and when they reach their new destinations 
[77]. The notion was presented when wires or cables dominated the whole net\\"ork 
settings but users became familiar with wireless communication: it could help users 
get rid of controls from the cable-enabling networking. However the level of wireless 
connectivity often included extended periods of low bandwidth or no communication 
at all. The goal of the research is precisely to permit users and programmes to be as 
effective as possible in this environment of uncertain connectivity without changes to 
their manners in which they operate [77]. One of basic solution to support nomadic 
computing is Mobile IP [78]. 
2.7.2 Ubiquitous computing 
Mark Weiser envisioned the era of ubiquitous computing [79], which forces 
computers to be effectively invisible and computers with communication interfaces 
are embedded in devices of everyday use. Human beings are enveloped in such an 
immersive environment; they are able to adapt to the environment by interacting with 
these ever-present devices that are at background for anything at anytime. 
Consequently, information is integrated with human beings' everyday physical world. 
Work on ubiquitous computing is still in the very beginning stage. Ad hoc networking 
is just one of its characteristic; spontaneous interaction can take place transparently to 
human users and automatically help them fulfil some tasks. 
The DEAPspace project proposes and implements a framework applying ad hoc 
networking technologies in order to support a class of pervasive application, which 
features hidden computing and spontaneous interactions between proximity-based 
mobile devices [80]. Some new application scenarios are described in detail so that 
the requirements for the framework can be derived. The authors elaborate the key 
concepts of the system: the service model, compact and efficient service description 
and matchmaking. The core contribution is a prompt, efficient and push-based service 
discovery protocol in transient, limited size ad hoc networks. The work could be 
regarded as a case study for general service discovery protocols described in section 
2.4. Interestingly, the framework could work in wired networks as it provides the 
abstract interfaces shielding applications from the concrete networks. 
The Cooltown project [81] targets the intersection of Web technologies, wireless 
communication technologies, handheld devices, and small electronic appliances. An 
infrastructure supporting location-aware but ubiquitous applications for nomadic users 
without a central point has been set up. According to Cooltown, every physical entity 
in the world could fall into three categories: people, things, and places. The Cooltown 
team argues that Web technologies are the best middleware for building the 
connections between people and things or places in their everyday environments. 
URLs (Universal Resource Locators) and/or web servers are embedded into things 
and places. Using URLs for addressing, physical URL beaconing and sensing of 
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URLs for discovery [81], people's mobile devices can interact with things and places. 
Therefore, "Web presence" for people, things, and places can be implemented. 
2.7.3 Applications in pure ad hoc networks 
In the past few years a great member of novel applications have emerged as the use of 
wireless communication becomes a part of people's daily life. 
The Swiss watch-maker Swatch has put "synchro.beaC [82] on the market, which 
allows the bearer to interact with some other people in the real world \ia sound 
transmission. Or they could communicate with each other through the virtual world: 
World Wide Web. The watch becomes the key to enter the company's specially 
designed entertaining web site. After logging in the web site a bearer should find out 
how compatible s/he is with others by taking the compatible test (c-test). Then the 
bearer could find his/her compatible pals when s/he is shopping in a mall, walking on 
street or anywhere in which another bearer is close to him/her. Two watches are able 
to implicitly exchange c-tests with each other and display results on the screens. By 
this way the bearers build up their buddy lists and could play games or have other fun 
when they meet at that particular web site simultaneously. 
The TunA project proposes an application supporting music-sharing when people 
close to each other form a social network [83]. The music is on the handheld device 
like PDA or Apple iPod with wireless interface. It creates the opportunity to enjoy 
what others around are listening and synchronize the favourite music. It allows users 
to share music in many locations, fostering a sense of awareness of the surrounding 
physical environment while they move around [83]. 
CafeTrek is an ad hoc network game for supporting face-to-face interaction in public 
places [84]. The project uses the mobile device as a trigger to notify its user who 
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should interact face-to-face with another one close by. Computer Mediated 
Communication (CMC) technique is applied in the design. CafeTrek is specifically 
targeted for public places where most people do not know each other. The 
implemented tools can encourage a social encounter to a peer-to-peer (P2P) CMC 
session then facilitate face-to-face interaction based on infonnation entered in the 
CMC session. 
The applications mentioned above are only working in one hop range. It means that 
mobile nodes are close each other so that their wireless interface can connect directly. 
Thus the applications cannot cover large space and attract more potential users. 
Researchers have addressed the challenge and proposed some prototypes supporting 
multi-hop communication among nodes in an ad hoc network. 
P. Poupyrev et al report the perfonnance of a real-world application "Whizbe" running 
on PDAs [85], where packets are broadcast in a large scale two hops ad hoc network. 
The main goal of Whizbe is to infonn users when their friends or acquaintances are in 
close physical proximity. Users have no other contact except broadcasting to 
exchange the personal profile. The empirical study setting in a static one hop ad hoc 
network involves one laptop as the master and up to nine PDAs as clients. The 
experimental data shows that "there is significant intrinsic delay and fluctuation in 
transmission times even for rebroadcast by a single PDA [85]". The perfonnance of 
the application is strongly affected when many PDAs are contending for rebroadcast 
on the wireless channel. Carefully analysing the test data the authors deduce that 
probability-based control should allow adequate perfonnance. Based on these results 
and comprehensive analysis, the time to complete broadcasting of one packet in a 
large scale two hops network (1500 nodes) can be estimated: it varies from two 
minutes to nine minutes depending on the algorithm used. The result may be adequate 
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for this specific application but would be too slow for many other applications. In the 
worst situation a user may get response after 18 minutes when slhe sent off an urgent 
request. 
H. Ritter et al present a system with the help of "roaming infrastructure" to support a 
mUltiplayer game in MANET [86]. The tiny hardware is named "Embedded Web 
Server" (EWS) and could work as a web server, which equips Bluetooth, 433 MHz 
Radio Frequency (RF) and Ethernet interface. Bluetooth enables players' devices to 
form an ad hoc network. Subsequently a multi player game is set up spontaneously and 
gaming data are transported. The RF technology is adopted to maintain a consistent 
global view of the game, track players' movement and position (by measuring the link 
quality) and exchanges packets between different piconets, since its working range is 
about 20 meters that is about one time more than Bluetooth. EWS could be set up 
quickly in ad hoc fashion and helps overcome strong restrictions of Bluetooth, such as 
its transmission range, the size of one piconet and the formation of a scatternet. EWSs 
are distributed into the network to act as the master of each piconet, from which 
players' devices could access the whole network. On the other hand EWSs are 
roughly acting as roaming service-providers or special access points, which are 
connected by specific wireless communication instead of reliable wired cable. 
Nonetheless for the limitation of Bluetooth the formation of an ad hoc network is 
time-consuming inquiry process and it leads to long handover time of about 1.43 
seconds (the time that EWSs need to detect a player roaming from one piconet to 
another). This handover times restrict the types of games that the architecture is 
suitable for. 
Dawn 1M system brings the functionality inherent in wired network Instant Messaging 
(1M) system to pure ad hoc environments: facilitating spontaneous chats between a 
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pair or a group of mobile hosts in a small-scale network without an:. centralized 
server's help [87]. It adopts a decentralized P2P approach to locate the session peer. 
Every host manages its own status information and is responsible for informing others 
of its present state. The status information is distributed following the "fetching" 
model described in RFC-2778 [88]. Each host uses a "group-based" approach to 
manage chatting sessions; one protocol supports both unicast-style and multicast-style 
message exchange. A similar but simplified work could be found here [89]. 
2.8 Network simulators and simulation studies 
Analytically quantifying the performance and complex behaviour of even a simple 
mobile application often yields inaccurate results due to a large number of simplifying 
assumptions that need to be made. Furthermore, performing actual experiments is 
onerous: acquiring hundreds of devices, managing their software and configuration, 
controlling a distributed experiment and aggregating the data, and so forth. These 
difficulties make empirical endeavours daunting. Consequently, a vast majority of 
research in the area of ad hoc network performance evaluation is based entirely on 
simulation, a fact that underscores the critical role of efficient simulators. Currently 
the two popular "discrete event" simulators in the wireless research area are ns-2 [90] 
and GloMoSim [91], of which the latter will be introduced in chapter 5 since it has 
been chosen to conduct simulation studies for this work. 
2.8.1 Ns-2 
The widely used ns-2 simulator was originally developed for simulation of TCP and 
routing protocols over wired networks. Then the simulator was extended in order to 
support accurate simulation of the physical layer aspects with the related MAC 
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protocols of multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks. These extensions can simulate the 
physical and link layer behaviour of a wireless network and allow arbitrary movement 
of nodes within the network. Some of the proposed routing protocols, for example, 
DSDV, TORA, DSR and AODV, have been integrated into ns-2. Each run of the 
simulator accepts as an input scenario file that describes the exact motion of each 
mobile node together with the sequence of packets originated by each node as time 
progresses [92]. 
2.8.2 Simulation studies 
Simulators are adopted to focus on a detailed simulation of the OS! reference model 
from layer 1 to 4. 
J. Broch et al present the results of a detailed packet-level simulation comparing four 
unicast routing protocols: DSDV, TORA, DSR, and AODV [93]. The performance of 
each protocol is measured under a series of changing conditions while the direct and 
fair comparison between the protocols are applied the identical traffic payloads and 
environmental conditions. Each ns-2 simulation run involves 50 mobile nodes to form 
the ad hoc network. These nodes move around in a rectangular area that is 1500 
meters long by 300 meters wide ([1500 m * 300 m]) for 900 seconds of simulated 
time. Three metrics are chosen to evaluate the protocols: packet delivery ratio, routing 
overhead, and path optimality. The simulation results show that all the four protocols 
successfully deliver a great percentage of the data packets to their destinations when 
node mobility is very low. DSR and AODV perform particularly well, delivering over 
95% of the data packets regardless of mobility rate [93]. With regard to overhead, the 
difference between the best and poorest one, which is DSR and TORA respectively, is 
almost an order of magnitUde. For the three on-demand protocols, TORA, DSR, and 
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AODV, their overhead drops as their mobility rate drops. However, the overhead of 
DSDV is not affected by node mobility rate and is constant, as the protocol 
periodically broadcasts the routing updates. About path optimality, both DSDV and 
DSR take routes very close to optimal. In contrast, TORA and AODV show a trend of 
taking longer paths than optimal for some packets. Generally, "the performance of 
DSR was very good at all mobility rates and movement speeds, although its use of 
source routing increases the number of routing overhead bytes required by the 
protocol [93]". 
Applying the similar simulator setting and methods as described above, S. R. Das et al 
focus on the performance comparison of two prominent on-demand routing protocols: 
DSR and AODV [94]. A new field configuration is introduced into the simulation 
study: [2200m * 600m] field with 100 nodes. Under such circumstance, however, the 
simulated time has to be reduced to 500 seconds because of resource constraint on 
hardware. With regard to application oriented metrics like end-to-end delay and 
throughput, the simulation results show that DSR outperforms AODV when node 
mobility is low, or there is smaller number of nodes sending data packets; AODV 
outperforms DSR under the "stress" situation, for instance, high mobility or more 
traffic payload. The performance gap becomes wide when the stress increases. 
However, DSR consistently generates less routing traffic than AODV. Furthermore, 
the simulation study demonstrates that the interoperation between the network layer 
and MAC layer could also significantly affect the protocol's performance. For 
example, more unicast routing packets like route request or route reply generated by 
DSR are expensive in the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. Therefore, DSR's "apparent" 
savings on routing overhead does not represent an expected reduction of the traffic 
payload into the network. 
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T. Kunz et al present simulation results regarding the comparison of two on-demand 
multicast routing protocols: AODV and ODRMP [95]. The simulator is configured as 
follow: 50 nodes move around in a [1000 m x 1000 m] square space for 900 seconds 
of simulated time. The performance metrics collected are delivery ratio and routing 
overhead. A series of experiments are performed with regard to varying parameters: 
number of senders, node mobility, and multicast group size. Overall, AODV shows a 
poor packet delivery ratio compared to ODMRP. On the other hand, ODMRP suffers 
from scalability issues as there are more members or senders in the multicast group. It 
verifies similar results that "mesh-based protocols outperformed tree-based protocols 
and the availability of alternate routes provided robustness [96]". 
2.9 Summary 
This chapter has broadly reviewed ad hoc networking technologies and supporting 
software systems covering MAC protocols, routing protocols and security issues, 
service discovery standards, middleware, and wireless network simulators. The main 
aim of the survey is to help readers evaluate the strength and weakness of various 
approaches and to gain enough background knowledge to understand the requirements 
for designing middleware for mobile systems. 
S4 
Chapter 3 Convenience Network: concepts and applications 
With the soanng popularity of mobile devices and evolving ad hoc networking 
technologies, new ways for people to interact with their neighbourhood environments 
are emerging [97, 98]. These enabling technologies have potentials to facilitate as 
well as extend human interaction capabilities with ease, flexibility, and spontaneity. 
This chapter begins with a brief review of applications in MANET. This is followed 
by the motivation behind the notion of "Convenience Network" (CN) which is able to 
facilitate spontaneous interactions among a group of people in a specific area. The 
"local shopping centre" scenario is detailed and then the characteristics of CN are 
described. Three example applications, namely "Auction" [99], "Bingo game", and 
"Chatting", are introduced. These will be chosen as the basis of empirical studies for 
determining system requirements for CNs in chapter 4. This chapter concludes with 
the description of characteristics of applications in CNs. 
3.1 Applications in MANET 
Early MANET applications and deployments have been military oriented [100]. Since 
then, especially in the past a few years, interest in MANET applications in other areas 
has grown due to the soaring popUlarity of mobile devices. MANET applications have 
advanced substantially and expanded into specialized fields such as education [101], 
entertainment [102], vehicle service [103], and so forth. Among them, a sensor 
network is a unique ad hoc network, which consists of hundreds or thousands of tiny 
nodes. These low-cost, low-power. multi-functional devices may be spread across a 
geographical area to monitor changing conditions at different locations. A wide range 
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of publ ic and commerci al applications adopting sensor network technolog) ha\e been 
deployed, including en vironment monitorin g [104] , traffic control [10 ]. afel) 
surveill ance [106], health care [107], and so forth . Based on anous appli arion 
scenari os , 1. Chl amtac et al present a categorization of present and po ible future 
applications In MANET as well as the services they may pro ide In each area [100]. 
which is shown in tabl e 3 .l. 
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Table 3.1 : Applications in MANET [100] 
A c lass of applicati ons or serVIces that fa ll s under home and enterprise networlGng, 
educati onal applicati ons, and entertai nment appli cati ons is consi dered in thi the 
Roughl y, these app li cations provide servIces In populous public pl ace and are 
entertainment-oriented. These applications reflect the aspirations of mobile de \'i e 
users to probe their vicinities in order to look for user-specific informati on 
expedi entl y; a faci lity needs to be formed to help them accomplish the goal. 
3.2 Motivation for Convenience Network 
The idea of eN has its origin in the noti on of "Spontaneous et ork" [9 ] or 
"Spontaneous Info rmation System (SIS )" [9 8]. "Spontaneous net\ orking i the 
integration of servi ces and devices into network environments with the objecti e of 
instantaneous service avai lability without any manual intervention [108]". R. Li cano 
et al claim "spontaneous networking can be considered as an application approach to 
ad hoc networking [109]" . The advantage of spontaneous networking i to faci litate 
knowledge sharing through informal interactions si nce two mobile entitie can 
exchange information at least if they are close enough . For instance, figure 3.1 how 
SNiF (Social Networking in Fur) , a system which allows pet owners to interac t 
through their pets' social networks [110] . There have been many workpl ace stud ie 
that justify this claim [Ill] . 
Figure 3.1: Mood ring meets messaging : A new digital dog collar aims to help owners 
match with their dogs' favourite canine pals . [1 10] 
The name "Convenience Network" captures the activities of wireless-ready mobile 
device users who form an "informal" system when they gather in public places such 
as supermarket, airport lounge, and so forth. The following local shopping centre 
scenario describes the motivation behind CN. 
The management of local shopping centre has introduced a Customer Message Board 
(CMB) service, which allows customers to advertise free for some time. These 
advertisements may cover many subjects including: second-hand goods to sell, flat 
letting or house-sharing, part-time job required, professional service provided, local 
events, and so forth. Everyday a great number of people shop in a local shopping 
centre at all time of day. They have the common sense of knowing that they as 
customers are welcome to post unsolicited messages on the CMB. There is always a 
large amount of various kinds of information advertised on the CMB. Everyday new 
items could be posted while some old ones are withdrawn. Actually, people could 
withdraw their items at any time before they expire, for instance, the goods have been 
sold. Besides shopping, sometimes customers go to a local shopping centre in order to 
look for some useful information on the CMB. Under such circumstances, information 
providers and customers are connected by the CMB which operates as the information 
rendezvous. Regarding some specific information, such as looking for a flat in a local 
area, it is more convenient and efficient for flat-seekers to check the CMB first rather 
than look for information in newspaper classified fields or yellow pages, since 
landlords understand that advertising on the CMB is very effective. 
However, there is an inherent limitation with regard to advertising or finding out 
"convenient" information in a local shopping centre. Firstly, the main purpose of 
customers is shopping. During their shopping periods they may advertise or look for 
useful information since they know of the existence of CMB, although they may not 
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exactly know its location. However, shoppers have to pass by a CMB so that they are 
able to post or browse announcements on it. Shoppers are unable to obtain any detail 
even if they are fairly close to the CMB, for example, they are in the next row of the 
CMB. Considering the convenience aspect, shoppers would not like to knowingl y 
approach CMB and then stop browsing for a while. Instead, they prefer to advertise or 
search information during their shopping intervals. Under some particular 
circumstances, for instance, when shoppers have a break in a cafe or wait in long 
queues, it is then an appropriate occasion for them to make use of the CMB. 
Unfortunately, at these moments, shoppers are actually in an inconvenient situation 
because they are unable to reach any CMB. Secondly, shoppers could forget to 
browse the CMB although they intended to do so. On returning horne, they would 
suddenly realize that they have forgotten one of the important tasks on their calendars. 
Finally, and the most unfortunately, shoppers could still miss some interesting 
information when they browse the CMB, because they may be in a rush to leave, or 
the scripts on posters are too small or scratchy to be readable, or they ignore the 
potential posters that are on the very top or bottom of the CMB. 
3.3 Enabling Convenience Network 
The inconvenience described above could be overcome if ad hoc networking is 
enabled and the process of advertising or browsing on the CMB is computerized. It is 
feasible if "the Spontaneous Network is created as soon as, at least, two mobile 
entities approach each other [98]". Afterwards, two entities have the ability to 
establish communication, and exchange information directly if they are close enough. 
If every device is also able to act as a message relay (router) then the service 
provision can be extend to a larger area. Given the context of local shopping centre, if 
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shoppers carry wireless-ready mobile devices (at least one of network interfaces 
works in "ad hoc" mode), a powerful facility, CN, can be made available. CN will 
help the serving participants accomplish their favourite tasks comfortably. 
The local shopping centre could replace the CMB with an electronic message board 
(EMB) as the information rendezvous (server), on which various kinds of information 
may be categorized and advertised periodically. A CN can be formed when passing-
by shoppers' mobile devices (clients) are interconnected. Some clients should directly 
reach the server. Hence, others are able to access to the server so long as packets are 
relayed between them. The information stored in the server is sourced either from the 
server or clients, since the clients are permitted to publish their announcements on the 
server. Initially, clients look for information by finding the server that bears a well-
known name; the procedure is equivalent to shoppers' approaching the CMB. Once 
the server receives the clients' queries successfully, it responds to them with their 
demanded information. Actually, the server periodically advertises information to the 
whole network. The clients could just switch on their devices then wait for the 
information. However, it is not necessary that the server stores all detailed 
information. Some of information could be held by reference, which means the server 
knows from where it can be retrieved. In any case, the server can supply the clients 
with the detailed information. Therefore, CN can bring much flexibility to their users. 
For instance, given local shopping centre scenario, at least users do not have to stand 
exactly in front of the CMB to browse. Instead, these users could sit on chairs and 
browse their PDAs in a cafe at ease inside the shopping centre. Moreover, CN is an 
ideal platform that can help users spontaneously exchange any useful information 
with the help of the server. The server could be a fixed machine which is set up by 
business operator or a mobile device whose owner is roaming inside the network. In 
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the latter situation, such a person would like to voluntarily share hislher time and 
services resources to others. 
3.4 Characteristics of Convenience Network 
In this section, the key characteristics of eN are summarized. 
3.4.1 Network is not planned 
In a given period, a eN could suffer arbitrary partitions and merges. Therefore, during 
this period, it is difficult to know both the physical boundary of the eN and the 
accurate number of users. (In MANET, packets may be relayed from a source to the 
destination. Under the circumstance, in other words, it could so say that these packets 
are delivered hop-by-hop.) Hop count could be roughly chosen as unit to measure the 
distance between two nodes in an ad hoc network or the diameter of an ad hoc 
network (the longest distance between any pair of nodes apart in the network). The 
physical distance of one hop is no longer than a node's wireless transmission range, 
which depends on the type of wireless communication and physical environment 
conditions. Normally, one hop is between 10 to 150 meters. Hence, within a few hops, 
a eN could cover a large enough area, like a meeting zone in a hotel, or an open 
waiting area in an airport. This would enable people who intend to explore their 
surroundings inside this area to interact with each other. 
3.4.2 Mobile devices cannot be configured in advance 
eN could be spontaneously formed anywhere, at any time, with any number of 
participants. Functional or non-functional information such as software environment 
on mobile device, mobile device's name, address and type of network interface, user's 
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profile, available service, cannot be detennined ahead of time. As a result, it is not 
possible to configure users' devices in advance. 
3.4.3 Users walk around in a Convenience Network 
Users gather in public places fonning a eN; in the network, they walk around in 
different ways under changing conditions. For instance, if a eN is fonned in a mall, 
some users could be strolling aimlessly (their speed would be around 0.5 meters per 
second (mls» as well as some others hurrying about (their speed would be around 2 
mls). However, the users would not continue to walk aimlessly when they knew they 
were isolated from the network, for instance, if nothing was displayed on their mobile 
devices for a long while. After that moment, these users' walking behaviours will be 
related to the application; they will try particular paths purposefully until they 
reconnect to the network and continue to participate in the application. In contrast, 
users move around only occasionally if a eN is fonned in an airport waiting lounge. 
Most of the time, these users keep relatively still. During these waiting periods, they 
could operate their devices interacting with some unknown people nearby from time 
to time. A user may move to a new place, such as a seat close to a kiosk after buying 
some snacks. 
3.4.4 Users lack technical knowledge 
Nonnally, users can operate intuitively. For instance, they switch on or off their 
devices, or follow the clear guidance displayed on the devices' screens. But users in 
general do not have a full understanding of technical details of their devices or 
computing jargon. Hence, many users are not able to configure their devices to the 
needs of an application. 
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3.5 Empirical studies 
The local shopping centre scenario puts forward rich opportunities for various kinds 
of applications for the convenience of shoppers. Examples of such opportunities may 
include: shoppers could obtain the latest sale information; shoppers could sell their 
spare tickets during their shopping; sometimes shoppers could find some people to 
chat while they are resting in a cafe; sometimes shoppers could play games with 
others while waiting in queues. Not limited to shopping centre, CN could be actually 
formed in many public places, such as pubs, shopping malls, high street, lounges in 
airports or train stations. Applications, such as shared whiteboards, polling, chatting 
or multi-user gaming are ideal candidates for operation in such an informal 
environment. 
In the following sub-sections, three representative applications, "Auction", "Bingo 
game", and "Chatting", and the related application scenarios will be described in 
order to illustrate practical values of CN. For instance, given the context of the local 
shopping centre scenario, for some shoppers, the auction is an effective and fast way 
selling their spare tickets; for some shoppers, it is easy to pass queuing time when 
playing a Bingo game; for some shoppers, it is fun to chat with others unknown but 
share same interests. Basically, the three applications are the extension of their 
counterparts in the wired world, as people like to run their favourite applications 
everywhere at any time. They provide similar functions as their popular counterparts 
but work purely in ad hoc fashion. The three application scenarios share similar 
communication patterns; the flow of information is determined by the specific 
interests. Additionally, the design issues of the three applications will also be 
summarized. (The details are described in chapter 4.) These issues are used to study 
the application-oriented requirements for CNs. 
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3.5.1 Auction 
Internet auctions [112, 113] are a new form for the classic type of transaction 
(auction), which introduces variability into nearly all aspects of an exchange. The 
process is mystifying: venue is virtual, price is unpredictable, and auctioneers and 
bidders are strangers. Yet interest in this form of transaction has been intense. Some 
bidders become addicted to interested auctions. As someone anonymous stated: "it 
(the Internet auction) is fun, it is easy and, well, you get hooked [114]". 
Given the local shopping centre scenario, a lady wanting to sell a spare concert ticket 
could choose to advertise on the EMB when she does shopping and then wait for calls 
at home. An alternative is to have a quick sale by auction when she is in the shopping 
centre, since she is confident that some other shoppers are interested purchasing the 
ticket. A spontaneous auction could be created when shoppers who carry ad-hoc-
networking-enabled PDAs are close together; their devices could automatically 
explore the surroundings and directly establish communication, form a CN and 
exchange information implicitly and explicitly. The lady auctioneer (her device is the 
auction server) pushes auction information into the network, while others (their 
devices are auction clients) after receiving them relay until everyone knows what will 
be happening. Interested buyers inform the auctioneer so that they are entitled to bid 
when the auction starts. This is an instance of open cry auction, defined by the mode 
of communication in which all status information is conveyed globally to all 
participants. Buyers submit their bidding within a short duration after receiving the 
latest auction information; the process advances round by round until a bidder wins 
the auction. This type of auction may also happen in a social club. Consider a group 
of football fans who always meet there for drinking, chatting and betting. Someone 
has a spare home ticket and wants to sell it. Some others without the ticket would like 
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to get one. If their PDAs are all turned on, the seller's announcement should reach 
every PDA wherever in the club. Then an auction will start after a short while, which 
will be similar to the lady selling her concert ticket in the shopping centre. 
3.5.1.1 Auction procedure 
i. Advertising. The auctioneer periodically broadcasts auction information to the 
network. Anyone who receives the message relays it by rebroadcasting until 
the message reaches the maximum hop count. Relay nodes may receive the 
same message from their different neighbours but it is relayed only once. 
ii. Registration. Interested buyers register the auction by sending a pseudonym to 
the auctioneer. When the first bidder has registered, the auctioneer begins 
counting down until the auction starts. During this period other buyers may 
continue to join in the auction; the auctioneer periodically broadcasts an 
incremental permission-bidder-list with the auction information. Some buyers 
may have to register again if their names are not found on the permission-
bidder-list. The auctioneer builds up a bidder list. 
iii. Bidding. Under rules the auction starts when the countdown is over. The 
auctioneer broadcasts progress packets to the network. Bidders may respond 
for all or some messages. During this period some bidders may leave. 
IV. Ending. Under rules the auction ends. The auctioneer is responsible for 
broadcasting the result. Both sides of the deal contact each other in private. 
3.5.1.2 Design issues for Auction 
There are many issues relating to designing electronic auctions [115]. With respect to 
auctions in eNs, the main interest is ''fairness'', which roughly means that all 
participants should be treated equally [116]. 
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3.5.2 Bingo game 
A survey by Nokia indicates that nearly 50 percent of the people asked like to play 
games while waiting [117]. The expectation is that CN will be of particular interest 
for many game scenarios; the users' mobile devices which are in sufficiently close 
proximity could be potential game devices, since these devices are able to 
communicate directly or via a limited number of relays without the need for further 
externally provided infrastructure. Imagine some travellers waiting for their trains at a 
railway station. They may sit in a lounge reading books or stroll around along the 
platform stretching their legs. The wireless-ready mobile devices of these travellers 
could form a CN. During their spare time a person (hisfher device acting as the 
gaming server) volunteers to call for a Bingo game. The Bingo game model is 
described below. 
B N G 0 
2 17 44 48 74 
3 23 33 47 68 
7 27 ANY 59 66 
10 30 39 53 75 
12 18 43 55 70 
1 BINGO! I 
Figure 3.2: A Bingo card 
A Bingo card interface is shown in figure 3.2. Each card has five rows and five 
columns thus providing 25 spaces. The columns are labelled from left to right with the 
letters: "B", "I", "N", "G", and "0". With one exception (the centre space is "any") 
the spaces in the card are assigned values as follows: "B" column contains a number 
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from 1-15; "I" column contains a number from 16-30; "N' column contains a number 
from 31-45; "G" column contains a number from 46-60; "0" column contains a 
number from 61-75. Thus there are 75 possible Bingo ball numbers: Bl, ... B15, 
116, ... 130, N31, ... 075; the number of unique Bingo cards is very large. In a short 
while gaming information from the server's device is put through to reach all persons 
in the network. Interested players send register messages back to the server and get 
permission to play. After a short time, the game starts and ends when someone wins 
the game. Players do not need to identify other participants or configure their devices 
in advance. During the gaming time they may leave without notifying anybody. The 
Bingo game model has three aspects that make it attractive in eN. These aspects are: 
i. There is no limit to the number of players: as many as possible can join the 
game. 
ii. The game does not last for a very long time. This is because announcing Bingo 
balls after a maximum of 75 times there will be a winner (however, normally it 
does not require 75 times). 
iii. If some players leave during the game this does not affect any other players or 
the final result. 
3.5.2.1 Bingo game procedure 
i. Advertising. A Bingo server periodically broadcasts gaming information to the 
network. Anyone who receives the message relays it by rebroadcasting until 
the message reaches the maximum hop count. Relay nodes may receive the 
same message from their different neighbours but it is relayed only once. 
ii. Registration. Interested players send registration information (player name and 
the Bingo card) to the server. When the first player has registered, the server 
begins a countdown until the game starts. During this period other players may 
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continue to join in the game and the server periodically broadcasts an 
incremental permission-player-list with gaming information. Some players 
may again send the registration information to the server if their names are not 
found on the permission-player-list. The server also maintains a local copy of 
player list. 
iii. Playing Bingo. Under rules the game starts by announcing the Bingo ball. The 
server periodically broadcasts Bingo balls to the network. Players check their 
own cards against the balls announced and look for a BINGO (five in a row, 
column, or diagonal). During this period players may leave. When a player 
notices a BINGO, s/he declares a win by sending the player name and the 
winning card. 
iv. Ending the game. The server pauses the game (stops announcing balls) while it 
verifies the player name with the card. If indeed it is a valid "BINGO" card 
belonging to the player, the game is over and the server announces the result. 
Otherwise the player is given a warning. After three warnings a player will be 
kicked out of the game. The server continues announcing the new Bingo balls. 
v. After the game is over, the server may automatically clear its status display 
waiting for the first player to join the next game. Players can clear their 
application and join the next game, or choose to quit. 
3.5.2.2 Design issues for Bingo game 
The main concern is "trust". Players need to trust the gaming server: the server 
announces the Bingo balls randomly and should not favour any particular player. The 
gaming server needs to verify the winner: the winning card should be the validly 
registered card coming from the actual owner. 
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3.5.3 Chatting 
The use of instant messaging (1M) on the Internet has gained much popularit) in 
recent years. 1M, like AOL Instant Messenger [118], Yahoo Messenger [119], ICQ 
[120], or MSN Messenger [121] makes use of the traditional client/server model. 1\1 
provides nearly real-time message delivery and allows users to maintain a contact list 
of people with whom they wish to interact. 1M is able to inform users that their 
contacts are online. Therefore, users can type in and send short messages (chatting) to 
any of the people in the list as long as those people are online. The core functionality 
of 1M is synchronously exchanging textual messages between two or more users. It is 
necessary for every user to set up and maintain a contact list or "buddy list". 1M 
monitors the status of users' buddies on the network. In this respect, the concept of 
presence and availability of a user is relevant. Presence is the state, for example, 
"online" or "offline", characterizing the network status of the software or hardware 
device through which a user communicates. Availability is an attribute of a user, for 
example, "available" or "busy", denoting their willingness to communicate with other 
users based on the preferences and policies that are associated with the user. 
In CN, if a chatting server which is able to maintain the whole network member list 
exists and a searching mechanism can be introduced to help users set up their contact 
lists, then CN could also be a good platform for chatting. Given the local shopping 
centre scenario, the EMB is capable of undertaking such a responsibility. Potential 
chatting users (clients) could register themselves by leaving their names, interests, 
presence and availability information on the EMB when they enter the shopping 
centre. Based on the interest, the EMB informs each user (client) of a name list 
containing related presence and availability information. Afterwards, shoppers who 
join the chatting application could have a chat with anybody on the list when they are 
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free. For example, they may be having a break in a cafe or they need to pass the time 
whilst waiting in a long queue. If shoppers failed to find the EMB initially, a person 
who stays on for a relatively long time could use hislher powerful device as the EMB. 
This procedure appears transparent for other shoppers. 
3.5.3.1 Chatting procedure 
1. Registration. A user sets hislher presence and availability status and then starts 
the client program bearing a usemame unique to the Chatting application. The 
client programme at once broadcasts the user's name with associated presence 
and availability information to the server. Anyone who receives the message 
relays it by rebroadcasting until the message reaches the maximum hop count 
or arrives at the server. Relay nodes may receive the same message from their 
different neighbours but it is relayed only once. 
11. Advertising. When the chatting server receives a client's register message or 
notification message (see procedure (iii) below), it will update the maintained 
clients' presence and availability information. The chatting server periodically 
broadcasts this to the network. Anyone who receives the message relays it by 
rebroadcasting until the message reaches the maximum hop count. Relay 
nodes may receive the same message from their different neighbours but it is 
relayed only once. 
iii. Notification. When a client wants to change its presence and availability status, 
or finds out the received information about itself is wrong, or estimates 
another's status may have changed, it will immediately inform the server so 
that the server can modify the related information accordingly. 
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iv. Chatting. After receIvmg packets containing all members' presence and 
availability information, a chatting session takes place \\hen a client sends and 
receives text messages with another on the member list. Procedures (i\') and (ii) 
or (iii) could happen simultaneously. 
3.5.3.2 Design issues for Chatting 
Participating in ad hoc networking environments without any knowledge about people 
around them, chatting users need to acquire and maintain their contact lists efficiently 
and promptly. Therefore, they could choose someone with whom to chat from time to 
time. In addition, the presence and availability information needs to reflect the real 
situation of the changing and complex environment. 
3.6 Characteristics of applications in Convenience Networks 
Since direct wireless connectivity is based on physical proximity, this reflects and 
facilitates the way that human beings seek convenience from their surroundings when 
they are on the move, since they are always constrained by the availability or 
affordability of existing infrastructure. 
3.6.1 Application server is present 
L. M. Feeney et al argue that "servers are problematic because nodes that become 
partitioned form the server must agree to either promote a backup server or reinitialize 
the service [98]". Some other scholars also believe that there should be no dependence 
on central servers in ad hoc networks: from the point of the view of the application, all 
nodes' roles inside the network are suggested to be equal. In other words, the 
application design would follow peer-to-peer (P2P) model. 
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However, in CN, this is probably an unrealistic View; the traditional clientlsef\er 
relationship can be defined according to an application logic. For instance, in ;} 
shopping mall, an EMB is required to be set up which then sef\'es customers' mobile 
devices, although the connection between the EMB and a mobile de\'ice is ad hoc in 
manner. This means that the connecting route may change from time to time as the 
shopper walks around. In CN, server's responsibilities will be represented in two 
aspects. The fundamental aspect is the server working as the senice and naming 
directories, which could include availability and presence information. However, 
depending on concrete applications, not all application clients need such information. 
Then the server can work as a bridge helping two clients set up a connection on 
demand. The server keeps polling its clients periodically so that it can always update 
the hosted information. The role of a Chatting server could belong to this category. 
Another responsibility of the server is working as a traditional application server like 
an Auction server or a Chatting server; it manages the whole procedure of the 
application from start to end. Obviously, in CN server's lifetime must be longer than 
that of any clients. 
3.6.2 Limited extent in both space and time 
CN is formed spontaneously; however, this does not imply that the running 
applications would vanish instantaneously. Informality In CN makes it an ideal 
platform for non mission-critical applications. By their very nature, these applications 
have a limited extent in both space and time. The life cycle of the network, in addition 
to being constrained by the battery life of mobile devices, mainly rests on the nature 
of the running application or the number of people who share the same interest. The 
application-dependant autonomous system dissolves only if all potential users leave 
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the network. Normally, eN could last for any length of time from a few minutes to an 
hour. For example, customers could spend half of an hour shopping in their local 
shopping centre. During this period, users would join or leave the network, as 
sometimes they intend to do so or sometimes they accidentally walk out of the 
network. Under the latter circumstance, these users would probably try to find new 
locations in order to rejoin the eN. Such a partition taking place in a limited area does 
not affect the application seriously. Similarly in an auction application, if some 
bidders are isolated temporarily from the network, the whole auction procedure may 
at most extend a few rounds. 
3.6.3 Interaction via mobile devices 
To some extent, eN works as social networks; users are connected and organized by 
some common interests when they walk into public places. Users are expected to 
interact with others by interacting with their own devices in a manner similar to 
reading and sending messages on mobile phones. Ring tone could alert users when 
messages arrive and are being displayed on their screens. Users could ignore some 
messages for a while as they may not be available at that moment. Or, users could 
respond after reading them. The responding interval really depends on the users' 
behaviours; this could vary from a few seconds to minutes. The messages are short 
because users are generally reluctant to enter large amounts of data due to the 
difficulties in keypad usage [122]. In addition, it is likely that users will become 
impatient when they read a great amount of information on small screens. The 
concepts of "intentionality", "common sense" and "cooperation with willingness" 
among moving people utilizing the properties of mobile devices are being leveraged 
in order to create an ordered method for initializing the network configuration and 
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conducting the smooth running of applications. Consequently, CN, as a supplement 
and enhancement of human interaction, are able to bring much convenience to users. 
3.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the notion of CN was presented after reviewing the development of 
applications in MANET. How the ad hoc networking capability of mobile devices can 
be leveraged to form an ordered system was described. The system is capable of 
enabling users to seek convenience from their neighbourhood. Specifically, the 
characteristics of the system and some related applications were described. Finally, 
three example applications were explored in detail. These three applications will be 
chosen to study both the system requirements for CNs and the necessary system 
support which should be incorporated in mobile middleware. 
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Chapter 4 Design and implementation of interactive applications 
This chapter identifies general design requirements for multi-user interactive 
applications in Convenience Networks (CNs). Then the design and implementation of 
a generalized data process module is presented. The module is able to support the 
three representative applications in CNs as described in chapter 3. The module will 
serve as a foundation of mobile middleware; the ultimate goal of this empirical study 
is to find out what system support should be incorporated in the middleware for 
MANET-based applications as currently no such support is provided. 
4.1 Design requirements 
In order to help developers easily implement multi-user interactive applications in 
CNs, the application-oriented requirements are comprehensively analyzed and the 
common communication pattern is abstracted. 
4.1.1 Application-oriented requirements 
Based on the description given in sections 3..+ to 3.6, the following requirements for 
applications in CNs are identified. 
1. Service utilization. Different types of services hosted on a server need to be 
effectively advertised. By effectiveness it means that the server should be able 
to disseminate messages to interested clients at the right time. On the other 
hand, clients need proper mechanisms to discover services. 
11. Communication (routing packets). The process of service advertisement. 
discovery, provision and use is through exchange of packets between servers 
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and clients. A sender needs to dynamically find a route to deliver packets to its 
destination. 
iii. Connectivity. Given the uncertainty introduced by node mobility, there rna) 
well be a need for more than one route connecting a sender and the receiver 
Ideally, the sender needs to choose the route o\er \\-hich the shortest 
transmission latency occurs. 
iv. Adaptability. Applications need to deal with various changes dynamically and 
responsively during their lifetimes. Besides user mobility, there may be 
unnoticeable changes that take place around users and affect the application 
unexpectedly. The application should be adaptable to these changes and the 
procedure transparent to users. 
v. Lightweight and portability. Given the heterogeneity of mobile devices, the 
overall application design needs to be lightweight and portable in order to gain 
acceptable performance across different hardware platforms. 
VI. Security. Given the complex situations in ad hoc networks [122] and 
requirement (v), the main concern is on "trust": server should be convinced 
that each received packet comes from the right client with the correct 
information; each client is confident to be treated impartially. 
Vll. Reliability. Given requirement (v), this goal needs to be achieved in an 
economical way. If packets are lost, the proposed recovery mechanism should 
not significantly consume computing resources. It should not have negative 
impact on members' activities inside the network. 
viii. Simplicity. Users expect simple interfaces with plain language description; 
available choices should be clear. 
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4.1.2 Common aspects of applications in Convenience Networks 
Applications in eNs are running on users' mobile devices and monitoring events 
happening in the networks. Based on the description of the three representative 
applications in section 3.5, the following common communication pattern can be 
observed. 
i. Dissemination by a server. The server periodically disseminates information to 
interested clients. The information could be anything related to current 
applications such as an auction will happen in 10 minutes time, the currently 
held highest bid value, calling a Bingo ball, the result of an auction, and so 
forth. Or it could be help information like the presence and availability 
information of users in the network. 
ii. User response. When packets from the server arrive at users' mobile devices, a 
suitable method like using ring tone can be applied to alert users. Reading 
messages on devices' screens, users could operate their devices to respond to 
the server or another participant depending on the application logic. Users 
could leave at anytime without necessarily informing anyone. Also users could 
ignore some messages by taking no further action. 
4.2 Design overview 
The extension of the three popular wired-network applications to CN offers 
considerable potentials. However, decentralized nature of CN and dynamic topology 
certainly pose challenges to designers. The approach taken is to keep the simplicity of 
the traditional client/server architecture as the nature of applications requires. Clients 
look for the server, inquire, and respond to messages from the server; the server 
monitors the network situation and informs all its clients periodically. Clients need not 
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communicate with each other in Auction and Bingo game. However that is the 
compulsory function in Chatting so that the Chatting server also acts the mediator for 
communication. The difficulties exist in: 
• How does the server maintain and disseminate the application information to 
clients? What do clients do if they suspect some packets are lost? 
• How do clients reach the server? 
• How do client and the server or two chatting entities find a route between 
them and maintain a reliable connection? 
• Does it affect the application if some clients leave the application without 
notice? 
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Figure 4.1: System architecture 
There are two modes of communication required by the applications: broadcast (one-
to-all interaction) when the server disseminates necessary information; unicast (one-
to-one interaction) when a client corresponds with the server or a client chats with 
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another. The system architecture is shown in figure 4.1. The general data process 
module is to support various types of multi-user interactive applications in CNs. 
The design is based on the following simple ideas. Broadcast is implemented by 
flooding (diffusion): a node receiving a broadcast packet diffuses it by rebroadcasting; 
it discards duplicate packets. A node rebroadcasting a packet also adds its identity in 
the route field kept in the header part of the packet. A node receiving a broadcast 
packet can find out the route to the source taken by that packet from the information 
in the header, and uses that route for unicasting any response packet to the source; a 
node receiving such a packet forwards (relays) it to the next node on the route. The 
protocol is a simplified version of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [15]. As 
many simulation studies point out: in a small-scale ad hoc network with low mobility 
(that is one of the assumptions of the three proposed applications), DSR outperforms 
other routing protocols [93, 94]. The proposed communication protocol design keeps 
the "source route" idea of DSR: a node broadcasts packets in the same way as if it 
broadcasts "route inquiry" packets of DSR, but without implementing "route reply" or 
"route maintenance". These simplifications are possible because of the nature of the 
applications. 
4.3 Definitions 
In a CN, a sender, node S needs to send packets to the receiver, node D. If D and S are 
out of their transmission ranges, the packets are delivered node-by-node (hop-by-hop) 
following a source route like (S->A->B->C->D) decided by the proposed 
communication protocol. Given this context, the following terminology will be used 
to describe the protocol design in section 4.5, testing scenarios, and testing results in 
chapter 5 and chapter 6. 
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• Source route length, denoted as Ls, is defined as the hop count of source route. 
For example, given a source route (S->A->B->C->D), the source route length 
is four hops. 
• Radius of the network, denoted as Hmax, is defined as the maximum hop count 
that a packet can pass over the network after it leaves from the server and the 
source route the packet used must not have repeated nodes. In a CN, if the 
actual value of Hmax is four hops, the network is called a 4-hop network. 
• Distance between two nodes is defined as the length of the shortest source 
route connecting the two nodes theoretically. The length of the source route a 
sender used may be longer than the sender's distance to the receiver. For 
example, the distance between server S and client D is four hops means there 
exists a 4-hop source route connecting Sand D. Under this circumstance, D 
could be called a 4-hop client. 
• Neighbours of a node are defined as the collection of nodes which their 
distance to this node is one hop. 
4.4 Application assumptions 
Different instances of an application can be in progress at different stages in a CN. 
The following additional assumptions have been made: 
1. All wireless interfaces work well in both directions. The transmission ranges 
of all wireless interfaces are equal. 
ii. An application is enacted in some limited geographical place (say, the radius 
of the formed network is four hops) and the number of participants is 
relatively small (say, less than 50). 
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iii. Participants will run applications on their mobile devices when they arrive at 
some public place. 
iv. Participants can be far enough apart so that not all of the wireless interfaces on 
their mobile devices are within the transmission range of each other (for short, 
the participants' devices are out of the range of each other). 
v. Participants are able to move. Two participants' devices within range at one 
point in time may be out of range moments later. Participants may move to 
find a suitable location to run the application. 
vi. Participants' devices assist each other in the process of relaying packets. 
vii. Mobility is low, especially when participants are playing the game or chatting 
with another people. It is expected that significant changes will be relatively 
infrequent during the lifetime of an application. 
viii. The name of the application server is well-known to all participants in the 
network. Each device bearing the same, exclusive network name has been 
configured to listen to or send packets to a well-known port. 
ix. IP addresses of devices do not conflict with each other. 
4.5 Protocol design 
Nodes exchange data through fonnatted packets (details are given in section 4.9). 
Clients maintain a pair of variables recording the server address and the highest 
sequence number of the received packets from the server (SI!)' Clients discard any 
packets with sequence numbers less than SI! or stop rebroadcasting if the source route 
length the packets used reaches a given Hmax (radius of the network). Otherwise 
clients append their own address to the source route in the control part of a packet, 
update SI! and rebroadcast to the network. This procedure is illustrated in figure 4.2. 
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Packets in figure 4.2 show a simplified structure of packet from server: row 1 records 
sequence number of this packet and the server's address, row :2 records source route 
the packet taken, and row 3 shows payload data. A client learns its source route to the 
server by reversing the source route in the control part of the packel; it stores this 
route information in its route table. Clients update their route tables whenever the;. 
receive a new packet from the server. Clients use their source routes when they want 
to unicast packets to the server. Every client keeps only one source route to the server 
in order to minimise its memory requirements. 
A A. Bl A, Bio B1 
8 ~ ~ ~ From A. seq =3 From A. seq =3 From A. seq =3 
A B"A B,. B,. A 
Payload data Payload data Payload data 
Figure 4.2: Source route building in a packet from server A. B1• B2 • and B3 are clients. 
(A sets Hmax to three hops.) 
Due to node mobility in the network, a client's source route sometimes will not work. 
This could happen if one suddenly moves out of its neighbour's range just after it 
updated the route table. The result is that the server may not receive one response 
from this node. The applications are not mission-critical; the lost packets do not 
seriously affect the applications. The node could learn the source route to the server 
again when it receives the new broadcast packet from the server. 
4.5.1 Broadcast storm problem 
Straightforward flooding without any control mechanisms is simple and effective for 
small-scale ad hoc networks. However when density of nodes becomes higher, radio 
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signals are highly likely to overlap with others in a limited area, flooding is usually 
very costly and will result in serious redundancy, contention, and collision; far too 
many redundant packets will be rebroadcast leading to a "broadcast storm" [123, 124]. 
S.Y. Ni et al address this problem in depth for MANET; the phenomenon where the 
transmission of a packet by broadcasting will trigger other surrounding neighbours to 
transmit the same or modified packet [123]. The authors argue that the broadcast is 
spontaneous and unreliable in MANET. Without knowing the concrete amount of the 
broadcast recipients, no acknowledgement will be used for solicited broadcast packets 
though "attempts should be made to distribute such packets to as many hosts as 
possible without paying too much effort [123]". Setting in a CSMNCA network, 
drawbacks of blind flooding include [123]: 
i. Redundant rebroadcasts. When a mobile node decides to rebroadcast a just-in 
broadcast packet, all its neighbours have already received it. 
ii. Contention. Upon receiving a broadcast packet from the same source, a mobile 
node could decide to rebroadcast the packet as its neighbours do so. These 
transmissions which are all from nearby nodes may severely contend with 
each other. 
111. Collision. Because of the deficiency of CSMNCA algorithm, the lack of 
RTS/CTS exchange, and the absence of contention detection, collisions are 
highly likely to happen and cause damages. 
4.5.2 Additional area reached by rebroadcasting 
Through simulation study, S.Y. Ni et al present the result on the additional area that 
can be reached by rebroadcasting after a node receives the same broadcast packet 
[123]. The simplest scenario is shown in figure 4.3, in which there are two nodes A 
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and B. Assuming the source node A and the relay node B ha e ame \\Ir Ie 
transmi ssion range r, the additional area that can benefit from B ' rebroad ting i 
the shaded region. The result shows that the maximum additional area an be rea hed 
is around 0 .61 n? and the average value is OA1 n? The results become wor e \\'hen 
there are more re lay nodes around A: when there are two nodes B and C around . the 
benefi t from C's rebroadcasti ng after it heard A and B ' s broadca t packet de rea e 
on an average to 0.19 n? Generall y when a node hears the same broad a t pa ket 
fo ur times or more, the expected additional coverage is below 0 .05 % [123]. 
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Figure 4.3: The additional area can be reached after node B rebroadcast the 
received broadcast packet from node A [123] . 
4.5.3 Solutions to overcome the broadcast storm problem 
In order to all eviate this problem it shou ld be possible to prohibit some nodes from 
rebroadcasting to reduce redundancy, and thus contention and co lli sion. Fi ve schemes 
are proposed to do so. T hey are "Probabi listic" scheme, "Counter-ba ed' (CB ) 
scheme, "Di stance-based" scheme, "Location-based" scheme, and "Clu ter-ba ed ' 
scheme [1 23 , 124]. These schemes differ in how a mobile node estimate redundanc 
and how it accumulates knowledge to assist its decision. Except the la theme. 
which relies on some local connectivity information, all of them operate in a fully 
distributed manner [123]. 
"Probabilistic" scheme works in an intuitive way. Upon receiving a broadcast packet 
for the first time, a node will rebroadcast it with probability P (when P =1, the scheme 
is equivalent of simple flooding) [123]. However there is no practical way to decide 
the value of P that should be used in the application. "Distance-based" scheme needs 
the relative distance between nodes to make decision. The distance could be acquired 
by measuring the signal strength on which a message is received. "Location-based" 
scheme needs help from positioning devices like GPS receivers. Therefore these two 
schemes are not suitable for general applications. "Cluster-based" scheme assumes 
that clusters are formed in the ad hoc network first before using any of one of the four 
schemes to rebroadcast packets. The CB scheme (to be described below) is practical 
and could be implemented in any programming language so that it is adopted in the 
current design. 
4.5.4 Counter-based scheme 
The CB scheme maintains an inverse relationship between the number of times a 
redundant packet is received at a node within a short interval and the probability of 
that node rebroadcasting. There are two constants involved: maximum waiting 
interval (TnULX) and maximum number of redundant packets received (CnULX). Upon 
receiving of a previously unseen packet, the node initialises a counter with a value of 
zero and sets a random waiting time (RWT), which is between zero and T nULX. During 
RWT, the counter is incremented by one for each redundant packet received. After 
RWT expires, if the counter value is less than CnULX, the redundant packet is 
rebroadcast. Otherwise the packet is discarded. 
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4.6 Application design issues 
This section presents design issues from two aspects: general ones that apply to all 
applications and specific ones that relate to each of the three applications described in 
section 3.5. 
4.6.1 General design issues 
Due to node mobility or other interference on radio channel, packets could get lost 
during the transmissions. Generally, broadcast packets encapsulate the network and 
application information; unicast packets contain the responses from clients. From 
application's perspective, server is keen to find out why it did not receive responses 
from some clients after disseminating a packet. These clients did not receive the 
packet, or their response packets were lost, or they did not respond at all. On the other 
hand, participating clients need to know if their response packets had arrived at the 
server. Actually, some clients cannot receive broadcast packets if they are out of the 
network temporarily. Hence the server will lose the chance to attract more potential 
users. A client's source route sometimes might not work. This could happen if one 
suddenly moves out of its neighbour's wireless transmission range just after it updated 
the route table. The result is that the server may not receive a response from this client. 
On all accounts, applications could do with a mechanism that can help them retrieve 
lost packets. In addition, regarding different nature of applications in CN, the lost 
packets will have different negative impact on them. Therefore, system design should 
target those concrete issues in application specific manner as well. 
The prototype design described here does not provide any mechanism to salvage lost 
packets. However, based on the simulation study that is described in section 5.6.1, a 
mechanism is presented in section 6.3.4. It is observed that applications in CNs could 
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tolerate packet loss to some extent. Like in an auction, for some specific rounds. 
suppose the server did not receive packets from some bidders. Hence, the currently 
held highest bid value may be incorrect. Possibly during this period some of bidders 
could not receive the server's packets. A few rounds later, all bidders could receive 
the latest auction information again. If some bidders find out that the currently held 
highest bid value is lower than what they had bid, they could realize that their 
previous bids had lost and would bid again. Lost packets could not affect the auction 
if those bids were lower than the currently held highest bid. The result is that at most 
the auction lasts a few rounds more. 
Secondly, users are rational. They could realize that packets are getting lost as nothing 
is displayed on their mobile devices for some time. They would move, try to find a 
niche, reconnect to the server, and resume participating in the applications. They will 
learn the source routes when they receive new broadcast packets from the server again. 
If these users are really isolated from the network, there is no way to guarantee that 
they receive any messages. 
Finally, these "informal" applications In eNs are not mission-critical. Users join 
applications for useful information or fun. If users realize that some packets are lost, 
they could try other sources later or they may not care about the results at all. 
In a word, the overall result is that lost packets cannot affect applications seriously. 
4.6.2 Design issues for Auction 
In auction ''fairness'' is very important to both sides [125]; it means that all bidders 
have an equally fair chance of submitting a successful bid, and all sellers have an 
equally fair chance of selling their items at a price that reflects market demand. 
Fairness could be compromised due to uneven communication delays; bidders that 
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have faster connections could gain advantages over their competitors with slower 
connections, as these bidders are several hops away from the auctioneer. 
To address the ''fairness'' issue, one commonly used solution is to implement a simple 
variation of open cry auction. The difference between auctions in CNs and physical 
open cry auctions is that as bidders operate their mobile devices to submit a bid, then 
they could bid almost simultaneously; at that moment, the highest bid may have 
increased but they do not know. Therefore, auction server need not broadcast the 
result about every received new bid if the bid is higher than the current highest bid. 
Instead, the server assumes that each new round will last for a fixed period before 
announcing the latest result. During the period, the server collects bids and can decide 
the highest bid from the received bids. Once the auction starts, the server will 
periodically broadcast the latest result until the auction ends. Certainly, for a specific 
round, some bidding packets may arrive late at the server, just as the server has started 
the new round. If the bids inside these packets are lower than the current highest bid, 
they will be ignored. Otherwise the server will update the value of the highest bid for 
the current round. Consequently, the auctioneer will receive the highest bid that 
actually reflects the real situation, though the auction may take a few rounds more 
than the expectation. 
An alternative could be to introduce a short interval Dh into the data process module 
over the network layer if bidders use agents (proxy) to submit a bid. On the server 
side, when the data process module receives the first new bid for a specific round, it 
does not send the bid to the upper application logic layer but waits Dh for other 
possible bids. After Dh, the data process module sends all received bids to the upper 
layer. The upper layer would decide to broadcast the highest bid to the whole network. 
Form the view of the application, all the biding information comes at the same time. It 
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means to all the bidders the chance is equal and fair. The value of Dh is suggested to 
set to [(Hmax-1) *2 +1] * TD, where Hmax is radius of the network and TD is a\'erage 
packet transmission and processing latency over one hop source route. (The 
simulation study in section 5.1.6 shows that the value of TD depends on the computing 
ability of hardware. In a conservative way, the value of TD has to be chosen the 
maximum value for such latency over each hop.) The same method could be applied 
on clients' side too, so that messages are displayed on everyone's screen at about the 
same time. 
4.6.3 Design issues for Bingo game 
The chance to win a game relates to the number of the Bingo cards that a player has. 
One game has one and only one winner; every announced Bingo ball is only needed 
by a unique player to declare BINGO. Players are not likely to trust the server to 
generate cards and also announce Bingo balls randomly. If the server knows each 
player's cards, players may also suspect if the server is announcing Bingo balls 
randomly. When a player declares BINGO, the server needs to verify if the claimed 
winning card is a valid card belonging to this player. 
To address the issues described above, in a game each player will have only one 
Bingo card. Players generate and encrypt their own cards that will be sent to the 
server. When the game starts, the server broadcasts Bingo balls; players decide to 
accept or deny the current ball. When a player announces BINGO, the player will 
send hislher card in plain mode to the server as well as inform the server how to 
decrypt the card that slhe has sent before. After verifying the claimed winning card 
the server announces the winner, stops the game or informs all that a player was 
cheating. In the latter situation the game continues until real winner emerges. 
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4.6.4 Design issues for Chatting 
Clients only know the names of other clients for chatting, as the server maintains 
name to address mapping. Similarly, presence information only provides clients' 
names without any address details. Thus, clients need not reveal their true identities. 
This makes sense as the application is essentially arranging conversation between 
strangers. Bearing this in mind, the name list disseminated to clients is not really a 
buddy list, but just a list of names with which users may set up communications. In 
Chatting clients need to communicate with each other instead of only with the server. 
Hence clients should find and maintain the routes to the recipients. They also should 
acquire the presence and availability information from the server globally and 
promptly. 
From the perspective of the application, the server's role is subsidiary; although it 
maintains routes to all clients with all nodes' presence and availability information 
that can facilitate each chatting session. 
Clients keep the route to the server. In addition, if acting as relay nodes, clients could 
passively learn source routes to some addresses, although these clients have little 
knowledge about the corresponding names. It is unnecessary for clients to keep routes 
to all others as they may be only interested chatting with a few. Upon receiving the 
latest broadcast packet from the server (containing the latest presence and availability 
information), clients always refresh the source routes to the server. If a client finds its 
source route to the server has changed it informs the server the new one. This triggers 
the server updating its route table. 
When a client wants to chat with another (starting the invitation session), first the 
packet is delivered to the server as the client has no address and route knowledge 
about the recipient. The packet may be relayed by some other clients and finally 
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arrives at the server. The server locates the route to the final destination and forwards 
the packet to the destination. If the recipient accepts the invitation, it will take the 
reverse route that it just learned and send the acknowledgement back to the initiator 
(in practice it piggybacks real chatting contents). This procedure is shown in figure 
4.4. Having received the presence and availability information, if node D wants to 
chat with node A, D sends an invitation packet to server S following the source route 
that it just learned (D->B->S). After checking its route table, S forwards the packet to 
A. If A accepts the invitation, it sends an acknowledge packet back to S taking the 
reverse route (S->A) that it just learned. S forwards the packet to the real recipient, D. 
8\ ~ Invitation session 
\
' - - - .. Acknowledgement session 
\\~ 
~>~ 
Figure 4.4: Node D initiates chatting with node A. Node S is the Chatting server. 
There is possibility to optimize the algorithm. Same as shown in figure 4.4, if node B 
wants to chat with node D it sends the invitation packet to server S. Then S sends the 
packet back to Band B transmits it to D. D decides to have a chat with B and sends 
acknowledgement packet to B following the source route (D->B->S). B, as the real 
recipient, stops forwarding to the next hop and learns a new source route (B->D). B 
will use it for the coming session if it continues to chat with D. 
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In conclusion, when a client receives a unicast packet not having the full addresses of 
both the originator and recipient in the filed of source route (see tables 4.2 and 4.3), 
the client should check if it is the recipient. If so, it shortens the source route in the 
packet and uses it for the coming session. Otherwise it relays the packet to the next 
hop following the source route. 
Another new type of user availability attribute, "unknown" has to be introduced to 
take account of effects of node mobility (the other three are: "available", "busy", and 
"off'). When users start the application, the default availability setting is "available". 
Sometimes a client is not sure why there is no response from the recipient. There 
could be several reasons: the recipient did not respond promptly, the recipient has left, 
or the recipient has moved. Then the client informs the server that the availability 
status of the recipient node should be changed to "unknown". This particular node 
must inform the server of its actual status after it checks the latest updating packet 
from the server otherwise the server will set it to "off'. If a client wants to change its 
own availability status it informs the server too. Then the server modifies its record 
and disseminates by next updating time. 
4.7 Implementation 
Nowadays native operating platforms for mobile devices mainly are Palm, Windows 
mobile version, and Symbian. Java, being a software-only platform running on top of 
other hardware-based platforms and available to address applications development for 
and deployment to those different environments, displays much advantage over 
proprietary development tools. Lightweight 12MB CLDC (Connected Limited Device 
Configuration) with MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile) has been supported 
by most of latest mobile devices though they provide no support on address 
mechanism or socket programming. Regarding designing interactive applications in 
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CNs, more powerful APls on graphics, thread, 10, and socket support are required. 
Therefore mobile devices should at least run J2ME CDC (Connected Device 
Configuration) with PBP (personal Basis Profile); it will be better if they support 
J2SE. In addition, as target platform is different from development platfonn 
(Windows XP professional with J2SE 1.3), sometimes applications work well on 
development platform but fail on target platform, especially when the classes involve 
methods in Abstract Windows Toolkit (A WT) package. The classes and associated 
methods (all of them must be supported by different target devices) are had to choose 
very carefully. What is more, much time is spent repeating modifying design and 
testing in order to make application look well on mobile devices. 
There is much activity on developing routing protocols for MANET. However, most 
of proposed routing algorithms are still being researched, and are not available on any 
of the operating systems on mobile devices. The communication protocol described 
earlier is not implemented in the network layer. It works as a component of 
middleware. Transport protocol chosen is UDP for its simplicity. 
4.7.1 Application framework overview 
The architecture of the application framework consists of the following components: 
application graphic user interface (GUI), application logic, and data process module 
(see figure 4.1, a solid line depicts message flow while a dashed line shows 
cooperation between two components.). Application GUI and application logic 
closely work linking users and an application. The specific application logic extracts 
and then reflects detail application information to the application GUI from the 
underlying data process module, by which users make their decisions. Afterwards, the 
application GUI traps input from users feeding information into the application logic. 
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Data process module is the core of an application: it resolves the formaned packets 
from UDP socket and filters out different targets; or generates the formaned packets 
encapsulating the payload with source route. The data process module is composed of 
a number of components. "Process" and "send" components, as their names show, are 
responsible for proceeding received packets from the network and sending packets 
into the network. Other components are described as follows. 
4.7.2 System information component 
System information component records the important system variables like the server 
address, source routes, or the highest sequence number of received packets from an 
address. For Auction or Bingo game, the route table on client's side only contains the 
source route to the server; on server's side it stores source routes to all clients 
(however server may not use them). For Chatting, the route table contains the source 
route to the server or to some other clients (if this node is a client); or source routes to 
all clients and mappings between user's name and address (if this node is the server). 
4.7.3 Security component 
Given the structure of data packet described in section 4.9, security component 
supports use of "public key" to authenticate fixed length information M in the 
application data part of packet (by decryption). Table 4.1 lists the authentication type. 
Due to small size of M, application logic can send M with the encrypted M, E(M), in 
one packet. Given that E(M) is next to M in a packet, except the public key, the 
security component just needs to know index, the starting position from which E(M) is 
stored in order to authenticate M. Specifically, application logic uses DSA (Digital 
Signature Algorithm) to generate the pair of keys. As a result, the length of E(M) is 46 
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bytes, which is 18 bytes shorter than the result if another popular al gorithm , R :\ 
(The Ri vest, Shamir, and Adleman algorithm) , is chosen . 
type Description 
0 Authentication service not requ ired. 
1 Real recipient performs authentication. 
Table 4.1: Authentication type 
4.7.4 Ring tone component 
Ring tone component is for practical and adaptive purpo es . The component pr ide 
one type of ring tone with five levels of vo lume to alert u ers to what i happenin g 
around them . The level of volume is the mark of the importance of recei ed packet; 
the higher of the volume, the more imp0l1ant is the packet. The imp0l1ance of pa ket 
is decided by application logic . 
4.8 Screen shots 
Figures 4.5 to 4.13 show some screen shots of implemented appli ca ti ons. 
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Cancel I Send I 
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Figure 4.5: Screen shots on Auction server 
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Figure 4.6: Screen shots on bidder 
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Figure 4.7: Initial situation on Bingo server 
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Figure 4.8: Screen shots on Bingo client during the registration period 
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Figure 4.9: Screen shot on Bingo server during the registration period 
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Figure 4.10: Screen shot on Bingo server during the game 
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Figure 4.11: Screen shots on Bingo game cl ient during the game 
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Figure 4.12: Screen shot on Chatting server 
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Figure 4.13: Screen shots on Chatting client 
4.9 Packet structure 
Nodes exchange infonnatjon through form atted packets. Fi xed length of UDP packet 
(payload size is 51 2 bytes) is made up of two parts: control part (the fi r t 64 byte) 
and application data part. Tab le 4.2 descri bes the structure of the control part and 
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table 4.3 shows the packet type. The field of "sending direction" is for the sake of 
programming convenience. Either the field of "originator address" or "recipient 
address" is padded when the packet type is "2", which is used in applications like the 
invitation session in Chatting (see section 4.6.4). About the structure of the 
application data part, it is the responsibility of application logic to specifically define 
it. 
Index (Bytes) Description 
0-3 Sequence number 
4 Packet type 
5 Authentication type 
6 Source route length 
7 Current hop count in source route 
8 Application ID 
9 Sending direction 
10-29 Source route 
30-33 Originator address 
34-37 Recipient address 
38-63 Reserve 
Table 4.2: The structure of the control part in data packet 
Type Description 
0 Broadcast packet 
1 Unicast packet (source route has the addresses of originator and recipient) 
2 Unicast packet (source route has the address of either originator or recipient) 
Table 4.3: Packet type 
4.10 Summary of APIs 
The summary of data process module APls is shown in table 4.4. (For simplicity, 
exceptions raised by calls in response to error conditions are not shown.) 
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Return type Method name 
void start (boolean role) 
void 
byte [] 
Initialize the system; role specifies the host is the server or a client. 
InitKey(PublicKey public_key, PrivateKey private_key) 
Generate the key pair to encrypt and authenticate information of the host. 
getAppLayerDataO 
Return the application data as array of byte. If authentication fails. an 
exception is raised. 
InetAddress getOriginatorAddressO 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
Return the originator's IP address. 
setMapping(lnetAddress originator, String originatorName) 
Set the mapping between the address originator and the name 
originatorName. 
setPublicKey(PublicKey public_key, InetAddress originator) 
Set the public key public_key for the address originator. 
forward(byte [ ] AppLayerData, InetAddress recipient) 
Forward the array of byte ApplayerData to the address recipient. 
send(byte [ ] AppLayerData) 
Send the array of byte AppLayerData to the default IP address 1. 
send(byte [] AppLayerData, InetAddress recipient) 
Send the array of byte AppLayerData to the address recipient. 
send (byte [ ] AppLayerData, Authtype a, int index) 
Send the array of byte AppLayerData to the default IP address using the 
authentication type a; the encrypted information starts at the position indeJ. 
send (byte [ ] AppLayerData, InetAddress recipient, Authtype a, int 
index) 
Send the array of byte AppLayerData to the address recipient using the 
authentication type a; the encrypted information starts at the position index. 
applyCB(int Cmax , int T max) 
The host uses the CB scheme with the associated parameters Cmax and 
Tnun to rebroadcast the packet. 
applyRingTone(int level) 
The ring tone with the volume level is used when the packet is received. 
Table 4.4: Summary of data process module APls 
1 For server, it is the broadcast address (255.255.255.255); for client, it is the server's address. 
2 See section -+.7.3. 
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4.11 Summary 
In this chapter the requirements for supporting multi-user interactive applications in 
eNs were identified. A foundation of middleware design and implementation were 
presented. The importance of designing such system is to study what functionalities 
should be supported in mobile middleware for MANET -based applications. A 
dedicated evaluation of the design is presented in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the performance of the designed system for supporting multi-user 
interactive applications in Convenience Networks, dedicated testing was conducted in 
two forms. Small scale field testing in laboratory environment provided first-hand 
data outlining the general understanding of the applications. These results also 
showed some potentials or possibilities that would happen in larger scale ad hoc 
networks. Simulation study was to verify such possibility and demonstrated how it 
affected the functioning of applications. Various quite subtle application scenarios 
have been simulated and results analyzed comprehensively. Overall conclusion is that 
the design is capable of supporting the proposed applications working reasonably well 
in real environments but there is scope for improvements. The results build up sound 
foundations for designing mobile middleware with adaptation features (that is 
presented in chapter 6). In addition, previous simulation study results and the latest 
progress of wireless network simulators are presented. 
5.1 Field testing 
The testing is to evaluate the performance of two flooding methods, simple flooding 
and the counter-based (CB) scheme, in field environment. In addition, it reports the 
impact of hardware heterogeneity on the application's performance. 
5.1.1 Testing environment 
The testing involved one ruM ThinkPad T21 laptop acting as the server and five HP 
Jomada 720 PDAs as clients. The hardware configuration and software running 
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environment is shown in table 5.1. The IEEE 802.11 b WiFi cards from two \endors 
(Orinoco and Cisco AirNet 340) were installed, which were set in ad hoc mode Jnd 
worked on a designated channel. The fastest transmission rate of the H'zFi card for 
the laptop was 11 mega bits per second (Mbps) but 2 Mbps for the PDAs. 
Unit CPU Memory size Operating system Software specification 
Laptop Intel Pentium III 384M Bytes Windows XP 800 MHz Professional J2SE 1.3 
PDA Intel StrongARM 20M Bytes Windows for HP Chai VM. Compatible SA 1110 206 MHz Handheld PC 2000 with J2SE 1.2 
Table 5.1: Hardware configuration and software specification for field testing 
environment 
5.1.2 Performance metrics 
Three performance metrics are of interest at each client: 
1. Packet loss: the number of broadcast packets from the server that are not received 
by the client divided by the total number of sent packets from the sener. 
11. Round-trip broadcast latency (latency for short): during flooding, the round-trip 
interval from the time the server initiates broadcasting a packet to the time the 
rebroadcast packet from the client returns to the server. (Without synchronizing 
the clocks on the laptop and the PDAs, it is best to measure the round trip latency.) 
iii. Saved ratio: (r -t) / r, where r is the number of received packets by the client and t 
is the number of packets rebroadcast by the client. This metric is meaningful in 
schemes that try to reduce the number of rebroadcast packets, like the CB scheme. 
5.1.3 Simple flooding test under no mobility 
The first goal is testing the performance of simple flooding as it is the main technique 
that the application server uses to disseminate information to the whole network. A 
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static I-hop ad hoc network (refer to section 4.3 "definitions ') was on tru t d in th 
topology shown in figure 5.1. The figure depi cts the conceptual view of the pIa 
where the experiments were conducted. In order to examine the efficiency of imple 
flooding three configurations were tried: one, two and fi e client were put 10 e to 
the server respectively, all within the wireless transmi ssion range of each other. 
0 
0 
• Server node 
• 0 Client node 
0 0 
0 Radio range 
Figure 5 .1: Test bed topology of 1-hop ad hoc network for s im ple flooding 
Number of clients 1 2 5 
Average latency (ms) 20.7 22.7 73 
Average packet loss < 0.1% < 0.1% 2% 
Table5.2 : Round trip latency 
Every 500 milli seconds (ms) the server broadcast a UDP packet containing 512 bytes 
payload and recorded the sending time. Upon receiving a broadcast packet from the 
server each c li ent rebroadcast to the network fo ll owing the communi cation protoco l 
design (see section 4.5). The packet would agai n come back the server. Then the 
server recorded the time of reception so th at it was ab le to measure the round-trip 
latency of 2-hop route for each client. For each session the ser er broadca t 500 
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packets and the same experiment was repeated three times. The results are shown in 
table 5.2. 
The ideal situation for communication is when there is only one client with the sener 
since there is no contention when each node broadcasts a packet. With regard to two 
clients with the server, there is slight contention in the network; on J\erage the 
latency is a little longer than the ideal situation. When the number of clients reaches 
five, there is fairly heavy contention as the average latency is over three times the 
ideal situation and the packet loss is relatively high. To some extent, it shows 
CSMAICA provides a mechanism that helps reduce collision when nodes start 
broadcasting. However the results imply a trend that the efficiency of simple flooding 
would be poor when the network becomes dense; a higher number of nodes 
contending will yield a higher probability of collision so that it means that CS\lA/C A 
mechanism will not be able to guarantee reliable broadcasting. 
Tmax (ms) 25 50 100 
Average latency (ms) 46.8 57.4 75.7 
Average packet loss 0 0 0 
Average saved ratio (%) 32.1 36.7 46.2 
Table 5.3: Five clients using the CB scheme 
5.1.4 Testing the counter-based scheme under no mobility 
Same topology was used as shown in figure 5.1. The experiments were conducted 
with the server and five clients. The server's behaviour was same as described in 
section 5.1.3 but clients complied with the algorithm described in section 4.5.4. CmllX 
(maximum number of redundant packets received in the CB scheme) was fixed to t\\O; 
Tmax (maximum waiting interval in the CB scheme) was set to 25 ms. 50 ms and 100 
ms. Table 5.3 shows the results. The improved results indicate the benefit gained from 
the CB scheme, which reduces the number of redundant broadcasts dramatically. The 
cost for such a reduction is reasonable as the a\erage latency does not increase too 
much. Another benefit is the packet loss drops as each client reduces the number of 
broadcasts, which reduces the contention. 
5.1.5 Mobility test 
There are two goals of testing under node mobility. First is to measure the a\erage 
disseminating latency from the server to the farthest client (assuming in real 
application, the farthest client is at most four hops away from the server), gi yen that 
only the server is mobile. Second is to understand to what degree various patterns of 
mobility affect applications in multi-hop ad hoc networks and to find suitable 
solutions to overcome the problems encountered. 
5.1.5.1 Network topology 
Figure 5.2 shows the network topology used. One PDA acted as the source; other 
PDAs acted as relay nodes (routers). The laptop acted as the farthest client 
(destination). Routers 1 and 2 were about one and half meters apart while the gap 
between routers 3 and 4 was also around this distance. The thin dotted circles depict 
the transmission ranges of the source and the destination (assumed to be equal). 
Initially the routers were neighbours of both the source and the destination; the source 
was two hops away from the destination (via router 1, or 2, or 3, or 4). However, the 
pair of routers 1 and 2 was outside the transmission range of the pair of routers 3 and 
4. During the test, the source moved randomly within an area, where it could be the 
neighbour of the destination and was always in the transmission range of routers L 2, 
3, and~. 
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Figure 5.2: Initial nodes' positions for source node mobil ity test 
5.1.5.2 Testing method 
In each test, the source broadcast 500 UDP packets at the rate of one packet ever -00 
ms; each packet contained 512 bytes payload. The source ' moving peed wa ab u[ 
one meter per second (1 m/s). The destination followed the communication prot 
design to rebroadcast new packets from the source . Given thi pe ific te [ the 
destination needed to modify the va lue of "packet type", maki ng the e packet a [he 
acknowledgements from the destination. Hence the routers can di tingui h recei ed 
broadcas t packets , as they needed to rebroadcast the new packets from the ource a 
well as new acknowledgement packets from the destination . The router u ed the field 
of "source route length" (see tab le 4.2) in packets to determine if a recei ved packet 
was required to rebroadcast: the value of source route length in new packets from the 
source was "one" while the value was " three" for new packets from the destin ation. 
The routers di scarded any packets for which the val ue of source route length wa 
"two" or "four". Upon receiving these new packets , the router appended their 
identities into the fie ld of "source route" in the packets then rebroadcast. Natural! 
the destination discarded its own acknowledge packets rebroadcast by the router. 
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During the whole procedure, the source logged the following infonnation (i) the 
departure time with the sequence number for each sent packet and (ii) the sequence 
number, the source route used, and the arrival time for every received packet. 
Therefore the source can measure the broadcast latency on 2-hop and 4-hop routes by 
receiving the routers' rebroadcast packets. Such latency on 2-hop or 4-hop routes 
could be mocked as the disseminating latency to 2-hop or 4-hop clients. The 4-hop 
latency could be treated as the time interval required to reach the farthest client in the 
network. The routers and the destination also logged the sequence number and the 
source route used for each of their received packets. The experiment was conducted 
three times. 
5.1.5.3 Results under normal situation 
Nonnal situation was taken to mean that the source was outside the transmission 
range of the destination, requiring a 2-hop source route to the destination, such as 
(source->router 1 ->destination). The source was able to measure the average latency 
on 2-hop source routes was 22.5 ms and 57.8 ms on 4-hop source routes. The packet 
loss on the source, the routers, and the destination was almost zero. Therefore, it is 
inferred that in practice under such circumstance the latency is not a significant factor, 
given that users' response time is of the order of at least a few seconds. 
5.1.5.4 Odd situation: source at the border of destination's transmission range 
Surprisingly, sometimes the results were poor: the server lost over 30% of 
acknowledgement packets from the destination. By analyzing the logs at the source, 
the routers, and the destination, it was found that the destination received almost all 
the packets fonn the source, the routers received all the acknowledgement packets 
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from the destination , but the source did not recei ve all acknowledgement from the 
destination. Analysis of the logs showed that the lost ackno\ ledgement pa ket all 
used the I-hop source route (destination->source). 
This could be explained in the following way. Whene er the de tination re eived 
packets from the source for which the corresponding acknowledgement packet were 
lost, it was noted that the ph ysical distance between the source and the de tination \Va 
very close to their transmission range. Because of source mobilit , the ource route 
that the destination just learned was out of date quickJ y. 
o 
\ 0) • Destination node 
o Relay node (router) 
o Source node 
(a) : Topology when the destination received a broadcast packet from the source 
/- /~ 
/ ;, ! / ( ! 
I I 
\ . 
\ 
I ) • Destination node / G Relay node (router) 
o Source node 
(b) : Topology when the destination acknowledged the packet from the source 
Figure 5.3: Source node mobility test 
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Figure 5.3 shows the simplified network topology: it only includes the source, the 
destination, and router 1. As shown in figure 5.3(a): at one moment the destination 
learned the I-hop source route (destination->source). However, when the destination 
started to respond, this source route suddenly failed after the source moved out of the 
transmission range of the destination, as shown in figure 5.3(b). Nevertheless another 
available source route (destination->router 1->source) worked at that moment. During 
a test, coincidentally, the source moved out of and entered into the transmission range 
of the destination frequently. Then it led to the high packet loss of the destination's 
acknowledgement packets at the server for this test. The phenomenon is named 
"border problem": an unstable situation when sender and receiver are close to the 
border of their equal transmission range. 
Border problem, actually, is one of many instances of reliability problem in 
Convenience Network (CN). Given the description in section 4.6.1, about the general 
design issues in a CN, the current design does not provide any mechanism to 
overcome this problem. What is required is a general solution whereby a client or a 
server can retrieve lost packets. Such a general solution is presented in chapter 6. 
5.1.6 Impact of heterogeneity 
At the time of writing this thesis (summer, 2005) there have been plenty of mobile 
computing devices on the market. (New hardware has been acquired for this research: 
an IBM ThinkPad X3I laptop and an lIP iPAQ 5550 PDA. The detailed specification 
is shown in table 5.4. Both of them have internal IEEE 802.lIb WiFi cards.) However, 
their computing abilities vary dramatically given that they use different types of CPU, 
have different memory size, and install different operating systems and software 
running environments. In such heterogeneous computing environment, it is necessary 
to acknowledge such differences especially when designing time-sensitive 
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applications, for example, the auction; otherwise it is unfair for the auctioneer and 
some bidders who carry compute-poor devices. 
Unit CPU Memory size Operating system Software specification 
Laptop Intel Pentium M 512 M Bytes Windows XP 1.4 GHz Professional J2SE 1.3 
PDA Intel PXA 255 400 64M Bytes Windows for Pocket IBM J9. Compatible MHz PC 2003 with J2ME CVM & PP 
Table 5.4 New hardware configuration and software specification 
Testing was conducted to evaluate the impact of UDP packet payload size. Although 
an IP packet can contain up to 65534 bytes theoretically, the Winsock specification 
points out "it is inadvisable to attempt to send a broadcast datagram which is larger 
than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for the network. [126]" The value of 
MTU for wireless Ethernet is 1500 bytes. Regarding the IP header size is 24 bytes and 
UDP header size is 4 bytes, in application layer the maximum payload size is 1472 
bytes. The testing method is straightforward: the identical application was running on 
different working platforms so that the differences could be drawn by comparing the 
results. The application and testing procedure is same as section 5.1.3. But another 
two new combinations were introduced into the working platform described as 
follows: 
• Combination 1: The old model laptop (IBM T21) worked as the server; the old 
model PDA (lIP Jornada 720) worked as the client (same as the working 
platform in section 5.1.1). 
• Combination 2: The new model laptop (IBM X31) worked as the server; the 
old model laptop worked as the client. 
• Combination 3: The new model laptop worked as the server; the new model 
PDA (lIP iPAQ 5550) worked as the client. 
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The aim of this test is to show quantitative difference if users use different computing 
facilities and the best computing performance in the most ideal situation under various 
scenarios. Such results should be referred to as an important index (upper bound of 
performance) to evaluate the proposed applications. The results are shown in table 5.5. 
(About combination 2, if the roles of the new and old laptops are exchanged, the result 
remains unchanged. Thus the computing capabilities on the old and new model 
laptops are equivalent for this specific application.) 
Payload size 512 bytes 1472 bytes 
Configuration Average Average Average Average packet loss latency (ms) packet loss latencv (ms) 
Combination 1 <0.1% 20.7 <0.1% 97.7 
Combination 2 < 1% 10.1 < 1% 23 
Combination 3 < 1% 11.7 < 1% 24 
Table 5.5: Round trip latency between two nodes 
5.1.7 Performance of TCP 
The proposed applications work purely based on UDP mainly for its simplicity. In 
order to have a clear performance comparison between UDP and TCP, tests where the 
PDA uses TCP to deliver a packet to the laptop are conducted (configuration used is 
combination 1). Under such circumstance, the PDA is able to measure one-way I-hop 
latency for TCP is connection-oriented communication. On average it takes the PDA 
90 ms to send 512 bytes payload to the laptop. Most of the time is taken up to set up a 
reliable connection between the PDA and the laptop, as the latency for delivery of 
1472 bytes payload is almost same. Obviously UDP outperforms TCP; it could be 
deduced that complex mechanisms of TCP almost certainly will lead to performance 
problems in ad hoc networks. 
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5.2 Simulation study: GloMoSim 
Further evaluation of the proposed applications in real world environments will 
require more mobile devices than can be provided at the moment. In addition. it is 
difficult to organize a large number of volunteers operating mobile devices for the 
sake of reproducible scientific results. Hence simulation studies become invaluable as 
they allow extensive exploration of the design space. The simulator, Gh\loSim [91] 
is chosen for this work. 
5.2.1 Overview of GloMoSim 
GloMoSim is a sequential and parallel library for simulating wireless networks. The 
layered communication protocol stack for wireless networks is designed to he 
extensible and modular, where each layer has its own APIs. Each module specifically 
simulates a wireless communication protocol in the protocol stack. :'\ proposed 
protocol for one layer interacts with its direct layers via their APIs. PARSEC, a C-
based parallel simulation language, is used to develop the library as well as 
programme new protocols and modules that can be added to the library. 
5.2.2 Understanding GloMoSim 
In order to understand the behaviour of GloMoSim, before reporting the simulation 
study results, what happened during a simulation run of simple flooding when two 
clients that are directly reachable rebroadcast received packets from the server is to be 
described first. The strange result is that the collision took place every time the two 
clients rebroadcast packets. Supposedly, it demonstrates the fact that GloMoSim 
accurately simulates the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol from the theoretical view. 
The clients in the simulator are identical: they have same wireless interface, same 
computing power and run same application. It concludes that each client should have 
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the same performance. In the simulation run as described above, each client received 
broadcast packets from the server at the same time, each client took an equal time to 
process the packet and would rebroadcast at the same time. According to the IEEE 
802.11 MAC protocol, before the two clients rebroadcast a packet they waited for a 
short interval of DIFS. The medium had been idle for some time until the end of DIFS. 
Therefore each client supposed it can send the packet at once after DIFS. The two 
clients broadcast the packet simultaneously so that the collision happened right at that 
time. Furthermore the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol does not recommend any 
acknowledgement or retransmission mechanism for broadcasting packet. Hence, all of 
rebroadcasting packets were lost in the simulation run. 
Under the circumstance described above, a very short random delay has to be applied 
before clients rebroadcast packets in simulation studies. However in practice each 
mobile device, even if identical, most likely will take slightly different processing 
time for the same packet. Thus, in practice each mobile device is unlikely to send the 
packet exactly at the same time. Then the mechanism of CSMNCA will continue to 
work to guarantee delivery of broadcast packets, avoiding collision. 
5.2.3 Setting the simulator 
Simulation study is to simulate the proposed application and not just the 
communication protocol. A separate file in the application layer implements the 
proposed application combining routing function. The new header files are written 
and some related ones are modified. The file that implements Internet Protocol is 
modified in order to inform the simulator to bypass routing function in the network 
layer and send all packets directly to the application layer. At last these modified and 
new files are compiled and linked to the simulation platform which works as an 
independent module in the application layer. Before simulating the application, the 
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configuration files need to be modified so that the simulator knows exactlY where It 
can find the proper module and what it will do. 
Key parameters that were fixed in the simulation studies were transmission range (113 
meters), payload size (512 bytes), transport protocol (UDP) , transmission rate (2 
Mbps), MAC protocol (the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol). Each test was repeated three 
times with varied seeds. Considering the simulator behaviour for rebroadcast 
described in section 5.2.2, the threshold for a very short random delay (Wma.t) on 
clients in order to simulate rebroadcast at slightly different times, is set to 200 
microseconds. 
5.3 Simulation study: preliminary testing 
In this section the testing was to compare the results from the field testing \vith the 
simulation studies under the same conditions. The performance metrics, the testIng 
method and the network topology are same as sections 5.1.2 to 5.1...1-. Tables 5.6 and 
5.7 show the results for simple flooding and the CB scheme. 
Number of clients 1 2 5 
Average latency (ms) 5 6.5 10.2 
Average packet loss (%) 0 2.7 10.4 
Table 5.6: Simulation of simple flooding in 1-hop network 
Tmax(ms) 25 50 100 
Average latency (ms) 20.4 19.1 30.5 
Average packet loss (%) 0.3 0.3 0 
Average saved ratio (%) 53.7 54.7 57.6 
Table 5.7: Simulation of the CB scheme in 1-hop network, five client nodes 
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5.3.1 Average latency 
Comparing table 5.2 with table 5.6, readers can see that the simulation results are 
much optimistic regarding the metric latency. The simulator neglects at least one 
important factor: it does not take into account the processin a delay on each node as b _ 
the data pass through the application layer to the physical layer. as shown in figure 5.-+. 
Node A Node B 
Transmission Delay 
Figure 5.4: Conceptual view of data flow 
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The processing delay happens in two directions (down from the application layer to 
the wireless interface; up from the wireless interface to the application layer) and the 
delay could be assumed to be equal in each direction. P A and PB are chosen to denote 
the overall processing delay on node A and B; D t is used to denote the round-trip 
transmission delay between A and B. Then latency D = P A + PB + Dt . Given the 
results in table 5.5 (for 512 bytes payload), the theoretical value of D t is 5.3 ms 1. 
Under this circumstance of ideal network situation (only a sender and its receiver in 
the network), the processing delay for the laptop, for the new model PDA, and for the 
I The formula is: Round-trip latency =~ * Packet size / Bandwidth. Here the wireless Ethernet packet 
size is ).+0 bytes (UDP payload size is 512 bytes; headers' size is 28 bytes). Bandwidth IS 2 :-'!bps. 
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old model PDA can be calculated as 2.4 ms, 4 ms, and l3 ms respectively. Even so in 
the real world the processing delay is affected by the density of the network (see table 
5.2). The denser the network, longer is the processing delay. 
5.3.2 Packet loss 
However, comparing table 5.2 with table 5.6, the packet loss in simulation study is 
much higher than field test. The simulation result closely relates with the value of 
Wmax (threshold for a very short random delay on clients in order to avoid 
rebroadcasting at exactly the same time, see section 5.2.3). If the value of Wmax was 
set to 13 ms, the simulation result was very close to the field test. However this 
particular value of W max is too long to be true in the real world. Therefore the original 
value is kept in order to simulate the real scenario as closely as possible. 
5.4 Extensive simulation study: I-hop ad hoc network 
With the help of simulator it is feasible to estimate hop-by-hop latency under various 
network conditions and have reproducible results. Therefore the efficiency and the 
performance of unicast and broadcast according to varying network members and 
traffic load can be examined. In this section the testing focuses on the performance of 
unicast, broadcast, and the CB scheme in I-hop ad hoc network. 
The network topology and the testing method were same as section 5.1.3: various 
numbers of nodes were put close together (all of them were in the transmission range 
of each other); two, three, six, ten, twenty, thirty, and forty nodes were put into the 
network. The packet payload size was fixed to 512 bytes or 1472 bytes. Here the end-
to-end latency was from a client to the server, rather than the round-trip delay from 
(the server->the client->the server). 
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Payload size 512 bytes 1472 bytes 
Number of Average Average Average Average 
nodes packet loss latency (ms) packet loss latency (ms) 
2 0 3.0 0 6.9 
3 0 5.9 0 11.7 
6 0 11 0 22.6 
10 0 17.9 0 37.1 
20 0 35.4 0 73.8 
30 0 53.5 0 111 .1 
40 0 71.9 0 148.7 
Table 5.8: Performance of unicast in 1-hop ad hoc network 
Payload size 512 bytes 1472 bytes 
Number of Average Average Average Average 
nodes packet loss latency (ms) packet loss latency (ms) 
2 0 2.5 0 6.5 
3 2.7% 4 2.7% 9.7 
6 10.4% 7.7 10.4% 18.8 
10 19.4% 12 19.4% 29.8 
20 35.3% 21.5 35.3% 53.3 
30 44.7% 29.7 44.7% 73.9 
40 50.5% 37.4 50.5% 93 
Table 5.9: Performance of broadcast in 1-hop ad hoc network 
5.4.1 Performance of unicast 
The results are shown in table 5.8. It shows that unicast is able to provide a reliable 
mechanism for delivering packets to the destination, given the cost of exchanging RTS, 
CTS, and ACK control frames. The cost is expensive when the density of network 
becomes higher. P. Poupyrev et al estimate that the latency is of the order of minutes 
in a filed environment [85]. 
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5.4.2 Performance of broadcast 
The results in table 5.9 clearly show the trend of broadcast storm described in section 
4.5.1: when the network becomes dense, the high contention to access the medium 
will lead to high congestion and high collision. The packet loss is close to 20% when 
there are only ten nodes in the network. The unreliability exists as in the IEEE 802.11 
specification RTS/CTS control frames are not exchanged before a node broadcasts 
packets. The exchanging of RTS/CTS frames guarantees reliable transmission of 
unicast packets though it leads to low efficiency; under the same network conditions 
the end-to-end latency by unicast is longer than by broadcast. In section 5.3, the 
interval for which the server broadcast a packet (500 ms) is much longer than the 
processing delay on each client (less than 200 ms). However, if the interval is close to 
or shorter than clients' processing delay, the performance will be much poorer. (It is 
discussed in section 5.5.) 
Tmax(ms) 25 50 100 
Number of nodes 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 
Average latency(ms) 9.3 9.6 11.6 13.9 11.9 9.3 9.3 10 18.3 11.9 9.9 9.2 
Average packet loss (%) 1.9 5.7 9.2 12.8 0.2 1.9 3.9 5.1 0.3 0.8 1.4 2 
Average saved ratio (%) 64.1 75 77.8 79.3 72 82.8 86 87.3 75.1 86.3 89.9 91.4 
Table 5.10: CB scheme in 1-hop ad hoc network, payload size is 512 bytes 
5.4.3 Effectiveness of the eB scheme 
Table 5.10 shows the results when nodes in I-hop network used the CB scheme with 
the varying values of T max (maximum waiting interval in the CB scheme), in which the 
value of Cmax (maximum number of redundant packets received in the CB scheme) 
was set to two and the packet payload size was 512 bytes. 
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If Cmax is set to a fixed value the overall performance directly relates with the density 
of the network and the value of T max· Generally the CB scheme effectively reduces the 
number of rebroadcast packets. Especially when T max is set to a large value, the packet 
loss drops sharply and the saved ratio is close to the theoretical value (N - Cma:c + 1) I N 
(N stands for total number of nodes in the network). When the network has not many 
members, for example, six nodes, a short T ma:c is enough to guarantee good 
performance. 
Actually random waiting time (RWT) in the CB scheme could be thought as the 
lengthened contention window. The larger the value of T max is set, the less is the 
probability of collision. Each node's RWT is evenly distributed along the interval of 
T max; the nodes that have long RWT will at last stop rebroadcasting because they have 
received enough redundant packets during their RWT. The real latency is determined 
theoretically by the first (C,nax -1) nodes' performance. Thus setting Tmax to a large 
value does not necessarily lead to prolonged latency and the simulation results verify 
it. Hence when network becomes dense each node should apply a large value of Tmax 
in order to avoid collisions. 
In any case, flooding in denser network will generate more packets. For example, 
when there are 40 nodes inside the network, the packet loss still keeps at two per cent 
even if TlIllIX is set to a large value of 100 ms. This may not be good enough for some 
applications. Another way that will have the same impact on the network is increasing 
the packet payload size. 
Tables 5.1l and 5.12 show the results when 10 or 40 nodes using the CB scheme in a 
I-hop ad hoc network (packet payload size is 1472 bytes). Comparing table 5.11 with 
table 5.10, in a marginally dense network (10 nodes), it shows: under the same 
network conditions when the packet payload size significantly increases, T 11ULT: must be 
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set a large value in order that the application's performance could keep at reasonable 
level. 
Tmax{ms) 25 i 50 , 100 
Average latency (ms) 24.8 i 22.4 26.2 
Average packet loss (%) 6.2 i 2 I 0.9 ! 
Average saved ratio (%) 40.4 59.7 
I 
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Table 5.11: CB scheme in 1-hop ad hoc network, 10 nodes, payload size is 1472 
bytes 
Tmax{ms) 25 50 100 
Average latency (ms) N/A N/A 26.9 
Average packet loss (%) N/A N/A 7.6 
Average saved ratio (%) N/A N/A 83.9 
Table 5.12: CB scheme in 1-hop ad hoc network, 40 nodes, payload size is 1472 
bytes 
5.5 Extensive simulation study: multi-hop ad hoc network 
In this section, the testing focuses on the performance of unicast, broadcast, and the 
CB scheme in more complex environment: a multi-hop ad hoc network. Besides, 
factors that significantly affect the performance are pinpointed so that they could gi ve 
guidance on how the system could choose a better way to rebroadcast packets in real 
applications. 
5.5.1 Impact of parameter: radius of the network (Hmax) 
It is commonly thought that a client closer to the server has advantages, like always 
receiving packets from the server or being able to send packets to the server quickly. 
However the simulation will show that it is not always true and it really depends on 
the density of network and how the server broadcasts packets. 
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A network topology shown in figure 5.5 was used to conduct the test in a tati mode . 
50 nodes were " uniformly" placed in an area which was 200 merre long b) _00 
metres wide (denoted as [200m *200mJ). A node near the cenrre of rhe area wa 
designated as the server and others as clients. Most of clients were in the rran ml JOn 
range of the server; only four c li ents were two hops away . 
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Figure 5.5: Topology of 50 nodes in [200 m*200m] 
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Figure 5.6: Topology of 50 nodes in [300 m*300m] 
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Figure 5.7: Topology of 50 nodes in [400 m*400m] 
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Figure 5.8: Topology of 50 nodes in [500 m*500m] 
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Clients that are 1-hop away from the server 
G Clients that are 2-hop away from the server 
<> Clients that are 3-hop away from the server 
D" Clients that are 4-hop away from the server 
The server broadcas t 100 packets including time-stamp infonnation to the network. 
Cli ents rebroadcast the new packets from the server and the source route length the 
packets used was less than Hmax (the value of Hmax was four hops.) At the same time 
each client measured the latency: the time a packet left the server until the packet 
arrived at itself. Table 5.13 shows the results while the server broadcast a packet 
every 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms and 2 s; the average latency is much longer than 
expected when the server broadcasts packets at fast rate, like every 50 ms or 100 ms a 
packet. 
Broadcast interval 50 ms 100 ms 200 ms 2s 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Average latency (ms) 579.6 602.3 24.4 33.9 7.4 13.9 2.5 8.8 
Average packet loss (%) 39.4 60 5.9 6.1 0.3 0.3 0 0 
Table 5.13: 49 client nodes using simple flooding in [200m *200m], Hmax =4 
A c 
B D 
• Server 
Figure 5.9: Conceptual view of [200m * 200m] 
Naturally, most people think all clients that are in the transmission range of the server 
should receive the identical broadcast packet at the same time. But this is not always 
true. Figure 5.9 shows the conceptual view of the area which has size [200m *200m]. 
It is divided into four parts and the server is in the centre. While the server kept 
promptly broadcasting packets, clients had to follow the same rate by processing and 
rebroadcasting received packets coming from different sources. Therefore collisions 
frequently happened at some parts of the network but not all. Consider a specific 
scenario, at a given time nodes in part C did not receive the broadcast packet from the 
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server because collisions happened at that time when they were rebroadcasting 
previously received packets. Eventually these nodes would receive the packet from 
their neighbours that had successfully finished rebroadcasting in part B or D, though 
nodes in part C were in the transmission range of the server. The worst observed 
situation is that a packet reached a node in part C via three hops (Server->a node in 
part A->a node in part B->a node in part C). 
The fact indicates that if the server broadcasts packets in a rapid rate like every 50 ms 
a packet it will cause a chain effect on clients' side: when clients cannot process 
received packets fast enough (processing time on clients should be shorter than the 
interval of which the server broadcasts a packet), they will process the new incoming 
packets even slowly. In addition, unnecessarily setting HnlOJ: to four hops in a 2-hop 
network is another factor that degraded the performance; it generated too many 
avoidable broadcast packets. Table 5.14 shows the improved results when HnlOJ: was 
set to two hops. 
Broadcast interval 50 ms 100 ms 200ms 2s 
Distance to server(hop) 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Average latency (ms) 403.5 427.3 12.1 18.7 6.6 13.1 2.5 8.6 
Average packet loss (%) 35.3 38 2.6 2.9 1.3 1.4 0 0 
Table 5.14: 49 client nodes using simple flooding in [200m "200m], Hmax=2 
5.5.2 Effectiveness of counter-based scheme 
Table 5.15 shows the result when clients used the CB scheme to rebroadcast packets. 
The performance is poor for 2-hop clients: their packet loss is quite high. It 
demonstrates a drawback of the CB scheme: the scheme is based on probability view 
not on neighbourhood information. As shown in figure 5.5, the density was not very 
high around 2-hop clients. But these 2-hop clients' upstream neighbours may be in the 
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dense environment; these nodes stopped rebroadcasting as they used the CB scheme 
and had received enough redundant packets. These nodes were not able to know that 
some of their downstream neighbours were solely depending on their forwarding 
packets. Under such circumstances, these 2-hop clients should inform their upstream 
neighbours of using simple flooding rather than the CB scheme. 
Distance to server Average latency (ms) Average packet loss Average saved ratio 
1-hop 2.5 0 50% 
2-hop 9.1 49.4% 2.4% 
Table 5.15: 49 client nodes using the CB scheme in [200*200), server's broadcast 
interval is 6 s, Hmax =4, Tmax=25 ms 
5.5.3 Impact of geographical size on broadcast and unicast 
The system design heavily exploits unicast and broadcast through which the network 
members communicate with each other. Therefore the performance of these two 
methods in various conditions directly affects the performance of applications. 
Depending on the nature of applications, when clients receive a new broadcast packet 
form the server, their behaviours can fall in three modes. Mode 1: rebroadcasting the 
packet then unicasting the response to the server at once. Mode 2: rebroadcasting the 
packet, waiting some time then unicasting the response to the server (assuming all 
clients will unicast at the same time). Mode 3: rebroadcasting the packet, randomly 
waiting some time then unicasting the response to the server. Mode 1 represents the 
case where an application runs as a demon in the background, which automatically 
implements the application logic. Mode 3 is closer to the situation when users receive 
a packet in the network, they think for a short while then give the response. Mode 2 
does not represent the real world. However it stands for a theoretical situation in 
which all clients respond at the same time. 
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The simulation area size ranged from [200m *2oom] (almost a I-hop network, as 
shown in figure 5.5), [300m *300m] (almost a 2-hop network, only one node was 
three hops away from the server, as shown in figure 5.6), [4oom *400m] (almost a 3-
hop network, two nodes are four hops away from the server, as shown in figure 5.7), 
and [500m *500m] (a 4-hop network, as shown in figure 5.8). The server broadcast 
100 packets at the rate of one packet every six seconds. The results are presented from 
tables 5.16 to table 5.19. (The default value of Hmax was four hops. Note that in the 
following tables, packet loss figures are for broadcast only.) 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Average broadcast latency(ms) 2.6 9.1 2.5 8.8 2.6 8.9 
Average unicast latency(ms) 167.3 233.8 92.8 143.3 3.6 7.3 
Table 5.16: Performance of unicast and broadcast, 50 nodes in [200 m *200m] 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.6 14.8 42.4 2.5 16.2 33.5 2.5 15.7 36.1 
Average unicast latency (ms) 169 284 305 102 205 248 3.7 8.7 12.8 
Table 5.17: Performance of unicast and broadcast, 50 nodes in [300 m *300m] 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Distance to server 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 Jhop) 
Average packet 0 0 0.2 18 0 0 0.2 12 0 0 0.2 13 loss (%) 
Average broadcast 2.6 19.1 43.9 84.5 2.6 17 34.5 58.1 2.6 17.5 35 61.4 latency (ms) 
Average unicast 159 310 361 350 108 240 309 334 4 9.6 13.7 161 latency (ms) 
Table 5.18: Performance of unicast and broadcast, 50 nodes in [400 m *400m] 
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Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Distance to server 1 2 3 4 1 2 (hop) 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Average packet 0 0.7 2.5 18.5 0 0.1 1.4 15.7 i 0 loss (%) 0 1 13.1 
Average broadcast 2.5 17.6 44.4 82.8 2.6 15.7 33.7 54 2.6 15.8 latency (ms) 34.2 54.6 
Average unicast 121 285 364 384 111 241 335 386 4.3 9.7 latency (ms) 14.5 17.9 
Table 5.19: Performance of unicast and broadcast, 50 nodes in [500 m *500m] 
The results agam show low efficiency of unicast when nodes send packets at or 
almost at the same time (under mode 1 and mode 2) due to the requirement of 
exchanging RTS, CTS, and ACK control frames. But the perfonnance of unicast is 
reasonable under mode 3 when transmission takes place sparsely. The perfonnance of 
broadcast is similar under various modes and area sizes. The conclusion is that the 
proposed applications will run well as users' responses are much slower than the 
aggregation of transmission delay and processing delay. 
5.5.4 Impact of source route length 
Regarding the metric of packet loss, tables 5.l8 and 5.19 show that clients for which 
distance to the server is more than two hops are at a disadvantaged situation than 
those closer to the server. Especially, packet loss of 4-hop clients jumps greatly. This 
could be explained as follows. Under the current communication protocol, to some 
extent, the source route length of packets that a client rebroadcasts is longer than the 
client's real distance to the server. Given the value of HI1ULT (radius of the network) is 
four hops, some of 4-hop clients' upstream nodes which are in reality three hops or 
even two hops away from the server, stop rebroadcasting as the source route length of 
their received packets have reached the limit, Hmax. 
For example, considering the results as shown in table 5.19 (mode 3), table 5.20 
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shows the corresponding probability that a client learns source routes to the server that 
have different lengths. After the server broadcasts a packet, the first received packet at 
each I-hop client is almost directly from the server. However, with regard to 2-hop 
clients, the chance that the first received packets use a 2-hop source route reduces to 
85.7%; 12.7% of these packets use a 3-hop source route; to make things worse, the 
remaining 1.6% packets even use a 4-hop source route. As for 3-hop clients, 80.8% of 
their first received packets use a 3-hop source route and the remaining 19.2% use a 4-
hop route. (Due to the value of Hmax is four hops, the source route length of received 
packets at 4-hop clients has to be four hops. In this test, the number of 3-hop clients 
was more than the number of 4-hop clients; otherwise, these 4-hop clients could have 
even higher packet loss.) 
Probability to learn a m hops source route 
Distance to server (hop) m=1 m=2 m=3 m=4 
1 0.998 0.002 0 0 
2 N/A 0.857 0.127 0.016 
3 N/A N/A 0.808 0.192 
4 N/A N/A N/A 1 
Table 5.20: Probability of clients to learn source routes to the server that have 
different lengths (clients choose the source route the first received packet used, Hmax 
=4) 
Under the same scenario used in table 5.20, whether clients use simple flooding or the 
CB scheme to rebroadcast packets, most of them will receive redundant packets. 
Among these redundant packets, it turns out that a packet taking a longer route 
sometimes arrives at a client before a packet taking a shorter route. If clients 
rebroadcast the packets that have taken the shortest source route rather than the first 
received packet, table 5.21 shows the corresponding probability that a client learns 
source routes to the server that have different lengths. Comparing table 5.20 with table 
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5.21, for example, about 3-hop clients, they could rebroadcast extra 11 sr more of 
received packets so that the packet loss of 4-hop clients can be reduced. The re\ised 
communication protocol will make use of this method and the detail is presented in 
chapter 6. 
Probability to learn a m hops source route 
Distance to server (hop) m=1 m=2 m=3 m=4 
1 0.998 0.002 0 0 
2 N/A 0.973 0.017 0.01 
3 N/A N/A 0.92 0.08 
4 N/A N/A N/A 1 
Table 5.21: Probability of clients to learn source routes to the server that have 
different lengths (clients choose the shortest source route among all arrived packets 
used, Hmax =4) 
5.5.5 Miscellaneous 
Table 5.18 (mode 1) shows an interesting result: on average the unicast latency of 3-
hop clients is slightly longer than that of 4-hop clients. Statistically, the data collected 
for measuring unicast latency of 4-hop clients were based on the inadequate samples 
with an uneven distribution, since there were only two 4-hop clients in a corner of the 
network. Next, as described above, a 3-hop client could learn and use a -1--hop source 
route to respond to the server. At last, it may be due to high level of network 
congestion and multiple access interferences along some of 3-hop clients' source 
routes which 4-hop clients did not take. 
5.6 Simulation study: proposed applications 
In this section simulation studies were conducted in mobile mode in order to assess 
the performance of the proposed applications. (Howe\'er, due to limited functions 
provided by GloMoSim and the peer-to-peer nature of each chatting session. Chatting 
application cannot be simulated properly.) 
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5.6.1 Simulation of Auction 
Terrain size was set to [500m *500m] and 50 nodes were set to be mobile, uniformly 
distributed in the area. Each node followed "random-waypoint (WP)" mobile model 
coming with GloMoSim. The WP model introduces "pause time" after which a node 
changes its moving direction and/or speed. Initially, a node stays in one location for a 
certain time (pause time). Once this time expires, the node randomly chooses a 
destination in the simulation area and a speed that is uniformly distributed between 
Minimum Speed and Maximum Speed. Then the node moves toward the chosen 
destination at the selected speed. Upon arrival, the node pauses for a specified time 
before starting the process again. Table 5.22 lists the low and high mobility 
parameters for the test. 
Low mobility High mobility 
WP-Pause period 3 Minutes 2 seconds 
Minimum speed 0 1 mls 
Maximum speed 1 mls 2 mls 
Table 5.22: Mobility parameters 
A node near the centre of the simulation area was designated as the server. The server 
broadcast 20 packets in 12.5 minutes to the network, which the first five packets 
mocked as auction information packets (this period was the preparing period) and 
others as bidding information packets (this period was the bidding period and the 
auction would end after 15 rounds). During the preparing period every one minute the 
server broadcast a packet and clients should respond in 30 seconds if they received 
this packet. During the bidding period the server broadcast a packet every 30 seconds 
and clients should respond in 20 seconds if they received the packet. How many 
clients can successfully join the auction and how many times they had to try during 
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the preparing period under high and low mobility scenarios are main of interest. 
Results are shown in table 5.23: most of the interested participants did manage to join 
the auction (assuming all nodes were interested in the auction). 
Round number Nodes join (low mobility) Nodes join (high mobility) 
1 27 26 
2 4 11 
3 4 5 
4 3 2 
5 2 1 
Fail 9 (3 nodes have been in isolation) 4 (3 nodes have been in isolation) 
Table 5.23: Successful registration under low and high mobility 
Some of nodes failed to join the auction because: 
i. The server did not receive responses from interested clients due to the failure 
of source routes. 
ii. Clients did not receive the auction information packets from the server due to 
(i) network partition happened so that three clients were isolated and (ii) 
collisions happened or the clients' upstream nodes stopped rebroadcasting. 
It is commonly thought that high mobility possibly has negative effect on finding a 
route for a node; the just-learned-route failed because some nodes along the route 
moved away suddenly. But from the application perspective high mobility creates a 
chance to attract more potential users. Table 5.23 shows that under high mobility 
more users joined the application. 
About what happened during the bidding procedure the results were quite "ad hoc". 
Though 40 out of 49 nodes joined the auction, for each bidding round, the number of 
responses the server received varied from 5 to 38. In the real application this could 
happen, bidders may not always respond every round or most of them bid at the last 
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moment. However, by checking the nodes' trace in the simulator, it showed that some 
nodes had been walking away from the server until they became isolated. Before the 
auction started, potential bidders' movement could be random in the network. But if 
they knew they had joined the auction their movement was unlikely to be aimless. At 
least if some ones reckoned they were out of contact with the server they should try 
walking for better connection, for example, the bidder moved toward the centre of the 
place from a comer. Another heuristic finding is worth noting: except isolated nodes. 
if a node failed to receive a broadcast packet, at least one of its neighbours had 
received it. This will be exploited to improve the system design. 
5.6.2 Simulation of Bingo 
The preparing period of Bingo game is same as Auction but the server will broadcast 
75 packets during the gaming period as there are 75 Bingo balls needed to be 
announced during the real game. Therefore the gaming period should be treated as the 
prolonged bidding period except only a winner would end the game early as the server 
confirms it really had "BINGO". Considering the simulation result of what happened 
during the bidding period of an auction reported above, the simulation of Bingo game 
was not fully conducted. However it should assume the mobility is very low and 
players only move occasionally for trying reconnecting to the network if they think 
they are lost. 
5.7 Further discussion 
In this section, simulation study results about the performance of TCP and the 
complex system behaviours of IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks are reported. In addition, 
research issues and the latest progress in the field of wireless network simulators are 
presented. 
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5.7.1 Performance of TCP in ad hoc networks 
Many simulation studies have looked at the performance of TCP in multi-hop ad hoc 
networks. Several performance problems have been pointed out. Such phenomena do 
not appear, or appear with less intensity, when UDP is used. 
5.7.1.1 Influence of mobility 
Node mobility may severely degrade the performance of TCP in :\1ANET [127, 12:3. 
129, 130] because TCP lacks the ability to efficiently manage mobility effects like 
route failures, routing overheads, and route changes. Hence, packets will be lost or 
delayed. However, TCP adversely reacts to these events, misinterprets them as 
congestion signals and then activates the congestion control mechanism. This leads to 
unnecessary retransmissions and throughput degradation. 
5.7.1.2 Influence of network topology 
Even in static environment, the performance of ad hoc network is strongly limited by 
the interaction between neighbourhood nodes [131]. An example string topology is 
shown in figure 5.10. Node 1 is the sender and node 6 is the receiver. A solid circle 
denotes a node's transmission range; the dotted circle denotes node 4's physical 
carrier sensing range within which the other nodes detect a transmission. Hence, node 
4's data packet transmission will interfere with RTS frames sent from node 1 to node 2, 
preventing node 2 from receiving nodes l's RTS transmissions or sending the 
corresponding CTS frames. Therefore the expected maximum bandwidth utilization of 
a chain of ad hoc nodes is 1/4 [131]. However, the simulation shows an even worse 
result: the bandwidth utilization reaches only 117 [131]. This discrepancy is due to the 
inability of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to find out the optimum schedule of 
transmission by itself. The sender, node 1, actually could inject more packets into the 
chain than the subsequent nodes can forward. 
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Figure 5.10: A string topology 
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5.7.1.3 Effects of the interaction between MAC protocol and TCP mechanisms 
The interaction of some features of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with the TCP 
mechanisms could lead to several unexpected and serious problems. Through 
simulation studies, the problems that may affect the TCP performance in a multi-hop 
ad hoc network are listed as follows [132, 133]: 
1. The instantaneous throughput of a TCP connection may be very unstable even 
when this is the only active connection in the network (instability problem). 
11. In case of two simultaneous TCP connections, it may happen that the two 
connections cannot coexist: when one connection develops, the other one is 
shut down (incompatibility problem). 
iii. With two simultaneous TCP connections, if one connection is single hop and 
the other one is multi-hop, it may happen that the instantaneous throughput of 
the multi-hop connection is shut down as soon as the other connection 
becomes active (even if the multi-hop connection starts first). There is no 
chance for the multi-hop connection once the single-hop connection has 
started (single-hop unfairness problem). 
The above problems have been revealed in a chain topology as shown in figure 5.10. 
5.7.2 Influence of IEEE 802.11h standard 
In addition to transmission rates at 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps, the IEEE 802.11 b standard 
enables faster transmission at 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps while still guaranteeing the 
interoperability with the IEEE 802.11 standard. "A basic rate set" containing the data 
transmission rates that all nodes within a network will be capable of using is defined; 
this ensures coexistence and interoperability among these nodes which could use 
different rate to receive and transmit. 
Since different transmission rates are used for control and data frames, different 
transmission ranges and carrier-sensing ranges may exist at the same time in an IEEE 
802.lIb network, thus the system behaviour becomes complex. For example, 
RTS/CTS frames are transmitted at 2 Mbps with related transmission range around 90 
meters; data frames are transmitted at 11 Mbps thus its range limits at around 30 
meters [134]. In practice, these two transmission ranges are much shorter than 
assumed in simulation studies, not constant but variable and dependent on several 
factors [134]. The physical carrier sensing range, which is almost independent from 
the data rate and is approximately 200 meters, is important to understand the 
behaviour of an IEEE 802.11 b ad hoc network: even though nodes are outside their 
respective physical carrier sensing range, they may still interfere if the physical 
distance between them is lower than 350 meters [134]. 
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5.7.2.1 Grey zone problem in IEEE 802.Ub ad hoc networks 
An important problem named the "communication grey zone" [135], which relates to 
the different transmission ranges of control and data frames, is reported. When H. 
Lundgren et al measure the performance of their implementation of AODV, they 
observe an unexpectedly large amount of packet losses, especially during route 
changes. They find that this coincided with specific geographic areas that are named 
communication grey zones. In such areas, data packets cannot be exchanged though 
the HELLO packets indicate that neighbours are reachable. This leads to a systematic 
mismatch between the route state and the real work connectivity [135]. The properties 
of HELLO packets that differentiate them from data packets and contribute to the 
occurrence of the problem are identified. These properties and their effects are 
summarized below [135]: 
1. Transmission rate. HELLO packets are broadcast at the basic rate (2Mbps). 
But data packets are unicast at high speed (5.5 Mbps or 11 Mbps). Therefore 
HELLO packets have a larger transmission range than data packets. 
11. No acknowledgement. Broadcast in the IEEE 802.lIb is transmitted without 
acknowledgement. Therefore HELLO packets are not guaranteed to be sent 
over bidirectional links. 
iii. Small packet size. The smaller size of HELLO packets result in a lower 
probability of these being affected by transmission errors, and minor chances 
of colliding with other packets. This makes it more likely for a HELLO packet 
to reach a receiver than data packets, especially over poor links. 
IV. Fluctuating link. At the transmission border, communication tends to be 
unreliable due to fluctuating quality of links. It may occur that stable and 
longer routes can be replaced by shorter but unreliable ones. 
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5.7.3 Scalability of wireless network simulators 
Discrete event simulators fundamentally are useful tools for exploring the design 
space of wireless networks. However they suffer scalability problems. On the other 
side, the emerging applications, like a military exercise involving a division of 
soldiers with numerous wireless devices, call for even larger scale simulation studies. 
This sub-section reports the latest progress in the field of large scale simulation 
studies. 
5.7.3.1 Scalability problems 
Most published simulation results are on a small scale (no more than 100 nodes), for a 
short duration (up to 1000 seconds of simulation time) and over a small geographical 
area (limited to a few square kilometres). For example, S. R. Das et al complain that 
"slow simulation speed and large memory requirement of the ns-2 model prevented us 
from using larger networks at this point [94]". They have to reduce the simulation 
time to 500 seconds when they simulated the new filed configuration: 100 nodes in a 
[2200m * 600m] area. Independently other researchers report the same poor 
performance of ns-2: it does not scale well. 
Regarding GloMoSim, due to PARSEC's large per-entity memory requirements, a 
technique named "node aggregation" is implemented, wherein the states of multiple 
simulation nodes are multiplexed within a single PARSEC entity. While the technique 
effectively reduces memory consumption, it brings on performance overhead as well 
as increases code complexity. 
5.7.3.2 An improved version of n5-2 
An improved version of ns-2 [136] is presented. The modified ns-2 simulator is based 
on the idea of cutting the computation by accurately locating the nodes that are 
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affected by a transmi ssion . The simulation area is di ided into cell to form gnd. :\ 
function is implemented to calculate the posi tion of a node in the grid to determine th 
cell that the node belongs to. Another function is abl e to get the Ii t of node affe ted 
by the current transmission . Therefore not all nodes are invol ed in the computation 
whereas the original ns-2 regards all nodes on a channel. In addition , node an be 
stored in a do ubl e-linked list ordered by their X-coordinate to improve th 
perform ance. The li st is updated when nodes move to new positi on . n algorithm 
can determine the set of nodes th at are affected by the current tran ml ion . Th 
modifi ed ns-2 si mulator can have si mul ated popul ation of up to 3000 node and \ rk 
up to 30 times faster than the original one [136]. 
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Figure 5.11 : JiST system architecture [137] 
5.7.3.3 Java in Simulation Time 
A recent development in simulation studies is JiST (Java in Simul ati on Time) whi ch 
transcends existi ng highly optimized simulation runtimes both in space and time [1 37] . 
JiST, a Java-based simulation platform, takes the advantages of the traditional 
systems-based and language-based simulator design executing di crete event 
imu lations effic ientl y by imp lementing si mulation emantic directl at th e b) t od 
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level. The JiST system architecture is shown in figure 5.11. It on i t of four 
components : a compiler, a virtual m achine , a re wri ter and a simulation time kernel. 
The compi ler and vi rtual machine can be any standard J a a product . The remai ni ng 
components implement simulation time execution semanti cs. The rewriter , a dynami 
class loader, intercepts all class load requests, then veri fies and modi fie the reque ted 
classes subseq uentl y. This step transforms the JiST instructi ons embedded within th 
compil ed si mulati on program into code with appropri ate simul ation time emanti . 
but otherwise completely keeps the ex isting program logic. In addi tion, it perform 
various static analyses that he lp drive runtime optimi zati ons. At runti me, the m dified 
classes interact with simul ation time kernel through various injected ope rat ion [137]. 
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Figure 5.12: The SWANS simulator consists of event-driven components that can be 
configured and composed to form the desired wireless network s i mulatio~ . D iHer~~t 
classes of components are shown in a typical arrangement together with specific 
instances of component implementations in italics [138]. 
5.7.3.4 Scalable Wireless Ad hoc Network Simulator 
SWANS (Scalable Wireless Ad hoc Network Simul ator) [1 38] i built on the top of 
JiST platfolm. It is organized as independent software component that an b 
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composed to fonn complete wireless network or sensor network simulations, as 
shown in figure 5.12 [138]. Its capabilities are similar to ns-2 and GloMoSim but it is 
surprisingly efficient and scalable: it supports up to one million nodes and 
outperfonns existing highly optimized simulation runtimes both in time and memory 
consumption [138]. The detailed perfonnance comparison between SWANS, ns-2, 
and GloMoSim can be found here [138]. 
5.7.4 Transparency for ad hoc network simulations 
Transparency implies that simulation programs can be transfonned to run efficiently 
without the insertion of simulation-specific library calls or other manual program 
modifications [138]. JiST differs from previous simulation platfonns in that the code 
that runs on JiST need not be written in a domain-specific language invented 
specifically for simulation studies. The improved code reuse reduces repeated 
programming time. Recalling the experience in this study, the time spent on coding in 
simulation was longer than programming the real application. Developers have to 
understand how GloMoSim works to accomplish the simulation task from the network 
layer to the application layer before they start simulation programming. On the other 
hand, more importantly, code reuse makes the simulation closely match the expected 
software environment of real world scenario so that the simulation is possibly more 
accurate. 
5.7.5 Mobility model for MANET 
In order to thoroughly simulate a proposed protocol for MANET, it is imperative to 
use a mobility model that accurately represents the mobility of nodes that will 
eventually utilize the given protocol. T. Camp et al survey the mobile models that are 
used in the simulations of MANET and presented heuristic conclusions [139]. These 
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models represent mobile nodes whose movement is either independent or dependent 
of each other. The simulation results are presented in order to illustrate the importance 
of choosing a mobile model with proper values of the related parameters in the 
simulation of a protocol for MANET: the performance drastically changes as a result 
of changing the simulated mobile model or setting different values of parameters with 
the same model. Clearly, the authors advocate that the performance of a protocol for 
MANET should be evaluated with the mobility model that most closely matches the 
expected real world scenario [139]. As the "random-waypoint (WP)" model is widely 
adopted in simulation studies, it is discussed in more depth. 
The mobile nodes are initially distributed randomly around the simulation area in 
most of the performance simulations that adopt the WP model. This initial distribution 
is irrelative to the way that nodes distribute themselves when moving. The average 
neighbour numbers (ANN) of a mobile node is a key factor affecting the performance 
of proposed applications. The WP model shows high variability of ANN during a very 
long initial period of simulation [139]. This high variability will produce 
corresponding high variability in performance results unless the simulation results are 
calculated from long simulation runs [140]. In the WP model, the relationship 
between node speed and pause time is complicated. For example, a scenario with fast 
moving nodes and long pause times actually produces a more stable network than a 
scenario with slow moving speed and shorter pause times [139]. Therefore the 
appropriate parameters need to be evaluated. The WP model is also inclined to 
produce the phenomenon "density waves": the clustering of nodes in one particular 
part of simulation area [139]. In the WP model, "the probability of a node choosing a 
new destination that is located in the centre of the simulation area, or a destination 
which requires travel through the middle of the simulation area is high [139]". 
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The WP model is flexible, and possibly creates realistic mobility patterns for the way 
people might move in a conference or a museum. However, consider the "border 
problem" described earlier, it is rare for GloMoSim applying the WP model to 
simulate successfully. A predefined mobility file could be provided to the simulator so 
that the algorithm can be demonstrated. However, this would contradict with the 
unpredictable nature of MANET. Regarding the three proposed applications, the 
mobile model could be: "if something like this happens users should move quickly 
(slowly) to new locations or keep still to finish tasks". This kind of mobility implies 
strong human intention and it is hardly supported by any mobile models. 
5.7.6 Simulating applications 
Simulators focus on detailed simulation of the OSI network reference model from 
layer 1 to 4, aiming to simulate the lower network layers as exactly as possible. As 
described in section 5.2.2, if two adjacent nodes rebroadcast packets immediately 
after they received these packets from the source, the collision must happen. These 
simulators are useful tools for investigating the design issues of protocols below the 
network layer. However, they do not supply enough functions (mobile models and 
programming APIs) to simulate applications. 
Evaluating applications for multi-hop ad hoc networks requires more facilities. In 
addition, it is difficult to organize such evaluations for the sake of reproducible 
scientific results. "A promising approach is to provide a uniform platform following a 
development principle composed of simulation, emulation and deployment on real 
mobile devices [141]". H. Frey et al present a Java-based implementation of such a 
uniform workbench [141]. 
The simulation environment mentioned above is a three layered architecture. The 
layer at the bottom abstracts the layer 1 to 4 of the OSI network reference model, 
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which includes operating system of mobile device, positioning method (the real 
application needs help of GPS support), communication protocols, and wireless 
interface. In addition it deals with other important issues associated with simulation: 
mobile model, connectivity computation and other dynamic aspects. The middle layer 
is the simulated application. On the top is the simulated user behaviour that controls 
the application. (The simulated application can also trigger actions of the simulated 
user behaviour.) The significant characteristic of this design is the separation of the 
simulation scenario from the simulated application and the user behaviour. Hence, the 
use of pre-computed connectivity and mobility data can speed up the simulation. The 
high abstraction level is based on an object-oriented design; it not only enables 
developers to concentrate on application design without worrying about technical 
details of the simulator but also makes applications developed and tested in the 
simulation environment easily transferred to a real hardware platform. Besides, the 
system provides the "hybrid simulation" mode, which allows real mobile devices to 
be connected to a running simulation by using Java remote method invocation (RMI) 
over a network interface. 
The proposed platform is scalable and comfortable for evaluating applications. 
However, in order to reduce the computational complexity and allow the simulation of 
a large number of mobile nodes while maintaining short simulation times, it focuses 
on the simulation of the topological properties of the ad hoc network instead of 
simulating the physical layer and MAC layer as exactly as possible. Neither does it 
provide broad mobile models. 
5.8 Summary 
This chapter described field testing and simulation based testing to evaluate the 
performance of the designed system for multi-user interactive applications in 
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Convenience Networks. The testing environments, methods, and settings were 
described in detail for each part. It started with the real field testing that provided a 
general understanding of the work. The results reflected interesting directions that 
were elaborately tested in simulation studies. Overall conclusion is that the design is 
satisfactory to support applications working reasonably well in real environment. 
There is scope for improvements that is investigated in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 Adaptable mobile middleware 
Applications in Convenience Networks (CNs) are subject to a variety of changes that 
frequently happen around server and the clients. The simulation studies reported in 
chapter 5 reveal that these changes have significant impact on the application' s 
overall performance. In order to respond to these changes, the middleware supporting 
these applications should be made adaptive. In this chapter, a prototype of such 
middleware, the revision of data process module, is presented to provide extra support 
for adaptability, connectivity, and reliability requirements, which were not fully 
supported by the design discussed in chapter 4. The revised data process module is 
able to adapt to changes in its working environment by automatically choosing the 
proper broadcast method and setting the values of related parameters for clients on 
behalf of the application. In addition, the module can retrieve lost packets and help 
application server maintain connectivity information to clients. Simulation studies 
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of these new functions provided by the 
enhanced data process module. 
6.1 Need for adaptation 
The main goal of this research is to study middleware support required for various 
types of multi-user interactive applications in CNs. The approach taken in this thesis 
is to develop and evaluate a variety of such interactive applications exploiting CNs in 
order to understand what specific functionalities can suitably be incorporated in the 
middleware, bearing in mind that middleware must handle heterogeneity and mobility 
issues. Currently, mobile application services are implemented across many styles of 
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middleware. Thus "middleware heterogeneity" [142] is displayed in mobile 
computing domain. Since flooding using broadcast is widely used in most phases of 
communication in MANET and the work reported here, this work has chosen to 
investigate design of adaptation components that are capable of optimizing diffusion 
implemented within the data process module. 
In general, these adaptation components should incorporate dynamic awareness of 
their operating environment. This is similar to "context-awareness" [143] which is 
frequently discussed in the literature. There the researchers pay much attention to 
location or relative location context, like in office, home; or proximity to resource, 
such as printers; or user's activity context, like sitting in a lecture theatre or visiting a 
museum. However in eN, once an operating environment has been established, such 
as in an auction, most of the time there are no further changes in location and users' 
behaviour patterns do not change a lot; changes that do occur frequently are in users' 
physical surroundings. These changes include users joining or leaving applications as 
they wish, variations in the number of neighbours, or the distance to a specific user. 
The test results show that these changes, by themselves or in combination can have 
significant impact on the overall performance of the application. With respect to 
optimizing diffusion, adaptation components on each client therefore should adapt to 
these changes by automatically adjusting the working mechanism within data process 
module on behalf of the application. This would require choosing a proper broadcast 
method and values for related parameters for diffusing packets at right time. In 
addition, adaptation components should provide other capabilities. For instance, they 
can help application server check if each client has responded to its latest packet, or 
help hosts retrieve lost packets. Hence, all application requirements stated in section 
4.1.1 can be implemented in the revised data process module. 
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If adaptation components, under some circumstances, are unable to improve the 
situation, they should alert the user hinting at the problem. For example, display a 
message on the screen: you may be out of network reach. Hopefully, adaptation 
components would wait for the user's response which will help them fulfil their task 
eventually. Before discussing the detailed design, the main results from the 
experiments reported in chapter 5 are summarised first. 
6.2 Summary of main fmdings 
Naturally, end-to-end latency is an important metric with regard to the performance of 
applications in MANET. In addition, packet loss and packet saved ratio can be chosen 
to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of communication protocols that use 
broadcast. The dedicated field tests and simulation studies have shown these three 
performance metrics are affected by the way that a host communicates with others 
under varying network environments. 
i. Simple flooding is the easiest way to disseminate packets to the whole 
network, though it generates a great number of redundant packets, therefore, 
can cause the "broadcast storm" problem. Under the IEEE 802.11 MAC 
protocol, sending packets by broadcast is faster than by unicast under the same 
network conditions. However the latter is more reliable. When server 
disseminates packets to the whole network, three factors, packet size, 
frequency of dissemination, and H11UlX (radius of the network), affect the overall 
performance. The frequency of dissemination should not overrun the 
processing delays at clients. A large packet size has the same effect as having 
high frequency of dissemination, both of which consume more computing 
resources. 
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ii. The counter-based (CB) scheme is a suitable choice that is easy to implement 
and could effectively overcome the "broadcast storm" problem. The decision 
whether to use the scheme while disseminating packets to the whole network 
mainly depends on the value of one key parameter: the number of neighbours 
the disseminating node has. If a node has two or more neighbours, it could 
consider using this scheme. Once a node decides to use the CB scheme it , 
should apply the proper value of T111flX (maximum waiting interval in the CB 
scheme). The denser the surrounding, larger is the value of Tl1lflX required. 
Given a medium density (20 to 30 neighbours), 50 milliseconds (ms) is 
enough; setting a longer delay will degrade the system performance instead 
(causing longer end-to-end latency). For a very high density (over 40 
neighbours), the upper bound value of 100 ms should be applied. Each client 
should carefully choose simple flooding or the CB scheme to rebroadcast 
packets according to its surrounding situation. For instance, despite having 
more than two neighbours, node A should stick to using simple flooding, if A 
knows itself to be the only intermediate node for node B, which is one of its 
downstream neighbours. Otherwise, B could miss some packets from the 
server as A would stop rebroadcasting (see section 5.5.2). 
iii. Under the current scheme for determining source route to the server (for a 
given broadcast from the server, each client uses the source route in the first 
arrived packet as its source route to the server), some clients may learn the 
source route of a length that is longer than their actual distance to the server. 
This phenomenon is explained in section 5.5.4. Simulation studies show that if 
a client rebroadcasts a packet that has taken a one hop or two hops source 
route, this length is almost certainly equal to the client's real distance to the 
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server. However, if the packet has taken a three hops or even longer source 
route, a redundant packet using a shorter route may well arrive moments later. 
Furthermore, with respect to the metric of packet loss, clients closer to the 
server gain an advantage over those that are farther away from the server. For 
example, given the value of Hmax is four, clients that are four hops away from 
the server experience greater packet loss. This is not because collisions happen 
around these 4-hop clients during transmissions; instead, some of their 
upstream nodes which are in reality three hops or even two hops away from 
the server, stopped rebroadcasting as the length of the source route in their 
accepted packets had reached the limit, Hmax. 
6.3 Design of revised data process module 
In this section the design details of the revised data process module are presented. The 
approach can be summarized as follow. Clients regularly broadcast heart-beat (HB) 
packets to enable the server and clients to construct information about their 
neighbours and the network. Using this information, improvements regarding the 
following design requirements are achieved: 
i. Reliability. Clients and the server can retrieve lost packets. 
11. Connectivity. Server can gather connectivity information to each client. 
iii. Adaptive flooding. Clients can use better ways of deciding when to use simple 
flooding or the CB scheme. This enables clients to use an improved 
communication protocol to diffuse application packets. Server can also adjust 
the values of parameters used to diffuse application packets. 
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of revised data process module 
6.3.1 Revised data process module overview 
The architecture of the revised data process module is shown in figure 6.1. Comparing 
with the original design (see figure 4.1), the "system and network information" (SNIC) 
component is an extension of the "system information" (SI) component while the 
"help" component (HC) is an extension of the "ring tone" component. The "process" 
component is modified to implement the revised communication protocol and process 
new packet types. Other two components' functions remain unchanged. 
SNIC is the core component in the revised design. Comparing with the original SI, 
SNIC stores a richer set of information, which is used for the purposes of making 
adaptation decisions and retrieving lost packets. With regard to HC, in addition to 
adjusting the volume or changing the type of ring tone, it can display alarm messages 
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on screens hinting at problems to users. S~IC and HC are the adaptation components 
in the revised design. As in figure 4.1, a solid thin line depicts message flow while a 
dashed line shows cooperation between two components. A thick solid line shows 
new cooperation for adaptation. (In order to make the figure clear and simple, the 
adaptation operation from HC to application Gill is not marked.) 
6.3.2 Revised communication pattern 
In the original design, only application packets are transported in the network: 
periodic diffusion from the server to clients followed by unicast responses from 
clients. These packets by themselves are unable to collect enough neighbourhood 
information and the state of the whole network. Hence there is insufficient basis for 
improving the performance of applications. 
Under above communication pattern, most of the time clients are idle. In other words, 
the network is idle most of the time. Clients can make use of the idle period by 
informing neighbours of network related information through broadcasting HB 
packets. Such information could include a request for retrieving lost packets, a 
suggestion for choosing a broadcast method, the sender's system information, and so 
forth. Based on such information, clients and the server can be made adaptive to their 
environment. 
In the revised system, clients initiate regular broadcasting of HB packets after 
receiving their very first application packet from the server. Clients stop broadcasting 
HB packets when the application ends or they leave. The manner that clients use to 
broadcast HB packets is opposite to the way the server disseminates information. This 
way a client can collect the information about its neighbours and downstream nodes. 
In particular, the server can gather the information about the whole network, as every 
client is one of its downstream nodes. 
In a network, clients can be di vided into a few groups; such that in ea h group. th 
clients have the same distance to the server. Cl ients should broadca t HE P ket 
group by group. The group whose members are fart hest awa from the er\'er hould 
broadcast HE packets first; the group whose members are immedi ate neighbour of 
the server should broadcast HE packets at last. 
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Figure 6.2 : Clients broadcast HB packets from outside to inside of the network . 
For example, figure 6.2 shows the conceptual view of a 2-hop network. The erver I 
in the centre. The inner ring shows the server ' s I-hop range ; it stands for the group of 
the server's l -hop clients. The outside shaded ring covers the server 's 2-hop ran ge . 
The number in each ring is the order that members of the group should broadcast HE 
packets : from outside to inside of the network . A solid line shows client 's broadcast of 
an HE packet; the arrow in the line shows the packet can be recei ved by one of the 
c li ent ' s upstream neighbours . In a group, each client onl y broadcasts an HE packet 
once after the server disseminates an application packet· the client doe not 
rebroadcast received HE packets . 
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Every application packet from the server contains the following timing information 
that is used by clients to broadcast their HB packet: 
1. The dissemination period T. 
ii. After receiving the packet, the interval ts (ts <D that clients that are H"1Lll 
(radius of the network) hops away from the server should wait before 
broadcasting their HB packets. 
iii. The interval ti by which the HB broadcast by a client that is k (k <H",lU) hops 
away from the server should be delayed from the client that is k+ 1 hops away. 
Generally, after receiving an application packet from the server each client waits for 
an interval of ts +(Hmax -Ds) *ti (Ds is client's distance to the server) and then 
broadcasts its HB packet. The values of ts and ti are set very much longer than the 
combination of packet transmission latency and processing latency which is of the 
order of tens of milliseconds as the simulation results shown in table 5.20 (mode 3). It 
could be assumed that (i) all clients receive the application packet from the server at 
about the same time and (ii) all clients have responded to the server before 
broadcasting an HB packet. For example, in an application the server sets T, ts and tito 
30 seconds (s), 20 sand 1 s respectively in an application packet. Assuming that HI/UJX 
is four hops, in the network, 4-hop clients, 3-hops clients, 2-hop clients and I-hop 
clients will broadcast their HB packets after 20 s, 21 s, 22 s, and 23 s respectively 
after they receive the application packet from the server. 
After broadcasting an HB packet, a client sets a temporary interval to schedule 
broadcasting of the next HB packet, as it may not receive the next application packet 
from the server. Assuming that it will move to a position that is Hmax hops away from 
the server later, the client sets the temporary interval to T -(Hmax -Ds) *t;. The 
temporary interval will be cancelled if clients receive the next application packet from 
I5-l 
the server. Then the real waiting interval will be set as described above. 
Figure 6.3 shows the new communication sequence in a period T: 
1. The server disseminates an application packet and then clients help diffuse the 
packet to the whole network. 
ii. Clients unicast a response packet to the server. 
iii. Clients broadcast an HB packet to their neighbours. 
iv. Optionally, the server broadcasts an "inquiry" packet in order to retrieve lost 
response packets from clients. The details of how the server retrieves these 
packets are described in section 6.3.5.2. 
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Figure 6.3: Revised communication pattern 
6.3.3 Maintaining information in SNIC 
As described earlier, clients broadcast HB packets group by group based on their 
distance to the server. There is an interval (ti) between two adjacent groups to 
broadcast HB packets. This interval should be sufficiently large to enable a client to 
receive all possible HB packets from its downstream neighbours. The client gathers 
network information about their downstream nodes and then pads the aggregated 
information into its HB packets. This procedure is illustrated in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: Clients pad aggregated information about their downstream nodes into 
their HB packets. 
In figure 6.4, a solid line shows client's broadcast of an HB packet; the number v r 
the line is the order that the client broadcasts its HB packet. Packet in figur 6.4 
show a simplified structure of HB packet. Row 1, from left , re ord tern 
information about the sender of the HB packet: distance to the er er (D \), flag for 
help (T stands for TRUE meaning the node needs their neighbour ' help to rellle e 
lost packets from the server; F stands for FALSE; the details of how a client can 
retlleve lost packets is described in section 6.3.4.1.), the highest equence number f 
the received packet from the server (S,,), the sequence number of the la t recei ed 
packet from the server to which this sender responded (S,), and the equence number 
of this HB packet (Sb). 
The initi al value of Sb is set to the value of S" in the c li ent's fir t received packet from 
the server. For each new application packet from the server or new HB packet from a 
client, the sequence number of the packet is always increased by one. At a client if S" 
=Sb, then it indicates that the client did not miss any packets from the server; on the 
other hand, S" <Sb would indicate that the client did miss some. 
Row 2 records network information that thi s sender collects into a li st of entries: each 
entry comprises a downstream node 's address, its distance to the server CDs) and 
response status (T stands for TRUE meani ng the node responded to the latest packet 
from the server; F stands for FALSE.). Except for client D 's HB packet (a D had 
little knowledge about the network when it broadcast the packet, the network 
information part of the packet is blank), the other three HB packets record their 
senders' learned network information about the senders' downstream nodes, although 
some of these nodes are not in the senders' direct range. 
Specifically, the receiver (the server or a client) of an HB packet can deduce and then 
store the following information in its SNIC: 
i. Connectivity. The nodes that the receiver can reach and the distance between 
any of these nodes and the receiver itself. For example, referring to figure 6.4, 
A knows it could reach B, C, and D. The distance from A to B, A to C, and A 
to D is one hop, two hops, and three hops respectively. 
ii. Response status. Whether the sender of the HB packet responded to the latest 
packet from the server. For example, referring to figure 6.4, C can deduce that 
D did not respond as D lost this packet indicated by SIJ <Sb in D's HB packet; 
A can deduce that B did not respond although B received this packet, as in B's 
HB packet Sb = SI! but SIJ > Sr. 
As the final recipient of the aggregated information, the server learns a panorama of 
its served clients mastering the connectivity detail to each client, the distance between 
each client and itself, and each client's response status to its latest packet. The usage 
of this information is described in sections 6.3.4.2. 
6.3.4 Increasing reliability: retrieving lost packets 
In its SNIC, each client also stores a limited number of packets, which the client has 
received from and responded to the server. This way a node can help its neighbours 
retrieve lost packets from the server; also if the server fails to receive important 
response packets like bids from specific bidders, it can request them to send these 
packets again. 
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6.3.4.1 How clients retrieve lost packets 
In a Bingo game, players may lose the chance to win the game if the nus Bingo ball 
announcement. In order to avoid this happening, a gi en application an b 
confi gured to run with flag for help in HB packet set to TRUE (refer to ro\\' 1 in 
figure 6.4) . A client (say B) checks the values of Sb and Sir in the recei ed HB pa ket 
(from say C). If S" <Sb, B knows C has lost packets from the server. If B ha th e e 
packets , B unicasts a "salvage" packet containing the real payload in the e pack t 
back to C. Then C may respond to the server. C would unicast it re pon e packet to 
the neighbour that is closest to the server. This neighbour will forward C re pon 
packet to the server taking its own source route. 
Figure 6.5 illustrates the procedure descri bed above. Both A and B re pond by 
unicasting a salvage packet to C, as shown by the dashed lines in figure 6.5. Packet 
in figure 6.5 show a simplified structure of salvage packet : row 1, from left , record 
distance to the server (Ds) about the sender of this packet and the sequence number of 
the packet from the server that thi s sender can provide for; row 2 record the real 
payload in the lost packet. Retrievi ng the lost packet C respond to erver S. C 
unicasts its response packet to A, as A is closer to S than B . Then A forward C ' 
response packet to S. The solid lines in figure 6.5 show the procedure that C' 
response packet is delivered to S . 
Figure 6.5: Clients A and B help C retrieve a lost packet from server S. Then C 
responds to S. 
6.3.4.2 How a server retrieves lost response packets 
Knowing each client 's response status , the server can detect that orne lienl' 
respon se packets to its latest diffused application packet are reall 10 t. if it fail to 
receive these packets nevertheless these clients ' response status shm that they have 
responded. For instance, in figure 6.4 , the server should recei e the re pon e pa k t 
from C. 
In order to retrieve lost response packets from clients , the er er broadca t an 
"inquiry" packet, in which the server specifi es the addresse of the c li ent wh e 
response packets are lost with the sequence numbers of these 10 t packet . Recei ing 
such an inquiry packet for the first time, a client checks it information in Ie. ]f th 
following two conditions are met, the client rebroadcasts the inquiry packet; othen i e 
the inquiry packet is discarded. (Naturall y clients di scard redund ant inquir packet .) 
The conditions are (i) the client can reach some of the addresse pecified in the 
inquiry packet and (ii) the distance between the c li ent and one of the e reachab le 
addresses plus the source route length that the inquiry packet took i Ie s than H II/ax 
(radius of the network). Finding its address appears in the inquiry packet, the client 
knows its response packets to the server with the sequence number have been 10 t. 
Then the client sends these packets back to the server again taking the so urce route the 
inquiry packet used, as the client ' s original so urce route may have been out of date. 
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Figure 6.6: Server S disseminates an inquiry packet . Then client C sends the 
response packet to S again . 
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For example, as the dashed lines shown in figure 6.6, an inquiry packet is diffused in 
order that server S needs to retrieve a lost response packet from client C. The packet 
in figure 6.6 shows a simplified structure of inquiry packet: it records the client 
address with the sequence number of the response packet from this client that the 
server fails to receive. Both client A and B rebroadcast the inquiry packet, as they can 
reach C and the source route length that the inquiry packet will take to arrive at C is 
less than Hmax, given that Hmax is set to four hops. Client E discards the inquiry packet 
as it has no knowledge about C. Receiving the inquiry packet, C unicasts its response 
packet with the sequence number specified in the inquiry packet to S taking the 
reverse route of the inquiry packet used, as the solid lines shown in figure 6.6. 
6.3.5 Adaptive flooding 
As the main finding (ii) shows that a client should use the CB scheme to rebroadcast a 
packet from the server if it has two or more neighbours. However care is needed: the 
client should still use simple flooding if it is the only intermediate node for one of its 
downstream neighbours. Under such a circumstance, the client should be informed by 
this neighbour to using simple flooding. Specifically, in its HB packet, a node 
explicitly requests a particular upstream-neighbour to use simple flooding if one of 
the following two conditions is met: 
i. The node does not receive redundant packets from the server with source route 
length equal to the node's distance to the server (Ds). (The node may receive 
redundant packets with source route length longer than the node's Ds.) Then 
the node requires another node, on the next hop in its source route to the server, 
to use simple flooding. 
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11 . If a node is required to use si mple flooding, then this node require [he next 
node, the next hop in its source route to the server, to use simple flooding 
well . 
Condition (ii) reflects a transitivity relationship : on a multi-hop sour e route. ea h 
intermediate node should use simple flooding wherever the far end node requi re i[ 
neighbour (on this source route) to use simple flooding . 
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Figure 6 .7: A sample network topology 
For example, consider the network topology shown in figure 6.7 , where H max has been 
set to four hops. The arrowed lines show nodes that are one hop away from each other, 
by which they receive their neighbours' HE packets . According to condition (i) 
described above, node H wi ll require G to use simple flooding , si nce H can onl 
receive the packet from S via one route (S->B->E->G->H). According [0 condition 
(ii), node G and E will require their next hop , E and B , to use imple flooding . Ing 
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the neighbourhood information in their SNIC node A, D C. and F \\ ill u e the CB 
scheme (A and C have two neighbours while D and F ha e three). Tode B, E. and G 
wil l stick to simple flooding although B has fi ve neighbour, E ha four, and G h 
two respecti vel y. If an y of node B , E or G were to use the CB scheme. H may not 
receive the packet from S . For instance, if B uses the CB cherne and t p 
rebroadcastin g, the packet has to arrive at E via a 3-hop source route like -> ->D-
>E). Then the packet wi ll not be rebroadcast at G as the source route length ha 
reached the limit, Hmax. H cannot recei ve the packet. 
6.3.6 Determining accurate source route length to the server 
As the main finding (iii ) shows: it is important for c lient to know thei r acc urate 
di stance to the server. Actuall y, th e maj n fi nding (iii) suggests a po ible o lution: a 
client should make sure th at the packet that has taken the horte t ource route fr m 
the server is rebroadcast, rath er than the first received packet. The simu lation re ull 
show that a cli ent should do th is check for packets that have taken three or more hop. 
As shown in figure 6 .8, there are two routes connecting S and D . One is three hop ( -
>A->C->D); the other is two hops (S ->B->D). Even if a packet tak ing the 3-hop route 
anives first, D should wait a short while before rebroadcas ting in ca e a packet taking 
the 2-hop route arri ves later. 
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Figure 6.8: Cl ient 0 chooses a shorter route . 
6.3.7 Revised communication protocol 
Each client maintains a triple of variables for recording server address (5), the highest 
sequence number of the received packet from the server (Sh), and distance to the 
server (Ds). Clients discard any packets with sequence numbers less than Sir or stop 
rebroadcasting if L, =Hmax, where Ls is source route length of packet and H"IO-t is radius 
of the network. Otherwise clients update Sir and set Ds to L,. If the value of Ls is one 
hop or two hops, the packet is rebroadcast subject to decision on use of the CB 
scheme. However, if the value of Ls is over two hops, clients wait for a very short 
interval, up to a fixed value of Twait , for a duplicate packet that might arrive via a 
shorter route. During the short interval, if a client really receives a packet that has 
taken a shorter source route, the client will set Ds to L, and rebroadcast this packet 
subject to decision on use of the CB scheme. Otherwise, after T waih the first recei ved 
packet is rebroadcast subject to decision on use of the CB scheme. 
6.3.8 Help component 
In this sub-section, some ideas on how help components (HC) can be designed to help 
users are presented. 
For example, the middleware can detect that there are no neighbours around users for 
a while. If the information is exposed to the users in some form, they could take steps 
to remedy the situation. An alert window would pop up on the screens informing the 
users that they are possibly outside of the network range. Having been alerted, if 
rational users would like to continue participating, they will move and try to rejoin the 
network. Another similar situation happens when SNIC finds users have not 
responded to the server for a given round. HC will increase the volume or change the 
type of ring tone in order to remind the users the arrival of server's packet. 
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6.4 Evaluation 
To assess the advantages bought out by the HB packet mechanism, simulation study is 
conducted focusing on the performance of the revised communication protocol. A 
straightforward way of reducing packet loss experienced by clients that are farthest 
away from the server is simply to use the original protocol with Hmilx set to larger than 
strictly necessary (this will cause more flooding). The revised communication 
protocol is compared with such a simple scheme. Two aspects are evaluated: 
1. Effectiveness. Does the packet loss experienced by clients that are farthest 
away from the server drop without sacrificing the performance of unicast and 
broadcast? 
11. Efficiency. Is there a reduction in the total amount of rebroadcast packets (the 
network traffic load) while clients use the revised communication protocol? 
6.4.1 Setting GloMoSim 
In order to allow for fair comparisons with the existing simulation results, GloMoSim 
uses the same configuration (see section 5.2.3) and topology (see figure 5.8) as before. 
50 nodes are uniformly distributed in a 4-hop network. The server is almost at the 
centre of the network; around it, there are seven 1-hop clients, fifteen 2-hop clients, 
sixteen 3-hop clients, and eleven 4-hop clients. An enhanced application layer 
implements the functions of regularly broadcasting HB packets and using the revised 
communication protocol to rebroadcast packets from the server. The server broadcasts 
100 packets at the rate of one packet every 30 seconds. Clients' behaviour is mode 3 
(see section 5.5.3: random responding time is between 8 to 14 seconds). If clients fail 
to receive packets from the server, they do not want to retrieve these lost packets. So 
does the server; it does not broadcast inquiry packets to retrieve lost response packets 
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from clients. Other parameters related to broadcasting HE packets and the CB scheme 
are listed in table 6.1. The default value of Hmax (radius of the network) is four hops. 
Parameter Explanation and value 
T Server's dissemination period: 30 seconds. 
After receiving a new packet from the server, the interval that 
ts clients that are Hmax hops away from the server should wait 
before broadcasting their HB packets: 20 seconds. 
The interval by which the HB broadcast by a client that is k (k 
ti <Hmax) hops away from the server should be delayed from a 
client that is k+ 1 hops away: 1 second. 
The interval for a client waiting for a duplicate packet with a 
Twait shorter source route if the source route length of the first 
received packet is over two hops: 23 ms. 
Cmax 
Maximum number of redundant packet received in the CB 
scheme: 2. 
Tmax 
Maximum waiting interval in the CB scheme: 25 ms if a client 
has less than ten neighbours; Otherwise is 50 ms. 
Table 6.1: Parameters used in simulation study of revised communication protocol 
The following testing scenarios are chosen: 
1. Clients use simple flooding to rebroadcast packets from the server. 
11. Clients use the CB scheme to rebroadcast packets from the server. 
111. Clients use simple flooding to rebroadcast packets from the server while the 
value of Hlllax is set to five hops (though the actual value is four hops). 
IV. Clients use the CB scheme to rebroadcast packets from the server while the 
value of HmQX is set to five hops (though the actual value is four hops). 
v. Clients use the revised communication protocol to rebroadcast packets from 
the server while they regularly broadcast HE packets. 
vi. Clients use the revised communication protocol to rebroadcast packets from 
the server while they regularly broadcast HE packets. However, they do not 
apply condition (ii) (see section 6.3.5) to explicitly require one of their 
upstream neighbours to use simple flooding in their HB packets. 
For each testing scenario the simulation was conducted three times with varied seeds. 
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6.4.2 Simulation study results 
Tables 6.2 to 6.7 present the results under each testing scenario (packet loss figures 
are for broadcast only). Table 6.2 is the exact copy from table 5.19 (mode 3), which is 
under testing scenario (i) and chosen as the comparison benchmark. Generally, unicast 
latency is almost same under different testing scenarios whilst the differences with the 
broadcast latency are not significant. 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 3 4 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0 1 13.1 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.6 15.8 34.2 54.6 
Average unicast latency (ms) 4.3 9.7 14.5 17.9 
Table 6.2: Performance of unicast and broadcast when clients use simple flooding 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 3 4 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0.1 2.2 20.5 
Average saved ratio (%) 29.5 22.8 40.4 N/A 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.6 17.4 32.9 49.9 
Average unicast latency (ms) 3.8 9.0 13.2 16.6 
Table 6.3: Performance of unicast and broadcast when clients use the CB scheme 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 3 4 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0 0 1.5 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.5 19.6 39 64 
Average unicast latency (ms) 3.8 9 13.6 17.6 
Table 6.4: Performance of unicast and broadcast when clients use simple flooding 
(Hmax =5) 
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Distance to server (hop) 1 2 1 3 4 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0.2 0.4 3.3 
Average saved ratio (%) 28 19.1 23.6 34 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.5 18.6 34.7 54.8 
Average unicast latency (ms) 3.8 9.3 13.6 17.7 
Table 6.5: Performance of unicast and broadcast when clients use the CB scheme 
(Hmax =5) 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 3 4 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0 0.5 4.5 
Average saved ratio (%) 17.6 15.1 51.8 N/A 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.6 17.9 34.5 65.7 
Average unicast latency (ms) 3.8 8.6 12.7 16.5 
Table 6.6: Performance of unicast and broadcast when clients use the revised 
communication protocol based on HB packet support 
Distance to server (hop) 1 2 3 4 
Average packet loss (%) 0 0.2 0.9 13.5 
Average saved ratio (%) 27 19.1 54.4 N/A 
Average broadcast latency (ms) 2.6 18 34.1 63.6 
Average unicast latency (ms) 3.8 8.8 12.8 16.6 
Table 6.7: Performance of unicast and broadcast when clients use the revised 
communication protocol based on incomplete HB packet support 
Comparing table 6.3 with table 6.2, it again shows the poor perfonnance of using the 
CB scheme without discretion; packet loss of 4-hop clients is higher although saved 
ratio on their upstream nodes is satisfactory. 
One solution to alleviate the problem described above could be to increase the value 
of Hmax. The corresponding results are shown in tables 6.4 and 6.5. Apparently, packet 
loss of 4-hop clients drops sharply. But the cost is expensive since these 4-hop clients 
unnecessarily rebroadcast packets so that the network traffic load is increased (see 
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table 6.8). In such an IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks, these extra broadcasts will 
potentially have negative impact on any other nodes that are within two hops range of 
these 4-hop clients. 
Table 6.6 shows the improved results when clients use the reyised communication 
protocol with HB packet support. Comparing table 6.2 with table 6.6, the packet loss 
of 4-hop clients drops as well as the saved ratio is reasonable on their upstream nodes. 
In addition, the cost is acceptable as clients broadcast HB packets when the network is 
idle; broadcasting of HB packets does not interfere with the clients' rebroadcasting of 
packets from the server. However, if clients do not fully apply the designated criteria 
to actively request one of their upstream neighbours to use simple flooding, for 
instance, neglecting condition Oi) specified in section 6.3.5.2, performance is poor as 
shown in table 6.7. It demonstrates the importance of the transitivity relationship. 
which reflects a comprehensive cooperation among nodes on a multi-hop route: every 
intermediate node along the route should use simple flooding once the node at the far 
end of the route explicitly does so. 
Testing scenario Total number of packets Total number of packets 
clients received / out of 4900 clients rebroadcast 
i 4740 3456 
ii 4637 2582 
iii 4883 4600 
iv 4856 3636 
v 4840 2616 
Table 6.8: Effectiveness and efficiency comparison of broadcast methods 
Finally, from the perspective of effectiveness and efficiency, table 6.8 presents a clear 
comparison for different broadcast methods conducted in this simulation study. Total 
number of packets clients received (much is better) and total number of packets 
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clients rebroadcast (less is better) stand for the metrics of effectiveness and efficiency 
for the broadcast methods respectively. The results show the revised communication 
protocol performs well. 
Though table 6.6 shows the improved performance, these 4-hop clients still lose a 
small number of packets from the server. In another independent test, under same 
conditions, all clients are set to request lost packets from the server in their HB 
packets. With their neighbours' help, packet loss of 3-hop and 4-hop clients drops to 
almost zero. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the design of a prototype of adaptable middleware, the enhanced data 
process module implementing all requirements stated in chapter 4, was presented. 
Generally, with extra HB packet support, the middleware can select the proper 
broadcast method with values of related parameters to rebroadcast packets for clients. 
In particular, the middleware can help server efficiently run an application by 
gathering connectivity and other kinds of useful information to all clients. 
Additionally, the middleware can help retrieve lost packets. The simulation studies 
show that improvements can be achieved: packet loss of clients that are farthest away 
from the server drops as well as the network traffic load is reduced. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
Mobile devices with wireless network interfaces have gained much popularity in 
people's daily life. They have created rich opportunities to develop various 
applications that exploit MANET. This research focuses on a class of interacti ve 
multi-user applications in a subset of MANET, termed "Convenience :-\et\\,ork" (C:-';). 
as hardly any such type of applications are currently available. Therefore concrete 
requirements of middleware for mobile device using MANET are not well understood 
and it is not yet clear what system support the underlying middleware should provide. 
This is the problem addressed in the thesis. 
7.1 Summary of the work 
The thesis began by extensively investigating related technologies in ad hoc 
networking: from MAC layer to application layer regarding the OSI network 
reference model. Interactive multi-user applications in CNs and their requirements are 
the focus of this thesis. The aim is to study what suitable functionalities should be 
incorporated in middleware to support various such applications. 
The thesis presented the initial design, implementation, and evaluation of a 
generalized data process module which is capable of supporting three representative 
applications in CNs, which are "Auction", "Bingo game", and "Chatting" respectively. 
For each of the three applications, this thesis described how an application specific ad 
hoc network can be formed and maintained in an economical manner. The application 
server periodically broadcasts application packets to the whole network; clients 
append their identities into the header of the fresh packets that they just received and 
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rebroadcast. Clients can construct the source route to the server by reversing the 
source route in the header of a received packet, and are able to communicate with the 
server by unicasting. If clients want to communicate with each other (as in Chatting), 
packets first are sent to the server who then forwards the packets to the final 
destinations. Under such circumstances optimizations could be applied. There is no 
extra overhead for the maintenance of CN. Server to client packet dissemination by 
applying simple flooding or the "counter-based" (CB) scheme have been implemented 
and tested on some PDAs. They worked well on the target platform. At the same time 
the field tests indicated the performance trend when network becomes dense; it also 
exposed the "border problem" which greatly degrades the system performance due to 
node mobility. Then testing was turned to simulation study as simulator can provide 
powerful facilities and rich scenarios helping designers overcome difficulties in field 
tests and explore the design space in detail. The main results from field tests and 
simulation studies were summarised in section 6.2 and are described again below. 
Naturally, end-to-end latency is an important metric with regard to the performance of 
applications in MANET. In addition, packet loss and packet saved ratio can be chosen 
to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of communication protocols that use 
broadcast. These three performance metrics are affected by the way that a node 
communicates with others under varying network environments. 
1. Simple flooding is the easiest way to disseminate packets to the whole 
network, though it generates a great number of redundant packets, therefore, 
can cause the "broadcast storm" problem. Under the IEEE 802.11 MAC 
protocol, sending packets by broadcast is faster than by unicast under the same 
network conditions. However the latter is more reliable. When server 
disseminates packets to the whole network, three factors, packet size, 
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frequency of dissemination, and Hmax (radius of the network), affect the overall 
performance. The frequency of dissemination should not overrun the 
processing delays at clients. A large packet size has the same effect as having 
high frequency of dissemination, both of which consume more computing 
resources. 
ii. The CB scheme is a suitable choice that is easy to implement and could 
effectively overcome the "broadcast storm" problem. The decision whether to 
use the scheme while disseminating packets to the whole network mainly 
depends on the value of one key parameter: the number of neighbours the 
disseminating node has. If a node has two or more neighbours, it could 
consider using this scheme. Once a node decides to use the CB scheme, it 
should apply the proper value of T,I1llX (maximum waiting interval in the CB 
scheme). The denser the surrounding, larger is the value of T max required. 
Given a medium density (20 to 30 neighbours), 50 milliseconds (ms) is 
enough; setting a longer delay will degrade the system performance instead 
(causing longer end-to-end latency). For a very high density (over 40 
neighbours), the upper bound value of 100 ms should be applied. Each client 
should carefully choose simple flooding or the CB scheme to rebroadcast 
packets according to its surrounding situation. For instance, despite having 
more than two neighbours, node A should stick to using simple flooding, if A 
knows itself to be the only intermediate node for node B, which is one of its 
downstream neighbours. Otherwise, B could miss some packets from the 
server as A would stop rebroadcasting. 
iii. The simple scheme for determining source route to the server (for a given 
broadcast from the server, each client uses the source route in the first received 
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packet as its source route to the server), some clients may learn the source 
route of a length that is longer than their actual distance to the server. 
Simulation studies show that if a client rebroadcasts a packet that has taken a 
one hop or two hops source route, this length is almost certainly equal to the 
client's real distance to the server. However, if the packet has taken a three 
hops or even longer source route, a redundant packet using a shorter route may 
well arrive moments later. Furthermore, with respect to the metric of packet 
loss, clients closer to the server gain an advantage over those that are farther 
away from the server. For example, given the value of Hmax is four hops, 
clients that are four hops away from the server experience greater packet loss. 
This is not because collisions happen around these 4-hop clients during 
transmissions; instead, some of their upstream nodes which are in reality three 
hops or even two hops away from the server, stopped rebroadcasting as the 
length of the source route in their accepted packets had reached the limit, Hmax. 
In short, simulation studies indicated that the initial design has the capability of 
supporting interactive multi-user applications in eNs that meet most of design 
requirements under the assumed working conditions. But there is room from 
improvements through dynamic adaptation. 
For adaptation to be effective, it is necessary that clients have information about their 
neighbourhood and a server has "the global view" of the network. In the revised 
design, this is achieved by clients regularly broadcasting heart-beat (HB) packets to 
enable the server and clients to construct information about their neighbours and the 
network. The HB packet scheme has been carefully engineered to enable information 
to be collected starting from the edges of the network to the centre. Using this 
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enhancement, the following design requirements that were not fully supported in the 
initial design have been achieved: 
i. Reliability. Clients and the server can retrieve lost packets. 
ii. Connectivity. Server can gather connectivity information to each client. 
iii. Adaptive flooding. Clients can use better ways of deciding when to use simple 
flooding or the CB scheme. This enables clients to use an improved 
communication protocol to diffuse application packets. Server can also adjust 
the values of parameters used to diffuse application packets. 
Hence, all application requirements stated in section 4.1.1 can be implemented in the 
revised data process module. 
7.2 Further work 
This research focused on a class of interactive applications exemplified by mobile 
device users interacting with each other in a limited public place. Typical interaction 
pattern in such applications consists of a server sending out information regularly to 
clients using broadcasts and individual clients replying using unicasts. This work 
highlighted the design of a specific middleware which is capable of supporting this 
specific type of interactive applications. 
The work presented here can be extended in a number of directions. It would be 
interesting to extend the design to support applications where interactions are not 
regular or applications that are peer-to-peer, rather than client-server. The Chatting 
application did indicate that this design can support irregular peer-to-peer interactions 
via a server. It is believed that this design can be extended to support hybrid peer-to-
peer systems that make use of a collection of servers. Another area of investigation 
would be to investigate support for multimedia. 
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It is noted that in an IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network, a node actively keeps exchanging 
MAC layer management beacons with its neighbours even if no application layer 
packets exchange is taking place. Thus at MAC layer, a node has knowledge of the 
exact number of its neighbours. If this valuable information could be sent through or 
shared with the upper layers, it will greatly help system design with respect to 
adaptation. Cross-layering design [144] follows this idea: to let protocols that belong 
to different layers cooperate in sharing network-status information. Application of 
cross-layering principles to the middleware design presented here would be another 
area of investigation. 
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